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Apartment owner spends $10.000 
Fire damage estimates undetermined 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Although damage estimates 
on the fire at the Haven House 
apartments will not be known 
for a week, building owner 
Douglas Valentine has already 
spent almost $10,000 of his 
money to house 91 residents in 
He also gave each resident $25 
for food and clothing. 
The money is coming out of 
Valentine's own pocket and not 
from insurance, he said. 
"These kids (the residents) 
are neat, no question about it," 
he said. "It's an experience that 
would set anybody back and I'm just trying to ease the loss a 
little for them." 
Residents not in motels are 
living in University housing or 
staying with friends. 
Valentine said various organi- 
zations and private citizens 
were donating linens and other 
items. 
A list of available housing was 
being compiled for residents be- 
tween the time their week in 
motels is up and the apartment 
building is reopened. 
"ALL BUT one or two of them 
have indicated they wanted to 
move back in as soon as we had 
a place to put them," Valentine 
"All the kids have been just 
like a big family. They all 
jumped in and helped each 
other," he said. "I didn't realize 
how close the students were that 
live in that particular building. 
I'm real proud of the whole 
bunch of them." 
Valentine plans to begin re- 
pairs as soon as all insurance 
settlements are made. 
The first step will be to clear 
debris from the third floor, 
which was gutted by the fire, 
and rebuild the roof to protect 
the lower floors from the 
weather. 
Apartments on the first and 
second floors will be repaired 
and readied for occupancy be- 
fore work is finished on the third 
floor. 
"We're going to do a com- 
pletely new job up there," Val- 
entine said. 
G-man arraigned on spy charges 
SAN DIEGO (AP) - A former 
FBI agent accused of conspiring 
to spy for the Soviet Union was 
arraigned yesterday before a 
federal magistrate, who refused 
to set bail and ordered him re- 
moved to Los Angeles for a 
hearing. 
John Moot, court-appointed 
attorney for Richard Miller, 
said Miller would plead innocent 
to charges of conspiracy to com- 
mit espionage at an Oct. 15 pre- 
liminary nearing in Los 
Angeles. 
Meanwhile, the FBI said it 
had begun an investigation to 
determine if its operations had 
been damaged by Miller, 47, who 
allegedly developed a personal 
relationship with a female So- 
viet agent during the past few 
months. 
"We have an extensive inves- 
tigation under way to determine 
if some investigations mav have 
been compromised," FBI 
spokesman Steve Grippi said in 
Los Angeles. 
BUT GRIPPI noted that 
Miller, a 20-year FBI veteran 
who was arrested late Tuesday, 
did not have access to classified 
documents from other intelli- 
gence agencies such as the CIA. 
Miller waived his right to an 
Conductor wins competition 
by Janet Pavasko 
reporter 
Winning an international mu- 
sic competition is an accom- 
plishment, but Grzegorz Nowak, 
recent winner of the conducting 
portion of the 40th International 
Competition for Music Perform- 
ers, does not plan to enter any 
more competitions. 
Instead, he will be reading 
sheet music. 
"I don't need to enter any 
more competitions," said No- 
wak, director of the Bowling 
Green State University Philhar- 
monia and head of graduate 
orchestral conducting. "In 1985, 
I have a performance at Carne- 
gie Hall, numerous concerts and 
recording contracts in Portugal 
and throughout Europe." 
Nowak said a person usually 
enters competitions to receive 
recording contracts. 
Along with recording con- 
tracts, Nowak won a cash prize 
of 15,000 Swiss francs, (about 
$7,000). He also won the Prix 
Suisse award of 5,000 francs 
(about $2,500) for conducting the 
best performance of a work by a 
Swiss composer. 
"AFTER AUDITIONING in 
New York, I was invited to go to 
Switzerland for competitive 
rounds with a chamber orches- 
tra and opera quartet," he said, 
adding that after the opera quar- 
tet, the competition was nar- 
rowed down to eight and finally 
three contestants. 
Nowak said with each new 
round, the group being con- 
ducted got larger. "In the final 
round, I was conducting a full 
orchestra with a pianist," he 
said. "At that stage to make a 
8Dod concert, I had to prepare 
le orchestra." 
"I was hoping to win and 
heard inside friends say that I 
would," he said. "The tension 
was hanging in the air and it was 
fantastic when I won. I was 
relieved and happy, people were 
cheering and screaming, and all 
the women wanted to kiss me," 
he said. 
In addition to the recording 
contracts be has received. No- 
wak will be conductor of the 
North American tour of the Lon- 
don Symphony in 1967. 
"You cant get much better 
than the London Symphony," he 
said. 
Nowak, a pianist and orches- 
tral conductor, left his native 
Poland in 1980 to become assis- 
tant conductor of the Eastman 
Philharmonia in New York. He 
received a conducting 
fellowship and studied under 
such greats as Leonard 
Bernstein and Andre Previn. 
NOWAK CAME to the Univer- 
sity in 1962 and is music director 
of the Carmel Symphony Or- 
chestra in Carmel, Ind. 
Although Nowak tries to 
schedule concerts around Uni- 
versity events, it is sometimes 
difficult. 
"As long as the University can 
accommodate my guest concert 
appearances, I would be happy 
to stay here and try to improve 
the University by bringing in 
better quality students," he 
said. 
"Conductors have to go where 
orchestras are," he said. "No 
major orchestra will come to 
me." 
He had no estimate for the 
repair costs. 
"MY INSURANCE company 
indicated if any of the kids were 
on their Darents' homeowner's 
Klicies, the policy would cover 
ses while they're here," he 
said. "If any kidsfeve home- 
owner's policies and they're be- 
ing told the policy won't cover 
them, I'd like to talk to them 
one-on-one and ... get some 
kind of settlement for them." 
Fire Chief Jack Gonyer, who 
was on the scene with fire inves- 
tigators yesterday, said damage 
amounts will not be known until 
insurance adjusters finish their 
reports sometime next week. 
Arson investigators were also 
at the site. Gonyer said an arson 
investigation is standard proce- 
dure at any fire. 
"We won't know the exact 
cause until the reports come 
back from the engineers," Go- 
nyer said. "We're having the 
water heater checked as one 
possibility." 
before U.S. Magistrate Roger 
McKee, who refused to recon- 
extradition bearing yesterday 
sider his earlier no bail order 
after Assistant VS. Attorney 
Ray Edwards claimed Miller 
was a flight risk. 
Miller is charged with conspir- 
ing to gather defense informa- 
tion to aid a foreign government, 




by April McOellan 
staff reporter 
Two female University stu- 
dents were reportedly at 
tacked Wednesday night by a 
group of males on Ridge 
Street about 10 p.m., accord- 
ing to Gardner McLean, asso- 
ciate director of news 
services. 
The students were walking 
on Ridge Street between 
Overman Hall and Oak Grove 
Cemetery when they were 
approached by four or five 
males who proceeded to hit 
them about the head, McLean 
said. 
The students were shoved 
into a car and driven to the 
information booth near the 
Doyt L. Perry Stadium, 
where they were dropped off, 
he added. 
Campus police were noti- 
fied about 10:14 p.m. by a 
passer-by near the stadium. 
Both students were trans- 
Srted to Wood County Hospi- 
I, treated for contusions and 
abrasions and released 
Wednesday night, McLean 
said. 
The victims could not give a 
good description of the males 
or the car they were driving, 
McLean said. 
Campus police are investi- 
gating the incident. 
Gerry: 
'Dump' Reagan 
He's a winner 
Dr. Qrzegorz Nowak, director of the University's Philharmonia, was 
welcomed home from his European trip with a sign his students had 
BG News/Suaan Cross 
put up In front Of the music building In his native language ("Most 
sincere congratulations"). 
DAYTON (AP) - Democratic 
vice presidential candidate Ger- 
aldine Ferraro yesterday lis- 
tened to concerns of residents 
who live near waste dumps and 
advised them to dump the ad- 
ministration of Ronald Reagan. 
"I don't know how anybody in 
the entire state of Ohio, which 
has 22 toxic waste sites, would 
even think of voting for an ad- 
ministration that has a record of 
non-achievement like this ad- 
ministration has in cleaning up 
toxic dumps," she said. 
Ferraro held an hour-long dis- 
cussion with residents within 
sight of the Powell Road Landfill 
in suburban Huber Heights. The 
privately operated landfill is one 
of 22 hazardous waste sites on 
the federal Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency's "Super-fund" 
priority cleanup list. 
State EPA officials have said 
the landfill, opened in 1959, 
poses a rather common prob- 
lem: Nothing illegal occurred, 
but hazardous waste was stored 
there before legal restrictions 
were enacted. 
HUBER HEIGHTS residents 
complained about smells from 
the nearby landfill and said they 
were worried about health ef- 
fects from drinking water they 
fear might be contaminated. 
Company officials say the land- 
fill was closed Sept. 14, but 
nearby residents complain it is 
still accepting waste. 
Don Reddicliffe, a spokesman 
for Waste Management Inc., 
said later what residents proba- 
bly saw was an outside contrac- 
tor bringing dirt as part of a 
routine procedure to cover and 
grade the closed site. 
Several audience members 
said they were Republicans but 
planned to vote Democratic this 
fall because of their dissatisfac- 
tion with cleanup efforts. 
Citizens from Springfield, Cir- 
cleville and Victory also da- 
tailed their frustrations in 
dealing with operators of haz- 
ardous waste sites and govern- 
ment officials. 
Laura Kaffenbarger of Trem- 
ont City said her 6-year-old 
daughter was in the hospital 
seven times in the last year with 
pneumonia and asthma. She ex- 
pressed fears the illnesses were 
related to a nearby dump. 
FERRARO ASKED the crowd 
of more than 100 if anyone knew 
of one of the 546 Superfund sites 
that has been successfully 
cleaned up." She said six sites 
have been cleaned up so far. 
Asked what sort of solutions 
she proposed, Ferraro said she 
favored restrictions on dump- 
ing, coupled with government 
policies to deal with cleanup of 
hazardous wastes. 
The vice presidential candi- 
date said there are times when 
government should intervene to 
help state and local officials. 
"This is one of those times 
when you dont want govern- 
ment off your back. You want 
government on your side," she 
said. 
IN AN INTERVIEW before 
she left Dayton, Ferraro told the 
Davton Daily News she was 
"absolutely floored" that addi- 
tional attention was being given 
her amended congressional dis- 
closure statements made public 
this week. She also said she 
hoped Republican Vice Presi- 
dent George Bush's finances re- 
ceive the same scrutiny. 
"He was sitting there for three 
months bitting at me for my 
finances, and he knows damn 
well that... he had $198,000 he 
was holding back from the gov- 
ernment," she told the newspa- 
per. 
Bush's report revealed he was 
assessed $198,000 in additional 
taxes and interest after an audit 
of his 1981 tax return. Bush is 
contesting the assessment by 





a signal for change 
According to one U.S. senator the nation's strong- 
est deliberative body is now "entering the 
twilight zone of the legislative process." 
Sen. Dan Quayle (R-Ind.) is talking about the 
catch-all funding bill struggling to pass the Senate 
this week. 
Members of the body have delayed the emer- 
gency spending bill with much add-on legislation 
covering everything from civil rights to malted 
beverages. 
This endless attaching of unrelated amendments 
come at a time when the Senate must pass the 
emergency bill or thousands of federal offices will 
be forced to close. 
Legislation has been proposed in the past to limit 
amendments and delay tactics on emergency 
spending bills, but has always failed to get the 
required two-thirds vote. Ironically, most were 
defeated because of unrelated amendments at- 
tached to them. 
A reform in Senate procedure needs to be worked 
out, at least for year-end spending. The Senate is 
allowing itself to be bogged down by useless matter 
which should have been discussed earlier, not in the 
last days of session. 
The issue of reform is becoming amazingly 
bipartisan, with members from both parties work- 
ing to curve amendments away from spending 
bills. Another delay could bring emergency action 
to a halt and shut down federal offices. 
Television makes a president 
Does TV hamper government? 
Reagan deficit plan 
will balance budget 
by Kurt J. Harden  
Walter Mondale, after having 
"laid his cards on the table face 
up," with regard to his economic 
policy, demands Ronald Reagan 
to do the same. With this de- 
mand, there must be an analysis 
of the "cards" which are held by 
the two candidates, and, of 
course the manner of play. The 
analysis, which I will take the 
liberty of making, exposes some 
very interesting levels of contro- 
versy. 
Mondale clearly stands for a 
tax increase - a 10% surcharge 
on individuals with incomes 
above $100,000, a minimum 15% 
Corporate tax, etc This is 
fine - we all have our own ways 
of solving certain problems. The 
Eroblem at hand, the all impor- 
uit deficit, Walter Mondale 
chooses to attack through tax 
increases and budget cuts. It is 
up to the public to decide the 
merits of Mondale's plan. None 
the less, he has a plan. 
Reagan also has a plan - He 
along with Arthur Laffer, Jack 
Kemp and the like, are con- 
vinced that you can increase tax 
revenues through tax cuts. The 
process is simpler than it 
seems: With lower taxes people 
seek less shelters, earn more 
money, and hence, they actually 
Ky a higher amount of money 
in before the tax cut. This 
idea, along with a non-military, 
across the board budget cutting 
effort, Reagan claims, if foP 
lowed, will bring the deficit 
down and help the economy. 
So we have the two major 
plans - admittedly, simplified - 
but two plans for solving the 
deficit problem. Dandy, but the 
point of the analysis is the hand- 
ling of these plans. The Laffer 
Currve, Supply-Side, cuts, and 
no tax increases have been Rea- 
gan's method of helping the 
economy. Walter Mondale dis- 
agrees with this plan. Yet in- 
stead of arguing the evils of 
Reagan's plan. So we hear, from 
Walter Mondale, that Ronald 
Reagan will have to raise taxes, 
and furthermore, that Reagan 
even has a secret plan to do so in 
the future - after the election. 
By doing this, Mondale has 
made an assertion - an assertion 
that he really cannot support. 
But, to continue, he has elevated 
the argument to level of "Who's 
tax increases will do a fairer, 
better iob of solving the prob- 
lem?" Here Mondale can argue 
Reagan's economic policies. 
And it is here that he does argue 
Reagan's economic policies. 
The problem is, plainly put - 
Where is here? Well, here is a 
little fantasy land dreamed up 
by Walter Mondale. A land in 
which the only way to solve 
monetary problems is to in- 
crease taxes. The fact that Rea- 
gan has pushed for tax cuts, and 
is very much opposed to tax 
increases has no bearing here. 
There are, and always will be 
different solutions to our eco- 
nomic problems. Yet while run- 
ning for the Presidency, it would 
be wise for Walter Mondale to 
attack Reagan's economic poli- 
cies, not Mondale's version of 
Reagan's plans. After all, if 
Reagan's current solution is so 
bad that Mondale thinks Reagan 
will be changing soon, then it 
should be easy tor Mondale to 
destroy Reaganomics. I merely 
ask that he try to attack policies 
rather than fantasies. 
Kurt J. Harden is president of 
the Stockman Society in Bowling 
Green. 
George F. Will 
Lloyd Cutler has been produc- 
ing dark thoughts occasioned by 
his experience as (talk about 
gathering darkness) White 
House counsel during the last 
two years of the Carter adminis- 
tration. The thoughts concern 
the impact of television news on 
foreign policy. 
Writing in the journal Foreign 
Policy, Cutler argues that tele- 
vision forces the pace and in- jures the product of the policy 
process. Television reports 
about troubling events create, 
he says, "a political need" for 
prompt presidential responses. 
Television accelerates public 
awareness of events, and presi- 
dents and advisers "feel bound 
to make a response in time for 
the next evening-news broad- 
cast," lest they seem divided or 
indecisive. With most adminis- 
tration news announced from 
the White House lawn, television 
makes the president the embodi- 
ment of government, and "any- 
one who has worked recently in 
the White House has felt this 
recurring sense of a TV 
doomsday clock." But Cutler's 
examples are unconvincing. 
In late August 1979, when rati- 
fication of the SALT II treaty 
was the principal issue, intelli- 
gence data indicated the pres- 
ence of a Soviet combat brigade 
in Cuba. The data quickly leaked 
and became a big story on the 
otherwise newsless Labor Day 
weekend. Cutler writes: "Sen- 
ators on both sides of the SALT 
II debate went on camera to 
demand removal of the brigade. 
To save the treaty, Carter also 
went on camera to announce 
that the continued presence of 
the brigade was 'not accepta- 
ble.' " 
Cutter says that within a week 
the intelligence agencies de- 
cided they had just re-discov- 
ered a brigade that had been in 
Cuba for 17 years. But the furor 
delayed committee action on 
SALT II for ten weeks. "If the 
news of the brigade had ap- 
peared only in print and not on 
TV, the Carter administration 
might have been able to delay its 
response at least a few days to 
permit the intelligence agencies 
to re-examine their findings." 
But hold on. Although tele- 
vision may have amplified the 
furor and thereby provoked Car- 
ter's statement, the statement 
changed nothing. There never 
were going to be 67 votes for 
SALT II, and even if the brigade 
had been new, the Soviet Union 
would have ignored Carter. 
Cutler believes that if tele- 
vision had not so instantly and 
vividly covered the 1982 mas- 
sacres in Palestinian refugee 
Letters 
camps, public horror would 
have been less and President 
Reagan might not have an- 
nounced, two days later, the re- 
introduction of Marines into 
Lebanon. But as Cutler says, the 
re-introduction was to redeem 
the commitment to protect Pal- 
estinians after the PLO evacua- 
tion. 
Cutler notes that Reagan de- 
cided to invade Grenada within 
a day after TV news carried 
Eictures of the truck-bomb at- 
ick on the Marines in Beirut. 
He cites evidence that the im- 
pact of those pictures on the 
president and public "probably 
hastened his decision to take a 
bold and prompt action when 
opportunity knocked in another 
part of the world." But surely 
the decisive fact was not tele- 
vision but what Cutler calls the 
"opportunity." Even Walter 
Mondale (although not Ger- 
aldine Ferraro) now says the 
danger to U.S. citizens on Gre- 
nada was sufficient to justify the 
invasion. And Reagan may have 
been - certainly should have 
been - at least impelled by the 
appeal from Eastern Caribbean 
leaders. 
Cutler reports that immedi- 
ately after the invasion of Af- 
ghanistan, Carter, eager to 
announce the grain embargo on 
camera in time for the evening 
news, plunged ahead without 
regard for potential chaos in 
grain markets. But this demon- 
strates only that television is a 
temptation. It is difficult to es- 
tablish that the existence of eve- 
ning-news broadcasts makes 
television, in any particular cri- 
sis, the determinant of govern- 
ment action. To establish that it 
has been the decisive factor in 
an episode would establish only 
that officials had allowed their 
choices to be controlled by their 
excessive concern for the pub- 
lic's opinion of the hour. 
Cutler's oddest example con- 
cerns the Iranian hostage deba- 
cle: "From time to time, the 
administration tried to play 
down the hostage crisis so mat 
world attention would abate and 
quiet diplomacy would have a 
chance. But the constant drum- 
beat of TV news removed that 
policy option." No, that option 
was removed by the candle- 
lighting, yellow-ribbon-tying 
Carter, who chose to say that the 
hostages were the first thing he 
thought of in the morning and 
the last at night. 
Television is just a modern 
aggravation of an ancient prob- 
lem of popular government: the 
problem of electing leaders who 
will occasionally act with due 
disregard for the mood of the 
electorate. No doubt having Sam 
Donaldson and friends standing 
on your front lawn is enough to 
make the average person ner- 
vous, but senior officials should 
have better-than-average ner- 
vous systems. 
George F. Will is a writer for 
the Washington Post Writers 
Group. 
Defense planning 
started with Carter 
I think that Ed Leedom should 
look at the Reagan defense plan 
from a correct source. Recently, 
in a letter to the editor, Mr. 
Leedom blamed the Carter ad- 
ministration for the defense situ- 
ation, and believed that national 
defense would be worse off un- 
der a Democratic administra- 
tion. 
In a study made by Samuel 
Huntington, former coordinator 
of the National Security Council 
and noted scholar, it was found 
that Carter and Reagan had 
little differences concerning the 
matter of defensive strategy. He 
specifically noted these: overall 
U.S. strategy, NATO buildup, 
rapid deployment forces, civil 
defense, arms control and de- 
fense policy, mobilization plan- 
ning, continuity of government, 
nuclear targeting and employ- 
ment of nuclear forces, and the 
Persian Gulf security frame- 
work. . 
Carter emphasized impor- 
tance of conventional forces, the 
need to strengthen European 
defenses, theater nuclear forces 
modernization and the devel- 
opment of the one-and-two-half 
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war capability. In short, the 
Carter administration's goal 
was that the U.S. "must be able 
to respond at a level appropriate 
to the type and scale of a Soviet 
attack/' Reagan forces would 
not admit to their strategy being 
one of his predecessor. The facts 
are here, Ed, the rest is "left" to 
you. 
EricCeaser 
Ml Bromf ield Hall 
Who you gonna call 
"Greekbusters" 
Since the beginning of this 
semester, I have seen many 
personals in the BG News about 
''Greekbusters." They were 
funny at the time, but the per- 
sonals in Friday's News about 
GDI's and "Greekbusters" went 
too far in what seems to be an 
attempt to discredit the Greek 
system on this campus. 
Greeks have been under Ore 
from independents and the Un- 
versity since I was a freshman 
two years ago. Fraternities and 
sororities have been the subject 
of countless taunts and ''dis- 
cussions" between students, 
who have an unfounded belief 
that being Greek destroys a per- 
son's personality and his ability 
to think for himself. Since join- 
ing the Greek system last fall, I 
have not met any fraternity or 
sorority member who has "bent 
to conform" to this so called 
"Jot Fraternity" or "Sorority 
Susie." All of these people have 
their own personalities and have 
not lost touch with any of their 
C" i or dreams that make up 
personalities. 
We are all people on this cam- 
pus, each of us here for a pur- 
pose - to get an education and 
learn to live with others who 
might be "different" from us. 
Whether Independent or Greek, 
we all share many of the same 
beliefs and interests. I am proud 
to be Greek, but I have not 
forgotten who I am and what my 
goals are. It's time to grow up, 
people! We all have the same 
opportunities on this campus. 
Whether we take them or not, we 
are able to make our own deci- 
sions. The Greek community is 
different. 
John Cummings 
312 Sigma Nu 
Greek ticket handout 
due to organization 
I would like to reply to a recent 
letter to the editor addressing 
the ticket conflict for the Rea- 
gan visit. There are three major 
governing bodies on campus 
that are run by students. The 
Interfraternity Council is the 
governing body of the fraternity 
system. The Panhellenic Coun- 
cil governs the sororities. USG is 
there for student government. 
This facilitates a rather ironic 
twist. The one governing body 
directed mainly at the non-greek 
students is controlled by the 
greeks. All but one executive 
council member for USG is 
greek. 
In other words the only people 
on campus that seem to take 
interest in campus leadership 
seem to be greek. 
This would seem to be the 
reason that the White House 
Advance Team, who was in 
charge of tickets and publicity, 
came straight to the greek sys- 
tem for help. Not only is there a 
highly structured system of 
leadership and communication, 
but there also exists a high spirit 
of cooperation. 
It is my personal belief that 
"; get too caught up in their 
' of fair play. 
Mike Sherlock 
317 Sigma Alpha Epgilon 
f\ 
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Tower offers options 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Plans for the new 1.5 million- 
gallon water tower to be built on 
the west side of Bowling Green 
include the option to put a sec- 
ond fire station in the base. 
David Barber, city director of 
public works, said Wednesday. 
The tower will be completely 
enclosed, similar to the one on 
Haskins Road north of the city, 
Barber said. The outer covering 
will provide the main support 
for the structure and cannot be 
altered after the tower is built. 
Barber said plans call for two 
large doors in the first floor of 
the tower base in case the city 
decides the second fire station 
should be built there. Two more 
floors would provide storage 
space and living quarters for 
firefighters. 
The city planning commission 
gave informal aoDroval Wednes- 
day night for the tower to be 
built at the south edge of Winter- 
garden Park on Wintergarden 
Road. 
Barber said the city's master 
plan for water improvements, 
developed in 1975 and updated in 
1983, snowed a need for more 
"elevated water storage" in the 
city and recommended Winter- 
garden Park as the site for a 
new tower. 
Another 1.5 million-gallon 
tower will be built on the city's 
east side, in Carter Park on 
Campbell Hill Road. 
The towers are expected to 
cost $1.5 million each, with the 
fire station estimated at an addi- 
tional $150,000, Barber said. 
FIRE CHIEF Jack Gonyer 
had said earlier that locating the 
fire   station   in   Wintergarden 
Park posed accessibility prob- 
lems because it would be located 
on the edge of the city. 
Gonyer said he would like the 
second fire station built in the 
triangle between Pearl and 
Woosler streets. The triangle 
site is more accessible, he said. 
Municipal administrator Wes- 
ley Hoffman said a 1975 study by 
the National Loss Control Cor- 
poration recommended the site 
of the fire station on Thurstin 
Street across from the Adminis- 
tration Building, because it pro- 
vided adequate response times 
to all areas of the city. 
The chance of a train on the 
Conrail tracks blocking fire 
trucks or ambulances from re- 
sponding to an emergency on the 
west side worried some citizens. 
However, Gonyer and Hoffman 
earlier said trains "weren't that 
great of a problem." 
Trivial Pursuit price drops 
by Kelly Rose 
reporter 
Although the popularity of 
Trivial Pursuit has not de- 
creased, the price of the game 
has dipped in recent months. 
The price has dropped from 
more than $40 to around $29, 
according to a K-Mart employee 
who asked not to be identified. 
While college students often 
find the game an enjoyable way 
to relieve the pressures of study- 
ing, it also gives students a 
chance to test their intelligence 
without taking an exam. 
"It's challenging to my mind 
yet I can have fun playing it in 
my free time," Andrea Carda- 
mone, freshman business ma- jor, said. 
Local stores are having diffi- 
culty keeping the game in stock. 
A shipment of Trivial Pursuit 
received by K-Mart last spring 
was gone in three hours. 
The Genus edition of Trivial 
Pursuit contains the game board 
and playing pieces necessary for 
the game. Included are 6,000 
questions in various categories. 
Stores are also having difficul- 
ties stocking the extra cards, 
which hold an additional 6,000 
questions. The three editions are 
Baby Boomer, Silver Screen and 
All-Star Sports. 
BESIDES THE original ver- 
sion of the game, there are other 
ways to play Trivial Pursuit. 
Trivial Detours is played ex- 
actly like the original game ex- 
cept a player can not pass 
another player's token. A trivia 
buff can play Trivial Solitaire by 
himself using two tokens and 
answering allquestions. 
In Trivial Botticelli, the ques- 
tioner gives the answer and the 
player must give the question. 
Many other types of trivia 
games are on the market now. 
Jeopardy, with 2,300 questions, 
is probably the best buy. Time, 
more difficult than Trivial Pur- 
suit, has 8,000 questions. 
"Winning at Trivial Pursuit," 
by Jeff Rovin, explains varia- 
tions of the game. The book also 
contains playing strategies, 
methods of psyching out oppo- 
nents, writing and selling new 
questions anda large list of new 
questions. 
The Trivial Pursuit craze has 
not reached the level of Cabbage 
Patch-mania, but employees at 
local stores said the game will 
continue in its popularity and 
they have already placed orders 
so it will be on the shelves during 
the Christmas season. 
IT'S ALMOST TIME TO 
JOIN THE TEAM. LOOK FOR 
DETAILS NEXT TUESDAY 
^■(ftfir-ir-ir-ifir-ifir-CT-trtr-iT-ir-tz-ir-tr-tr-tr'teir 
The 
1984 - 85 
SIUDENT 
ORGANEATOS DIRECTORY, 
listing over 130 clubs, 
groups and organizations, 
is available NOW in 
405 Student Services 
o 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
TENNIS OPEN 
Saturday, October 6 
9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Tennis Courts behind Ice Arena 
Open to ALL 
Wouldn 't you 
"Love - 2" 
Come and play? 
IMMIII 
HUTCH 
. OHU40J   • 
352-8459 
• 2 for 1 
Assorted 
Tropical Fish 
• We have over 150 fresh & saltwatertanks on 
display & expanding with new saltwater fish weekly 
'We're taking Christmas lay-aways now 
'New ownership will match any price S surpass quality 
r
* HUTCH Wianai 
• Buy a bird - 15% OFF on cage 
and all accessories 
•100 Feeder Goldfish - $7.50 
•Coupon good until 10-19-84 I not valid with other coupons 
I I I I I 
Students for / 
KEAGAN BEJaT84 
Why Vote Reagan? 
Reason #1: Economic Growth 
□ The double digit inflation (13.3% in 
'79) that hurt poor Americans and stifled 
Black Americans' upward mobility has 
been slashed to 3.8% in '84. 
□ Interest rates have been cut almost in 
half: 21.5% Dec. '80 to 11.5% March '84. 
That helps the small businesses which 
account for nearly two-thirds of new jobs. 
□ More than three-quarters of the bene- 
fits from President Reagan's tax indexing 
plan will go to middle and low income 
taxpayers. 
□ Over four million Americans found 
jobs last year, the greatest employment 
gain in 33 years. 
* 
AMERICA IS BACK 





IN THE INDUSTRY. 
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of 
CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS 
SOPHOMORES... JUNIORS... 
SENIORS...GRAD STUDENTS 
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE, too II be the first point 
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate 
scheduling and price information—-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights. 
Vtx/ff be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 
THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS: 
• $5.00 an hour to start—with regularly 
scheduled raises 
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON 
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but 
spouses, too. after 30 days of employment) 
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT 
THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM 
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE: 
• Minimum of 4 hours per day 
• Minimum of 20 hours per week 
• Maximum of 40 hours per week 
TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA ol 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate—and 
have a mature attitude and busmess-Uke appearance. Previous work experience is a must. 
PRESCNTATIONS WILL BE HELD ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 15th AT 10:00 a.m. WITH 
INTERVIEWS FOLLOWING. SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION DIRECTOR FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS AND TO SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT 
TRANSCRIPT WITH YOU. 
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New orientation adviser a BG grad 
Teresa Tarantino 
reporter 
Dave Weinandy views his po- 
sition as the newly appointed 
adviser to the Orientation Board 
as a homecoming. 
Weinandy graduated from the 
University in 1961 with bache- 
lor's degrees in psychology and 
social work and received a mas- 
ter's degree in College Student 
Personnel in 1982. 
He had spent the last two 
years at Kent State University 
as the orientation program offi- 
cer before he returned to Bowl- 
ingGreen. 
The operation of the Universi- 
ty's Orientation Board is nothing 
new to Weinandy. While attend- 
ing the University, he was a 
four-year member of the orien- 
tation program. 
As an undergraduate, he 
served as an orientation leader 
and a member of the Orientation 
Board. While doing graduate 
work, he served as the board's 
graduate adviser. 
The main responsibility of 
Weinandy and the Orientation 
Board is to organize and imple- 
ment orientation and pre-regis- 
tration programs for freshmen 
and new students. 
WEINANDY SAID the goal of 
these programs is to make new- 
comers feel comfortable with 
the campus. He added this can- 
not be done in two or three days, 
and that the orientation process 
should continue through gradua- 
tion. 
"Students need to be made 
aware of all of the resources that 
are available to them here on 
campus and within the city," he 
said. "They have to learn that 
programs such as the Place- 
ment Office and the Alumni Pro- 
gram are not for the use of 
graduating seniors exclu- 
sively." 
Weinandy said he hopes to get 
the city of Bowling Green more 
involved in the University with 
programs designed to integrate 
students with the community. 
. According to Weinandy, many 
students do not know how to get 
involved in programs, so they do 
not attempt to participate. He 
believes the orientation pro- 
gram can help educate everyone 
on campus in getting involved. 
As an undergraduate, Wei- 
nandy participated in several 
extracurricular activites. 
HE WAS the first to receive 
the Hollis Moore Award, pre- 
sented to a student who has 
YES 
Are you a BGSU student?        □ 
Are you PROUD of B.G.S.U.? □ 
Could your knowledge of 
B.G.S.U. help future students? □ 
NO □ □ □ 
If you answered yes to all 3 of these 
question, then you have what it takes to 
be a BGSU Preview Day Tour Guide!! 
F(rComptteIMails&S(gnl^ 
come to either of these meetings: 
Oct. 14        115 Education Bldg 8:00 p.m. 
Oct. 15        Assembly Room McFall 4:00 p.m. 
PREVIEWDAYis OcL 20 andDec 1 - 9 am-12 noon 
SIGN UP FOR 1 or BOTH DAYS!!! 
Be ahead of the crowd.. .Be a B.G.S.U. Preview Tour Guide!! 
~>H hJ l.flv— 
Rfl^lPftGE '8H 
Diane & Al 
Kim & Steve 
Us & Nunzio 
Wendy & Jeff 
Amy & Mike 
Wanda & Larry 
Tracy & Ted 
Patti & Jeff 
Dawna & Paul 
Anne & Tim 
Kitty & Chaz 
Shiely & Chip 
Karen & John 
Ang & Floyd 
Linda & Otis 
BeBe & Scooter 
Kathleen & Scott 
Susie & Jack 
Amy & Wayne 
Linda & Denny 
Linda & Trent 
Madame "Prez" & "Friend" 
Barb & Jim 
Janna & Vince 
Lori & Rich 
Sherry & Dave 
Knick Knack & Special K 
Mary Ann & Scott 
Jonna & Sandro 
Kathy & Bill 
Julie & George 
Polly & Her Cracker 
Jack & Jill 
Lore & Rich 
"Heavy Feet" & "Good 
Vibrations" 
Amy & Jim 
Suzanne & Dirk 
Daphne & Rex 
Sharon & Calvin 
Teresa & Ron 
Ann & Dale 
Annie Powell & Michael 
Paula & Tom 
Connie & Mike 
Kim & Greg 
Amy & Sy 
Kim & Andy 
Amanda 8t Tommy 
Kristin & Kevin 
Susan V. & Keith 
Ruthie & Beeper 
Caz & Schubob 
Lou & Doug 
Joanie & Matt 
Betsy & Rob 
Kiki & Dan 
Grenda & Tom 
Linda & Vince 
Heidi & Scott 
Molly & Mario 
Nancy & Vicha 
Mary & Scott 
DeDe & Pete 
Kim & Jeff 
Kelly & Nassim 
Barb & Kassem 
Kim & Kelly 
Peggie & Phillip 
Muffy & Blf 
Shelly & Bob 
Carol & Todd 
Janna & Rob 
Audrey 8c Jeff 
shown involvement and commit- 
ment to fellow students, faculty 
and staff and has contributed to 
the future and present success of 
the University and the commu- 
nity. Weinandy said receiving 
this award was the highlight of 
his college career. 
He said he spent many hours 
doing volunteer work. He enjoys 
volunteer work in medical facili- 
ties and, specifically, dealing 
with the terminally ill. 
He participated in many Uni- 
versity organizations and activ- 
ities, including the Student 
Consumer Union and Social 
Work Club, and also was a cam- 
pus tour guide. 
His personal goals include 
continuing his education in the 
business field and staying active 
in community projects and vol- 
unteer work, he said. 
Weinandy hopes to apply his 
Ersonal philosophy - always 
ve a good sense of humor - in 
his new position. 
"People get too caught up; 
Chave to step back and see 
serious the situation really 
is and what effects it will have in 
the long run," he said. "Every- 




Get oriented m News/SuMn CroM 
David Weinandy. new advisor to the Orientation Board, has his walls 
decorated with plaques acknowledging his involvement at BGSU. 
AMI AMI AAII AMI AMI AMI AAII AMI AMI AMI AAII AAII AAII AAII AAII Mn 
Alpha Delta 
Rampant Lion 
Deb & Ed 
Kinky & Speghettios 
Pam & Bill 
Gretchen & Vince KEII 
Kay&Neal 
Heidi & Mike 
Natalie & Vince 
Carol & Craig 
Kathy & Dale 
MJ & Captain Nemo 
Mary does camping with Brian 
Colleen & Doug 
Melinda & Eric 
Gayle Jo Marie & Ed 
Janet Heritage & The ? 
Bar Bunny & The Bay Man 
Emily & Jim 
October 6, 
Muffy & The Man 
Eli ft Kent 
Diane & Jim 
Nasus & Frank 
Lora & Chris 
Lori & Mori 
Ann & John Babe 
Jennifer & Jeff G.Q. 
Michelle & Brad 
Jackie & John 
Lisa & David 
Schmookie & Pat 
"Decay" and "The Real Thing" 
Mary Jo & Dan 
Party &? 
Ranger Ron ft the Happy Camper 
1984 
AMI AMI AMI AMI AMI AMI AAII AAII AMI AMI AMI AAII AAII AMI AMI AMI 
A student bites a teacher. 
The school psychologist goes berserk. 
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic. 
And students graduate who can't read or write. 
It's Monday morning at JFK High. 
TEACHERS 
I'MMd AnWl torn 
t> AARON Rl SSO hdna 
MARTHlRHILLlRn. 
M, NICK NOLTE JOBETH WILLIAMS JL'DD HIRSCH • RALPH MACCHIO 
TEACHERS- ALLEN GARFIELD ... LEE GRANT - RICHARD MULLIGAN 
■nkW. R McKINNEV Pnfcnn Dmprik RICHARD MxDONALD ftmwwrkamnj*. DAVID M.WALSH 
Exammtnt IRWIN Rl SSO **.,<». AARON Rl SSO U..MI. ARTHUR HILLER 
*«aaalrrfZZTOr »0« SECER JOE COCKM N1CHT RANCER M SPECIAL THE HOTELS 
rUDDIE MERCURY IAN HUNTER ROMAN HOLLIOA* ERIC MARTIN A FRIENDS 
<7»v- 
STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE 
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Dateline- 
Friday, Oct. 5 
Telephone Directory - The 
1984-85 telephone directory 
will be distributed to faculty, 
staff, students and campus 
offices next week. Students 
living on campus will receive 
directories through their resi- 
dence halls and copies for off- 
campus students will be in 
off-campus mailboxes. 
BG Classic Race Event - A 
spaghetti dinner and presen- 
tation by Jeff Galloway, 
Olympic runner and author, 
will be given at the First 
Methodist Church, 1506 E. 
Wooster St. 5:30 to 8 p.m. 
Reservations are required 
and applications are avail- 
able at the University Union 
and the Student Rec Center. 
Cost is $4 and open to all. 
Campus Fflm - "Footloose" 
will be shown in the Grand 
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Bring a 
blanket and pillow. Cost is 
$1.50 with a student ID. 
"All Systems Go" - A retro- 
spective of the first 25 years 
of NASA's space exploration 
program will be shown in the 
planetarium of the new Phys- 
ical Sciences Laboratory 
Building at 8 p.m. Cost is $1. 
Saturday, Oct. 6 
BG Classic Race - The annual 
5K and 10K races start at 9 
a.m. at the Ice Arena. Entry 
forms are available in ad- 
vance for $6 at the University 
Union and $6.50 the day of the 
race. Open to all. 
Annual Book Sale - The Uni- 
versity Libraries and Center 
for Archival Collections will 
have their annual book sale 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in 122 Jerome 
Library. A large selection of 
books and other material will 
be for sale. 
Sunday, Oct. 7 
"AU Systems Go" - A retro- 
spective of the first 25 years 
of NASA's space exploration 
program will be shown in the 
[ilanetarium of the new Phys- 
cal Sciences Laboratory 
Building at 7:30 p.m. Cost is 
$1. It will be followed by star 
gazing sessions at 9 and 10 
p.m. on the rooftop obser- 
vatory. 
Monday, Oct. 8 
Economic Issues - Richard 
Douglas, James Ostas and 
Paul Haas are holding a dis- 
scussion on "Economic Is- 
sues of the 1984 Election: The 
Deficit, Inflation and Unem- 
Eloyment" at 7:30 p.m. in 200 
loseley Hall. Free and open 
to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. Sub- 
missions by all organizations 
are welcome and must be 
turned in typed and double- 
spaced one week prior to the 
event. 
Library to sell books 
by Carrie Roadt 
reporter 
Jerome Library is getting rid 
of some books. To be exact, 6,000 
of them. 
A book and album sale will be 
tomorrow 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in 
room 122 of Jerome Library. 
The sale, sponsored by the 
Friends of the Library and the 
Center for Archival Collections, 
is open to all. 
The books cover a wide range 
of topics including science, liter- 
ature, history, self-help, philoso- 
phy and children's literature. 
This year there will be a great 
deal of curriculum available, 
said Matt Hungline, support 
services supervisor of the circu- 
lation department,. 
Records were donated by the 
music library. Books for sale 
are surplus collected during the 
year - many were gifts. 
Hardbacks and records will be 
sold for 50 cents each and paper- 
backs for 25 cents each. 
Proceeds will go to Friends of 
the Library. Some will fund spe- 
cial grants to academic depart- 
ments. 
NO DISCOUNTS               NO SPECIALS 
Because our prices are 
LOW EVERYDAY 
AT 
STADIUM LAUNDRY (in Stadium Plaza) 
 ——                                                                               
CINEMA 142 
It s Mondoy morning 
ot JfK High. 
•    NICK NOLIE 
TEACHERS 
AT 7:30 > 9:15        fe] 
THUR. STUDENTS WITH VALID 
ID ONLY $2.00 
ALLOFME 
STKVK I.II.Y 
MARTIN   TOMLIN 
AT 7:30 & 9:30    [pfilM 
■ One Urge One Item Pizza 
■ *5.25 
|j=REE DELIVERY        352-3551 
BE 
*   BUDDY   6 
■^HSf 
Comedian Search 
(jrami prize  -  $50 contract 
to open tor 
Larry Bud Melman 
{See Today's Greenshee!) 
Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd floor. Union by Oct. 10. 
Audition will be Oct. 17. 
Call 372-2343 for more info. 
YOU'RE INVITED 
TO SEE AND HEAR FILM ACTRESS 
MARGOT KIDDER 
(OF RECENT "SUPERMAN" FAME) 
SPEAK IN SUPPORT OF 
JIM SHERCK 
Democratic Candidate for Congress 
From the Fifth District 
And a Joint US/USSR Nuclear Weapons 
Freeze 
IT'S TIME 
TO RALLY FOR PEACE! 
Thursday, October 11th, 5:30 p.m. 
Steps of University Hall 
PAID FOR BY SHERCK FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE, 
MARLENE PURDY, TREAS. 412 1/2 CROGHAN ST. 







\ CLASS RINGS INC 
Now when you buy any ArtCarved 
college ring, you not only gel one 
ring loadeVwith style and quality, you 
get two A great college ring—and a 
diamond fashion ring. FREE It's a 
beauty— lOK gold with a genuine 2 
point diamond Retail value—$60 
The perfect way to express yourself, 
your style, or your feelings for that 
special someone Available exclu- 
sively from your ArtCarved Repre- 
sentative for a limited time only 
Oct. 5 16-4 p.m.   University Bookstore 
Dil«_ -Time_ -Place- 
Depoe* required MasterCard or Vita Accepted 'Ml  MCvMClW..^.  -x 
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Glass Bowl overflows in classic rivalry 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
This is a formal apology from 
the University of Toledo to those 
who didn't get tickets to tomor- 
row night's showdown in Toledo. 
The game is sold out. 
Sorry, because this game 
could be a classic. Not only Is the 
annual meeting between the 
Rockets and BG one of the big- 
gest rivalries in the Mid-Amen- 
can Conference, this year it pits 
the top offense in the league 
against the number one defense. 
A scalper wouldn't even be 
stupid enough to sell his ticket. 
And don't blame UT for hav- 
ing a stadium that seats only 18,- 
500, because an estimated 26,000 
are going to be on hand. How, 
you ask? It's not a first, a stand- 
ing-room-only crowd of over 31,- 
000 squeezed into UT's Glass 
Bowl two years ago for the same 
matchup. This game is limited 
for the said convenience and 
security of the fans. 
An encouraging note, how- 
ever, exists. Last year, the BG- 
UT clash was to be the classic to 
beat all classics. A game with 
sooo much offense that a ru- 
mored third digit was going to 
be added - for precautionary 
reasons - to each team's score 
on the scoreboard, as in a bas- 
ketball game. 
The final score read; UT 6, 
BG3. 
THIS YEAR not only features 
DELTA TAU DELTA IS 
PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
THEIR OUTSTANDING FALL 
PLEDGE CLASS 
the potent Falcon offense and 
the stingy Rocket defense, but 
UT has a top notch, explosive 
tailback in Steve Morgan and 
BG's defense, though banged up, 
is pretty good, too. 
Falcon linebacker Chris Hart- 
man, the team's leading tackier, 
suffered an injured shoulder in 
last week's win over Eastern 
Michigan and is doubtful for 
tomorrow's game. Sophomore 
Eric Johnson is scheduled to 
replace him. 
Also missing from the de- 
fensive starting unit are tackle 
Phil Walker (out for the season 
with a dislocated shoulder) and 
comerback Raymond Redd. 
In a desparation attempt to 
fill the void at tackle, coach 
Denny Stolz moved offensive 
tackle Rick Mitchell, a junior 
college transfer, to defense. 
"Rick Mitchell was red- 
shirted until last Tuesday (Sept. 
25)," Stolz said about the 6-4.250 
pound junior. "He's a college 
football player, a lineman. He 
adjusted very well last week and 
played well. He's a very valu- 
able and necessary addition." 
Greg Johnson will replace 
Walker while Brian Munson will 
spell Redd. 
Offensively, the Falcons lead 
ground. A feat unmatched by 
any other team in the nation. 
''Toledo is the best defensive 
team in the conference on film 
the league with a 421.3 yards- 
per-game average, with the arm 
of quarterback Brian McClure 
accounting for 264 of them. Tail- 
back Bernard White has rushed 
for an average of 112 yards in 
BG's four previous games. 
THE   ROCKET   offense   is 
8radically a one man show with 
[organ averaging 116 yards per 
game. 
Defensively, UT has given up just 38 yards per game on the 
and on paper," Stolz said. "Giv- 
ing up an average of just 38 
yards in four games, if you can 
believe that, is unheard of. It's a 
stat that boggles your mind. 
"They're a good rushing team 
with a good tailback. Their phi- 
losophy of offensive football is 
Leading the way on UT's de- 
fense are comerback Mark 
Brandon (who intercepted a Mc- 
Clure pass in the endzone last 
year to seal the victory), end 
Bob Beemer and linebackers 
Steve Hoyt and Clayton Moore. 
IN HIS eight years as head 
honcho at BG, Stolz said he has 
seen UT develop into the Fal- 
cons' biggest rival. 
"I think it (the BG-UT game) 
has taken over the Miami ri- 
valry because Toledo has been a 
better team," he said. "The rise 
of Toledo football and Bowling 
Green football has been simulta- 
neous." 
The Rockets are 2-0-1 overall 
and 1-0-1 in the MAC after bat- 
tling from a 16-0 deficit at Ohio 
University for the 16-all tie. 
BG is 3-1 overall and 2-0 and 
tied for first in the league with 
Central Michigan. Game time is 
7:30 p.m. in the lighted Glass 
Bowl. 
In other MAC games Satur- 
day afternoon, Eastern Michi- 
gan (2-0) hosts CMU, Miami (0- 
2) plays at Kent State (0-2), 
defending champion Northern 
Illinois (1-1) at Western Michi- 
gan (M) and, in non-conference 
activity, Ball State takes on In- 




























MIDNIT€ SrJOWUE B.6.S.U. STUDENTS Do you ever feel like a number? 
Solve this at 
BJ's Food Emporium 
i 
143 E. Woostor. 
You may get your own personal size Pizza with 
1 FRIE Topping. Come in or phone 352-7603 
for delivery. 
Minimum Delivery $3.00 
P.E.s: Keven Blake 
Tom Hitchcock 
THE TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE 
LIVES ONI 
%2 OFF i %\ OFF i 50t OFF 
Any laig» 16" pizza 
with TWO or mote lt«mi 
Any medium 13" pizza 
with TWO or mote Items 




ONE COUPON PCD PtZZft 




ONE COUPON PER MZZfl p.m. 
VOTED BEST PIZZB IN B.C. 
I P&HUOY 
■     •"«"" OPEN 4 
,  352-5166 
flfly small lO" pizza 
or la/g* tub 
ftee D»lly»(u 
ONE COUPON PfR ORDER 
p.m. 





Alcoholism and other forms of alcohol abuse are problems affecting each of us throughout 
this community. The tragic consequences of irresponsible behavior when drinking ... particu- 
larly drunken driving . .. have led to fervent cries of "somebody do something." 
Well, it's time to do something, and that somebody is each one of us. 
Because we are each affected by the problem, we must each become part of the answer. 
One way of becoming part of that answer is by supporting alcohol education programs ... 
programs designed to provide the information necessary upon which people can form proper 
decisions about drinking: Decisions which will lead to healthy attitudes and responsible 
behavior. 
That's one way we can get involved. 
There are others. 
We need to carry what is taught in schools into our communities; into our everyday lives. 
Each of us must become a living example of responsible attitudes and behavior. 
We each must demonstrate our responsibility by our personal actions. 
That means examining how we drink and when we drink. It means being responsible hosts, 
more concerned with our guests' health and safety, than in seeing that glasses are filled. 
It means not condoning or reinforcing irresponsible drinking behavior. 
We can each be a part of the answer if we work together. 
What we do does make a difference. 
Be Sure to attend the National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 
Oct. 8 -10 
B.Q.S.U. 
Consult Green Sheet for Details 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
TUCK-IN SERVICE 
BG's first and original service since 1982 
Get an old-fashioned tuck-in just like Mom 
and Dad used to give, complete with a 
story, milk and cookies and a good-night 
kiss all for s2.25. 
This service runs from Monday, Oct. 8 
until Thursday, Oct. 11-9 p.m. to Mid- 
night each evening. Escorts to rooms must 
be provided. 
ORDER NOW! 354-7421 or 354-7419 
COUPON GOOD 
for 25* OFF 





U CWie Beverage, Inc. 
ARE YOU CONCERNED BY: 
- The Arms Race 
• World Hunger 
• The Covert War In Central America 
If You Are, The SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE needs you 
• SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE Promotes awareness in these and 
other areas through lectures, films and literature. 
- Join us SUNDAY'S at 8:00 pm at the ST. THOMAS MORE PARISH 
425 THURSTIN 
f 
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Umpire's strike continues; Padres' McKeon fumes 
By the Associated Press 
Richie Phillips, the attorney 
for major league baseball's 
striking umpires, resumed talks 
yesterday with Chub Feeney. 
president of the National 
League, and Bobby Brown, pres- 
ident of the American League. 
Meanwhile, the scene of the 
NL playoffs shifted to San Diego 
for Game 3 in the best-of-five 
series, with a new set of umpires 
selected to replace the four-man 
crew that worked the first two 
games at Chicago, both won by 
the Cubs. 
After Chicago's 4-2 victory 
Wednesday pushed San Diego 
within one loss of elimination, 
Jack McKeon, the Padres' gen- 
eral manager, assailed the two 
league presidents for what he 
saw as their failure to head off 
the strike. 
"Why don't they get off their 
rear ends?" McKeon said. 
"They were slow at the switch. 
They ve been dragging their feet 
on this." 
Phillip, who met with Brown 
at the AL playoffs between the 
Detroit Tigers and the Royals at 
Kansas City and then with Fee- 
ney in Chicago, was back in his 
Philadelphia office yesterday 
and on the telephone with both 
league presidents. 
Phillips' office declined to 
characterize the talks or say if 
there was any progress. 
BUT UPON returning from 
Chicago late Wednesday, Phil- 
lips said: "I don't want to say 
we're close. The meetings ... 
helped give us a clearer under- 
standing of each other's prob- 
lems. But I wouldn't say we're 
close." 
On Wednesday, Phillips said 
he thought the leagues were 
"stonewalling us to send a mes- 
sage to the players who are 
Soing to be negotiating with 
lem." The collective bargain- 
ing agreement expires before 
the start of the 1985 season. 
The key issues in the umpires' 
dispute involve pay and job se- 
curity, two areas covered for 
only two years in the four-year 
agreement reached in 1982. 
Those parts of the contract ex- 
pired Sunday, when the regular 
season ended. 
In the first four playoff games, 
only two minor controversies 
involving the substitute umpires 
arose, both in Wednesday's 
games. 
Generally, the umpires have 
received   passing   grades   for 
their work. 
"I don't think you're going to 
find any better umpiring than 
they've done," Detroit Manager 
Sparky Anderson said. And Dick 
Howser, manager of the Royals, 
said, "I thought the umpiring 
was good." 
But Brown and Feeney re- 
ceived low marks from McKeon, 
who spoke in the Padres' locker 
room at Wrigley Field. He said 
the strike could have been 
averted. 
u piring        Phillips has said that Peter 
Ueberroth, baseball's new com- 
missioner, should be taking an 
active part in seeking a set- 
tlement. McKeon, asked 
whether he agreed, replied, "I'd 
like to see somebody step in. 
Whoever's been handling tnings 




214   Napoleon Rd. 
Bowling Green, OH. 352-1 195 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
$250-265 - unfurnished 
• laundry facilities • drapes • carpet ♦ party & game room 
• swimming pool • sauna • plus gas & electric 
1 Bedroom - $270 
furnished all utilities paid 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease 
&**%%> 
Happy Hours 
Daily 'til 9 pm 
Mew price list 
after 9 pm 
Watch - 
Monday Might Football, 
Baseball Playoffs 








210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
^ 
BUD LIGHT 
1861 ALFRED NOBEL LIGHTS THE FIRST STICK OF DYNAMITE, 
AND NEVER GETS ANOTHER MOMENTS PEACE 
SKI STEAMBOAT 
School 01 HPER 
$275.00 
Jtt. 5-13.1885 
See Mr. Conibear 
Memorial Hall 
372-2876 
PEG Credit Available 
128 N. MAIN/ DOWNTOWN 
MCA RECORDS 
MEN WITHOUT HATS 
ONLY 
Along with thousands 
of other great selections. 
But he got a big bang out of 
his discovery. 
And you'll get a 
bigger bang out 
of discovering 
Bud Light. It's the 
less-filling light beer 
with the first name 
m taste. 
Get on the stick. 
Hurry to the bar of 
your choice and bring 
out your best. By 
discovering today's 




Anrwuw Butch Ifx    Si lou« Mo 
Classifieds 8 BG News/October 5, 1984 
CLASSIFIEDS: W « HE M HU CHIME KB MY. 1M0 SMOS KB IK » BTM 
FOB no rot CUSSRB WUY us isu M DAY; I Ma Honors OUT; ; LK 
Haw rei AD. «i«inwo DUOUC TWO MYJ H tntia IY 4 FJI CMMMYY IYWTS 
•W TK FMT MY H  OF CrIAML  SUtSEQUWT US OUMEO IY  MXMM «AT£ SOIL 
migmiriMSBntoemtmMammimmaanojmTiKMi 
Pel 5, 198« 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION AD Club members 
Happy Hours 4-7 
 at MRon't - Tonight  
ATTENTION 
Aerotech Ma|ora taking 342 
Free tutoring sessions 
OcL I, epm 127 B Tech Btog. 
Attention Criminal Justice Majors: There wMi 
be • mMtlng ot the Alpha Pal Sigma Honor- 
try Society Monday, Oct Mh at 7:30 pm In 
lha Campus Room ol tha Studant Union. 
Immedlelely following «lll ba a maallng ol 
tha Criminal Juitlca Organliatlon. AN C.J. 
Matore am encouraged to attand. 
Book SakaOeta-tt. 11 30-3:30 • $:»0-B:00. 
N«> Horizons Sulla-1 at floor Ed Stog. Rml 1) 
Idea booka. bulletin board supplies, stickers. 
Halloween decorations, ale. 
Sponaorod   by   tha   Elementary   Education 
Student Advisory Board  
BOWLING GREEN PEACE COALITION 
MEETING INTERNATIONAL POTLUCK- 
BRING ANY DISH 
TUESDAY, OCT.9, 740 PM. 
 2»1 S. CHURCH STREET  
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE MTQS SUN- 
DAY 8:00 P.M. ST  THOMAS MOORE   425 
THURSTTN AVE  
Tha BG Saflng Club wB sponaor an open aal 
Sunday. Oct. 7 at 1.00. Thta aaRng avant la 
open 10 al Interested studanta For Inlormalton 
cal Pam 354-7007. or Marianne. 354-7742 
The Department ol Sociology wtehea to an- 
nounce met memorial services w* be hew lor 
Dr. Aida K   Tomeh. Proteeeor of Sociology. 
Bowing Green State University 19621984 
Friday. October 5. 1984 
4 30 pm 
Prout Chapel 
Recaption to toaow In McFal Oakery 
The Wood County Chapter ol me American 
Diebelea AaaodabOn wd hold me first Diabeles 
Interest or Patient Education meeting lor the 
year on MONDAY Oct   8 al 7 00 PM in the 
Guta Room ol Wood  County  Hoepitel   Dr 
Thomas MRyant wi be the speaker, and two 
fams wd be shown Al Intereated students are 
welcome. 
The Jeweh Students Group conducts Shebbal 
Services every Friday evening at 6:30 pm In 
tha Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union Al 
rrterested students & faculty are invited to 
attend For further information on Jewiah actrv- 
ejoa on campus, contact Pro* David Welnberg. 
211 WMema. 372-2940  
FREE Wo about book   Obtain Maximum Col- 
lage Fsvandal Aid" SGA. 3641 Deal, Dept C8. 
Houston. TX 77026 Phone |713| 666-7699 
House Cleaning $5 hour 
Available weekends 
1372-17131 16:00 
RUTHtES SEWt*G » ALTERATIONS 
Hemming, new aktrta and dreeoee Lattera 
sewn on. Garments muet ba ctoen 
352 7268  
THE ARRANGEMENT 
1 0% discount on a haircut with Lon 
whan this ad is brought In. 
352-4143  
Typing and Word Proceeamg 
papers, resume*, letters 
 Nancy 352-0609  
Abortion, pregnancy 
i*r tor Choice. 
7769 
teals, student ratee Can- 
Toledo   419-256- 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA TAU ROAD TPJP-YEAHI ATO BROTH- 
ERS AND PLEDGES OCT PSYCHED FOR A 
YOM KfFURBIO CRUISE TO OBU.  
Amy t Cheryl We lust want you to know that 
we're thinkJng and praying for you. H you need 
anything. cWeae cal We love youl Tarl 6 
Stacey PS kte»>h 40 29-31. 
BG CLASSIC 5 a 10 K RUN 
WITH OLYMPIAN 
••• JEFF GALLOWAY ••• 
SAT OCT 6 ENTER NOW 
FALCON HOUSE 
352-3610 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST BLACK—STAR SAPPHIRE PENDANT 
WILL PAY $20 FOR RETURN IS OF GREAT 
SENTIMENTAL VALUE   CALL 372-4082 or 
372-4061.  
LOST 3 keys on 2 kaycharns 1 keycheW la a 
smurt and the other says I LOVE KAPPA 
KAPPA GAMMA H found, please cal Tina 372- 
2696 Reward  
LOST: Ladles wristwatch, gold with brown 
suede strap. On Thurs. Eve. Sept 27 
between ThunttJn 6 Founders. Phone 
372-2026.,eit 21, or ante. 352-4832 
0ENEROU8 REWARD.  
LOST Man's brown, waratlength leather 
Jackat. Much personal value Reward offered 
 Cal Den 352-7194.  
Lost: 1 cat. large male, golden colored, looks 
Ike Morris Around 244 N Enterprise Cal 352. 
1186  
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID - 
FOR    DETAILS    WRITE     ACADEMIC    RE- 







Mrs Fouts. 669-2579 
ATTENTION Cubic Naet I 
Hen the boeteet weekend ewr_l know I wM 
I Love yaw "Captain" 
PS. Thanks for all your support during my 
"abort separation" 
Attention Khrti Muetter- 
So what H you throw quetera at certain awn, 
Robert Redtord SIM tovee you, seen though 
he's merriedi! You am the beat roommate 
owrt 
Leas ya. tha Alpha PM DJ. 
Attention Maa i.G.S.U. Enecutlve Stall: We 
have s groat year ahead ol uo and you'ra all 
fantastic. Let's give em the beat year yet wrth 
the best shoe). Ron, Linda, Michelle, stave, 
Dave. John, lit, Jill, Uae, Nice to have you 
aboard, You belter do as I say or I'll throw 
you lo the...Lions. 
Your ED., Pat  
Attention Mark R.MBU) T.Mke C.Ed S.Dave C: 
Although you don't know each other yet, Tha 
plena for Gamma PN Crush are set On Satur- 
day you five wi meet, And together find your 
Gemma PN Sweets You wd receive your first 
due today We're psyched to see you Satin- 
love, Your Qemme PN Crush—  
Atiefrtfon Party Animal Keren Asne~Tne lime 
has come tor e celebration bash. Wa have 
recently heard from some dlng-a-ling, That 
your linger wea surrounded by en opel ring. 
So drink some beer and let out a cheer I Don't 
forget to tall us when the wedding'a neerfHa 
He). Love ya, Pam Deb, Laurie, and Anne. 
ATTENTION SIGMA CHIS 
Wei stari off the night si a way mats right, Wal 
have a taagate party that Is dynomrte We I 
teeve mere with our spirits high, you can bet 
we I be reedy to tackle a Chi' The tee ol the 
year la aanoet here, so crank the tune* end crap 
a beer' Love. The Alpha X*).  
ATTENTION USD MEMBERS 
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT RETREAT 
TOatORROWl  
AXO TENNIS OPEN 
•••Oetl ••• 
AXO TENNIS OPEN 
•••OoLI — 
AXO TENNIS OPEN 
—OotS—  
■M DOREEN K. a LaV LAURA 0, 
I HAVE THE BEST FAMILY, YES IT IS TRUE. 
ALTHOUGH    YOU    BOTH    PROBABLY    AL- 
READY KNEW. I WANT YOU TWO TO KNOW 
THAT I 'THINK YOU'RE THE BEST, 
YOU'RE ON TOP Of MY LIST ABOVE 
ALL THE REST. IT MATTERS NOT 
THAT OUR FAaBLY IS SMALL 
BECAUSE TOGETHER THE THREE OF US, 
WE'LL HAVE A BALL! 
KD LOVE A aBNE, PATTY  
Book Sale-Oct S-11 (11:30-2:90, J:XH:00) 
Haw Horiions SwM-lat floor Ed Btdg. Am 
IIS. Mae booka. bulletin board supplies, 
stickers. Halloween decorations, etc. Spon- 
sored by the Elementary Education Studant 
Aattteery Board.  
Brothers of PN Kappa Tau-We can't wait M Fit. 
rate' It's been too long alnce we've periled with 
you" The Kappas 












16 Rlalto offering 
17 Fern spores 
18 Silk voile 
19 Achieve 
20 Voters'choices 
22 Weight for nails 
23 Handle Ft 
24 Miniature 
object 





36 Roulette bet 
37 Navigator John 








45 Pleasant look 
46 Duenna 
46 Shore area 
SO Sweet liqueur 




57 List of corri- 
genda 
62 Another name 
for Athena 





66 Sermon theme 
69 Nylons 
70 Clean, as lape 
71 Divas forte 
DOWN 
1 Colleen 
36 Basque's cap 
41 Sudden mass 
movement 
42 Latin verb 






Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe 
2 Popular figure      34 Diablerie 




6 New Haven 
scholar 
7 Yarn measure 
6   A Lesson Irom 











25 Lu-ury vessel 
27 Intersect 
28 River ol 
Kashmir and 
Pakistan 
29 Not a soul 







54 Spread for 
bread 
56 Tea genus 
56 Rotter 
59 Pantomlmist 




64 Bad .near 
Koblenz 
ANSWER TO PftEVtOU* PUZZLE 
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I know youl be a perfect man. 
On Saturday night when we |am 
The sleeks and drinks we el on ma. 
So gat reedy for a 1ST Isaac Data Party 
Love. Your Qarnma Phi Crush 
May awey Iran my BO chick, Tnereee. I* 
■Hal* she Is a utMlfMea) 
■ ■II   ■■!■■> 
Thanks for the romantic Saturday evening' (set 
peyched for the HeyPM* tonne I.LY. Low 
your ma Medken  
BF. 
Oat payched for Vie Qemme PN Crush Oats 
Party Wei aee it you Is* aaieep Ms Bmel 
Lew, Your Crush new 
CAM, 
OET EXCITED FOIt ANOTHBt WHO BATUSV 
DAY MKJHTI HAYBE YOU'LL NEMEasKP. ME 
TMSTMCII 
LOVE, YOUR OAMMA PM CBUBH 
CD, 
HAPPY MKl B«THOAY MY LOVE. 
WHO KNOWS WHAT'S QCHHO TO HAPPEN 
TO US 
BUT JUST BEMEMBEJi | LOVE YOul 
LOVE, KA YES 
Chaser, I reasV mass youl Low Camper 
Chris. 
The party ■ planned. 
Our eweeteins m hand 
KM amee wB Be had 
m Gamma PN land Ost psyched' 
Your gemme phi crush  
COME TO 
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE MTQS 
SUNDAYS BOO PM ST THOMAS MORE 
Come vtelt the teem booth m the union oval Oct 
amend 1 Otv  
(MNOMTUIATIONS  LESUE   MERREl   ON 
YOUR CM C—SAE UVAUsTJWM TO MATT. 
LOVE, YOUR CM 0 MSTEHS.  
Aiadeieen and Carle 
the rtltheet BkHmt* 
DaRsZaaa 
tha kiahial Waal elaisYait QPAI 
Cowsjra t uie iion s to vtwe ™sws«isjf(, 
maHtonel 7-A.X. The 
Alph. 
lewis on their 
ol Lambda Chi 
Connors and Urpe Camping In Portage, what a 
per*' Whet a tent, what a few, what a tsf. 
whet a Qm Lemon Straight (ouohl). what an 
urpsr. whal froatM*. what bed hair In 
Friach'a .. Scary ("whan wa find aoinelHng we 
dowel "I Hey. thanks for the good time ("• It 
over yet?'") and untl the next roadtnp. take • 
nutty' Karen » Carolyn 
Court ahoe sale 
Lake Erie Sparta 
CRAKJ AT THE KEO 
YOU'RE SO MUCH FUN! I CANT WAIT TO 
PflE-PARTY WITH YOU TOMORROW 
NK3HT YOU'LL SEE HOW MUCH FUN WE 
OAMMA PHI'S REALLY AREt SEE YAI 
LOVE, ASPHALT WOMAN  
Cralgfe 
Welcome to BO tNa weekend wfl be the beat 
ever causa wel be together Opt reedy tor 
Saturday nights "Hoe Down" with the Delta 
Zetas It wB be a super sme I low you 
Forewr. Ews  
DANA 
ALL IS WELL   BELIEVE IT' 
LOVE. COLLEEN 
MM It 
HAPPY 20TH fueiTHOAYI TOO BAD THAT 
THE OOOO TIMES OF CHEWBM SKOAL, 
OCTTBM MEMWTED. AND CHASMO FAT 
LOOSE WOMEN DOESN'T MIX WELL WITH 
OLD AOE AMD LAVALRERMQI 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
THE OUTS OF APARTMENT IT.  
DAVC CKDMBBOSKY. 
OM ready tor a wed and wonderful night with 
tha OZ'a M our date party' 
Love ya, Jute 
Deent Frank. 
Tomorrow's the raght. it's an to get peyched 
A crush it wB be. |uat you and me. 
It's gonna be great, so don't be late 
To meet your Qarnma PN Date 
We tove you QOt's! 
Your OerrsTi PN Crushers 
DEAREST WLLIAM C 
CRUSH DATE PARTY IS THE PLACE TO BE, 
WE'RE GONNA HAVE A QREAT TIME, JUST 
YOU AND ME. 
SO OET PSYCHED FOR THE EVENING TO 
COME. 
BECAUSE I SEE LOTS OF FUNf FUN! FUNII 
CANT WAIT TX SATURDAY 
YOUR OAMMA PHI CRUSH I  
DEAR JULIE BARNHART, 
ITS GREAT TO HAVE YOU AS PART OF OUR 
FAMS.Y. I'M LOOKING FORWAM TO A 
GREAT YEAR WITH MY ONE ANO ONLY 
LITTLE! KD LOVE t MINE. 
YOUR DM THERESA 
Dear MKhete (Urn Mad Dog) 
Happy 19th Birthday" 
OM peyched to party thia weakendl 
Your Roomie. Shari 
DEE GEE'S OET PSYCHED!!! 
THE KEGS ARE ICED ANO WE'RE READY 
FORAVRLDTBAE HOPE YOU ARE TOOtl 
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA 8WMA 
mTASIOfvWP1»aceec*ivjdcna»orwtathe 
vtdane ol the Heven House Ike fteeet atop by 
our coflee table In the BA btdg. to drop oR your 
donaaon. Thar* Von.  
Diana Vsoobucd 
You itraVI haw to otean tha bathroom. 
DONATE TO HAVEN HOUSE FIRE VICTIMS 
Sam-lpm DELTA SIGMA PI COFFEE TABLE 
 BA FOYER  
DOUOJE Hoe down one! Kick up thoee heels 
and put on Ihoee boota lor a great rol n the 
hay! 8ee lha rjaoo pup turn Mo me weetem 
pup-Get PaychedlOZ low. Punkm Heed 
Fleh Heeds, Fh* Heeds 
Eat mere up Yum 




Hay Ben and Jsn 
Matt* way, 'cause Saturday's tha day. 
Gemma Phi Crush wi blow you away' 
There wB be dendng and drinrung arm 
fun amee. too. Cause theee two 
Qarnma PN e wanna party watt youl 
Let's go crszyll  
HEY CM OS 
Get your nerve up and ask your crush 
 CHEEOMUNGA Is corning  
Hey Mfce B (Fa Fa Fa Fa) 
I hops you are psyched for tha Qemme PN 
Crush DMs party, bsoauee I am. Lara go crazy, 
oh ml Lefa go See ya Sel  nrte 
Surprise Tracy M 
Hey PI Kappa: m Boxers and Oxforda from 8-1 
Ke Alpha OaSa are ready lor lota ol lun' Gal 
peyched lor a gnaat tseJ  
MYBUNO   PaDOII 
Happy 20th Mrtldayt Don! you be taRng off 
any   rarrajagtig   nwii-rhinoa   tonight'   Haan 
(otiuoKtal Haw 1 good on* loeerl  
T-SMRTS • • T-SMHTS ■' T-8MRTS 
FOR DORM, PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE, OUAUTY, GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 3M-3098 
Hsaer end Stuntasty, 
An you Phi Taua reedy to fat remenced Ban 
under the MaraT Because when   en Alpha 
MBsatkaM nag Football: Women's 
entrtea due Oct. 10 
 IBB DfravAeM Rec Center  
Jeff Ctevtnger 
Do you haw a due? 
Get peyched lor your crush with a 
OooPhooBoo 
Your Date 
John Vanjen-get out your assao, wel ktok up 
the hay, windmi roundup Is one day away. 
Were the wldeel pat a pN tau and dee z 
uurttaiwlw we wB never be! Get payched 
partner. Low, Karen  
JOW THE TEAM 
JOAN THE TEAM 
XMN THE TEAM  
JOtNTMHTEAM 
JOIN THE TEAM 
 JOW THE TEAM  
JOIN THE TEAM 
MM THE TEAM 
JOW THE TEAM  
JON 
You are my "crush'. I hope you won't btuah. 
Tomorrow la the raght. so don't die ol (right. 
IBet you can't wad!') 
YOUR OAMMA PM CRUSH 
J.E.W. ■ 
I cent welt to see how WILD the WEST reeky .' 
Get peyched for the DZ data party TruM me' 
D.LC. I 
Kappa Sige-The Dee Qeee ere looking forward 
lo a greet time with you Fn See you then' Low. 
■va Dee Qeee  
KaSy- Going to PN Mu Femur with our two 
ehafca fNaassn t Kaaaem) • raaSy ohJcl 
Low. Bart 
DEAR RACHEL, 
HAPPY Mth B—DAY ON OCT. athl HOPE 
YOU JUST HAVE A GREAT, GREAT, GREAT 
TIME!   LOOK   OUT  MOTOWN,   HERE   SHE 
COMESII 
LOVE YA, THERESA. 
LaaSae ol B.O.S.U. 
llsaXl CM Tuck-ma Mart Monday Oct. B 
aVuThuradey Oct-II  
LAMBDA CM ALPHA 
OJJOJEOF TMWEEK: 
'FWTZBUSIERS'  
LAMBDA CM ALPHA 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK: 
CRAM BTOWER-WHQ LOVES TAt 
ur Karen. Welcome to our KD farratyl tie going 
to ba a lun war. Low Chrts  
LTLora. 
Welcome to the Family' 
KD Low- Sue, Rachel, t Kag 
Looking tor something fun to do? Rent a VCR 
for any 3 days with 4 movies ol your choice lor 
onty $30  Video Spectrum, 128 W  Wooater 
352-4171  
Lucas - Together al lest' You're Its ONLY 
crush I want. Oat psyched tor Saturday raght. 
Low, Your Qemme PN Beta Soueeier 
MAD HATTER: 
CliieiMMtUeat an being sppakvlsd to the 
student Arbitration Beard. We're proud ot 
yea dude. Let's haw a 'SMALL' celsbreelon 
tonight!! And you got to Itka. got to Me... 
Yee« PI KAPP Brothers 
MARQ. 
HAPPY BELATED BkHTHOAY' 
YOUR ROOMIE. KRlSTY  
MATT. SCOTT, TADO, RICH. 
THE EVENT OF THE YEAR IS HERE, 
SO DONT EVEN TMNK WELL DRfNK BEER 
BE M MATTS ROOM BY FIVE FOR YOUR 
CLUE, 
FOR THE START OF THE BEST DAMN 
QOOPHOOBOOI 
LOVE W TMD. YOUR CRUSHES 
i Oetta and The Movers 
a Set. Oct.t M TZ's 
LI SMI M Tokade. I mm en Bencrofl by 
I near ass Unhreretty. Open nightly 
i at 1:N aat.  TJMI 
MEN 00 BO 
ARE YOU A DO SCOPE? 
MBWRBOCTIB 
MtCHAELKEMP 
HAPPY 2»rd BaRTHDAY 
SWEETHEAIITII MWAMII TMB « 
NE BMTHDAY YOU'LL NEVER FOROET 
LOVE, JOANNE  
TtSNSJ., 
Uka a true DZ. you'w shown thet you are 
THE beetl CONGRATULATIONS on bafctg 
ehsiin Use Mtoe BQBU Flnendel Otrecterllll 
Way to go lag ■»' 
tow > was, Karl  
MJCX PAYNE sngs 
I Taylor and Nat Young 
for your astonlng pteesure 
Every Friday night Bpm-1 am 
at 01 BENEDETTO'S 
DEAR RON, 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY ON OCT. ITHI THE 
PAST TWO AND A HALF YEARS HAVE BEEN 
ABSOLUTELY GREAT! I HOPE THERE ARE 
LOTS MORE YEARS TO COME. I LOVE YOU. 
Greek unrtyl Greek UnHy! 
Cene«MatoAa»haDeR*,DU's,APIKappaen 
termer at Saturday's gem*! 
Wa>M«M 
i lAalftl 0s*»* UnlttI 
Oreo, 
To ray Crush SAE 
Juat wed and youl see 
On Saturday raght 
How much km Hi ball 
Low, Your Qarnma PN Crush 
Hsppy Mrtiday Carole Kaok. YouYe fnaay 19 
Hope your dey end enara weekend tume out 
greet I know youl be celebrating M weekend!' 
Your New Roommate and Friend Mm.  
HAPPY 20th BsRTHDAY DAVE MARMACI 
FROM 
JOHNNY B. SKI. NEfFER, BALAWEENY 
HEY AGO PRETTIES OF 2ND FLOOR 
LETS OET WACKEO OFF AT 
NEEDED: FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS 
CHECK STUDENT EMPLOYMENT FOR RE- 
FERRAL FORMS.  
OK gang, let's gaaher round cut the gun lor 
The Crueh • scout to sound! We're rodun' end 
roan' Whetta party you bet. So come on y'H- 
Letsgstaetl 
l lawelsi ich 
Tiara. Oat 11 
■rSaa) Mondsy, Oat B Thru 
PA 
Hoy Motown man. get psyched for Saturday's 
Alpha DM data party! We're gong to have a 
MM. 
Low, Dabble 
DAW MAMMC IS SI TOOAYI 
DAVE MARINAC IS M TODAY! 
DAVE sMIWtAC IS IB TOOAYI 
TUXEDO RENTALS 
et Jearn N TNngt 
SM-S333 
rkri PilaMi Nae._«»t w —N 
few pe*Mry, Hesiee,, Merarf onemeM, ^eieioe- 
fSsS4»y, aM art ■ Mw aanj BrTtisa. nni*ita> 
llm likia to »W Prattle IMBtoI i iMin ■ 
raaifivyrffTHf.  
RJOK, 
TMS WEEK HAS GONE BY, 
AND I'VE MAO MY EYE 
ON THE SW1IIMI THET A CM. 
LOVE. YOUR GAMMA PM CRUSH 
RTNS YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE I 
Tha  Gemme  PN   Beta's would  But  to  an- 
YOU HEARD MS MUSIC AT 
THE SUMMER OLYMPICS... 
WELL, HE'S CCwSNG TO BO 
••• PtSUPGLASS "• 
Eadlement there growing In meter amounts 
We plan to party Ml through tha night. 
(TJO ■ up right untl mornings sght'). 
Wel danoa, and wel drink, and amok* every 
»*g. 
So you better gel reedy for a reefy big wing 
r*ig! 
Tharel be so many fun things for you to do. 
Lko come out and PARTY with - 
Low Your Qemme PN Crueh 
SAES 
THANKS FOR STARTtvO OFF OUR "CELE- 
BRATION'' WEEKEND WITH SOMETHWO TO 
CELEBRATE ABOUT' WINNING SPIRIT 
AWARD AT THE BED RACES WAS THE BEST! 
SEE YOU FRIDAY. IN OUR P.J.'SII 
LOVE, THE AX'S 
ZBT Steve 
Tha Gamma Phi's tow you too, tor a good nme 
you can depend! Now lor a due. here's what I 
can do. Say your ABC's and then Mart agasi 
Your Qarnma PN Crueh 
LSAT steaeee ant near terming et the 
r H Kaalsii Iducujuenel Center 
>»>l 
Gel reedy to party with the Commy'stomta! WB 
tonne ba scrap book material? Low your 
Sanctuary Buddy for Re.  
SIOBAHN 1 JU. H- you are the two lucky 
whnera of a red trip to Pgh1 JILL B ( BETH 
P.- YOU LOSE! The Winner!  
Stofaapa.' can! wa* H Saturday 
I'm yours Forewr. Farthfuty 
Your Fionooo. BeOybumpa  
Oat ascRad tor Saturday beceuee 
soon vsa'H see how to party with 
the wad and craiy DZ's. I sure am 
Lew, your DZ Does.  
HsyaBwaDZ 
OM perched tore 
Base et the DZ 
Thanks tor  earning!  I  hope you ham a 
naautat Matt. I tow youl 
Low,Krtsty  
STICKUM 1 FEESH - Dearly B i... Are 
we ttevlng fun y«t?... I wear my eungltssei el 
night... WaB woman, tomorrow night's the 
night - we're going to haw a blest! let's go 
cnuylll Low In PI Kappa Sigma. FLIRT 
P.S.- BYOB (Bring your own brick)  
aaraaaaenj Ran a aaaaW earprlaa aaattni 
soon! Wetoti tor dataBa.  
SueCorbln 
You not a Isanagar anymore either, come 
Seturdey' Btg 2011 Happy Birthday from your 
elders Qeyreta and Karen.  
Terry. 
Welcome to Bowing Green! We're going to 
haw a wad and wonderful time M the Qarnma 
PN Crueh Dele Party' 
Low^judjr 
Toe CattiecroMers, 
QM payched for toe OZ weetem wind In 
tomorrow cause we're not atopprn IB the aun 
ttooel The catflecroeina  
The Graakaaettr* hew arrived. 
For more BstwiapUea > orders 
CavHS»B727  
The Main -N- PMcher wM be open M r»:!0 en 
Ocll for a BGAJT a 
en Bancroft by ' 
*t  
To Mark Angle: Roeee era rod, but trtosMe aren't 
while Wal haw a greet ama on Saturday 
night   Low your Crueh Data In Gamma PN 
Beta.  
Te my Oetl Crank Data Cratg 
It's MaM Bate tor you to see 
EjUKtty who your date wM be 
Than I'll 
OM aaaajadj Low, Yoar Crueh OatatT 
TO MY HANDSOME CRUSH, BORIS 
OF ALL THE CRUSHES YOU'RE THE 
HUIUI, ANO UW>Jf£STK>NABLY THE 
NEATEST! LOOKING FORWARD TO LOTSA 
FUN, ANO FOR GOODNESS BAKES, 
DON'T FOROET THE MJMI 
LOVE. YOUR QAMs* PM CRUSH  
TO MY PM PM CPAISH.'STEVE: 
I AM A GAMMA PHI WHO HAS A CRUSH ON 
YOU 
TM PSYCHED FOR OUR DATE PARTY 
ANO HOPE THAT YOU ARE, TOO 
WELL HAVE A SUPER T8AE, THE FUN BE 
QMS AT 8 
SO HURRY, GET EXCITED ANO DONT YOU 
DARE BE LATE. 
YOUR DATE 
TO MY PM TAU CRUSH ROB; 
I CAN'T WAIT m SATURDAY rttOHT. WE'LL 
HAVE SUCH A WILD TIME DANCING THE 
NtOHT AWAY. HOPE YOU'RE AS EXCITED 
AS I AM 
LOVE YA. YOUR OAMMA PM CRUSH 
TO MY PHI TAU CRUSH PILKY, Saturday wB 
ba a Weal I know the erne wB go loo leal 
Drinking. Dancing, tots of ton In my eyee your 
number 1. Low yalota. Your gemma phi crueh 
TO MY SM EP CRUSH, ERIC: 
Tomorrow raght you;l meet your dale 
So gat escked 'cauee I can't wait 
Wel drink and dance and party M night 
The Gemma PN Betas do II right! 
Low, Your Data 7T7 
TONYI 
A WORD OF WJOOM Baal tone edeaato 
ol Lang Island toe Tea aptcltlt and try to go 
to work m tha mon-r-lll 
To OrvBa » Ptatol 
Our BMOC't tor Bis night, wal be COC and R 
11 • everything goee alright Beoauae Iheee 2 
wld n crazy Qarnma Phi's reefy know how to 
treat our guys!' 
Low, Your Cruehss 
Te Oar PN Tea Crueh Datec 
yeu'lbeeent, 
OB a hant to find your dates, which wM 
To Baj Qarnma PN cruehee pre pertylng M S06 
Tnureen n. Oat reedy tor s "She boppti''' 
good am* cause Urn "gate |uat wanna haw 
fun      -ama efter tkne •' 
Low, Teaah and tha Fun bunch.  
To Theto Chi Mka M 
Hope you'ra reedy kx a wld Qarnma PN Bmal 
Your Qarnma PM QMS  
ANYONE T AKWG PHOTOS OF 
PRES. REAGAN IMMEDIATELY ENTERING 
ANDERSON ARENA. I WILL PAY St FOR 
aa«NTS COfftTAINtNQ THE FIRST 
SEV_RAL PEOPLE JUST INSDE THE 
DOOR SHAWNQ MS HAND 
CALL CFUUG 372-5981 
VERY CUTE. ADORABLE KITTENS 
NEED GOOD HOME 
 FREE'CALL 354-7164  
T-SWRTS • • T—SMRTS • ■ T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM, PARTIES, ETC. 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, QUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS  354-3098 
Lovafy new perty dreea 





PurceTeBSie Shop »the place to go lore wide 
aMscaon ol Hockey Equipment. Darta, Bhee 
and Acoaesoriee 131 E Wooetor. 352 6264 
FALL SHOE SALE 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E Wooeter 
•" 352 3610 ••• 
1ST HOMECOMING CLUE 
IT MATTERS NOT f YOUR SEARCH 
BEGINS M SUNLIGHT OR SHOWER 
SEEK A TOWER WMCH DENOTES 
THE HOUR, f YOU LOOK FROM TMS 
CIRCLE OF BMHT, THE HOUSING OF 
THE TREASURE IS IN StOHT 
WANTED 
Wanted: One female roommate for 
2nd oomeator. Ctooe to campus' 
Please cal 384-8984  
One mato roommate to take over 
apt payments on 542 Frazae #16 
 M SSormonlh 354-S02S.  
F. rmte needed to 
•tan 1 barm apt 
 S132.50/mo 353-1643  
One mala needa apartmerit to ahare rant 
352-0979. ask tor Daw. Leeve phone number 
■ notnara. 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $400 TO SBOO A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME, NO EXPEFBENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS. SEND 
STAMPEO ENVELOPE TO: LAOUNAS P.O. 
BOX 267S1, CMCAQO. «. 80625-0791 
I1l,tts-r30>tlryr 
Now hiring. Your area. 
CaS BBS4JSTMBB Eat R4NJ41.  
FEMALE STUDENT TO CARE FOR i GIRLS 
AGES   11.   I.   »   7   FOR   AN   OCCASIONAL 
WEEKEND M OUR HOME. WE MUST ALSO 
00 ON BUBBMIB TMB THAT FALL DURING 
WEEKDAYS. PLEASE CALL FOR MOM 
INFOPJAATrON. ASK FOR DARLENE AT 
StMttS ketore SM PM. OR 




Rec Canter Pro Shop 
1S71 VW Convertfbie 
reatored. make ofter 
1-882 4739 
Hulls Ueed Furniture 
Rudotm. 680-3261 
 Open Monoay-Frtday 6-S pm  
1B72 Honda OB 360 Motorcycle 
Good bke tor a greet price 
S325 or bast otter. 372-3448 
FOR SALE Pair el Rsaslgnol SUia, Solomon 
Maaayaje, Neraaaa sal boota, alas B. AB to top 
oandNton. Bay eepsreto or as package deal 
CaS lineal M4-TSSS. 
FOR SALE Nordics ski boots, eii* 10. 
Goad condition MO. 
CaB BratHS4-7ii7.  
Uka New 
Twin Bad-farn iialfiais and box spring   Cal 
352 9394  
Corm Clarinet for eets 
cal Beth el 352-8126 mueteotl 
DATSUN SENTRA 1BS3 
MtST BLUE. 4 ORS. 5 SPEED 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
»59»0 CALL BEFORE 10am or AFTER 10pm. 
362-6461  
'66 Oodoe-good cotirJBan-SAOO 362-5382. 
Hide a bad couch $25 
Back recaner $25 
1352-1814 
FOR RENT 
Efficiency apt awl. now: $186/mo . utt md 
CM 364-6812 betw   5-7 pm 
s needed to sublet apt Field Uwior 
Good tack to yoar theatre pradaeBsn, 'Ska 
•teepe To Conquer.'  I knew Wa wM ba 
KD'atowendatate, VtoM 
epts /$112 50/mo plus etectrc » phone 
Cal 384-6579  
Mats roommate needed Wee house on 




In oka need of the aenior woman's neme and 
phone number who did not gel her queeeon 
anaaarad by preetoeni Raapan. Pleas. oM 
Paw M 2-2126.  
VWma Bewwe-De. Gee Weetem Kidnap Od 
24  
WENDY CHARLES 
Keep up the greet bb through pledging 
» Low, SMoy.  
Ye* are my aaaatol Daw 
And B la war heart I erew. 
Voa'1 be aw on 
I tonal oar tow 
Welhewagre 
TheftMlalraryaMMeajMI 
Al style**, Year/ 
ATTBITIONIII 




2 sSedroofTi apertmertl 
•or rent. 3rd 8( 
 oMSM^MO 
Efldsncy room svatsl My fork 
fndudaa uatoee. rjhons, cebu TV, Mow, 
retogarator. 1266/mo cal Rk* M 362-1620. 
tra/243 ' 
Ml ■ sLsa     4 *| k   4   -        ■ vrseion- *; oeorooiTi 
iM+tmtma apartment 
 phone 362-1032 efter ft 30 
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UAO offers contests, more 
"Bronco Busters" is the theme tor this year's annual Homecoming activities, and to 
celebrate this 63rd annual tail festival, the University Activities Organization has organized 
a number of contests and a pre-game party. 
The traditional banner and window splash contests will again be held. Centering around 
the theme of "Bronco Busters," the contests are open to any University student or group 
of students. 
Banners should be made on a twin-sized sheet and hung at the Stadium between 9 and 
10 a.m. on Saturday for judging. 
For the window painting contest, the front windows of residence halls and greek 
houses can be used. Only water-based paints should be used. 
Applications to enter both contests must be submitted to the UAO office, third floor of 
the Union, by 5 p.m. Wednesday (Oct. 10). The winners of each contest wiH be 
presented with a plaque and prizes. The winners wiH be announced during pre-game 
activities ol the football game. 
A pre-game party win begin at 10 a.m. Saturday (Oct. 13) on the intramural fields 
northwest of the Stadium Open to all, the party wiU include food, beer, soft drinks, live 
music and a sound system provided by WFAL radio. Meal coupons will be accepted. 
As part of the pre-game festivities, prizes, including gift certificates to restaurants and 
record stores, will be given to students wearing "Bronco Buster" buttons 
The buttons will be given to every student purchasing a ticket for the game (Students 
who have already purchased tickets or who have aH-sports passes can obtain tickets by 
going to the UAO office, third floor of the Union.). 
Additional information about all Homecoming activities can be obtained by calling the 
UAO Homecoming Hotline. 372-0826. 
MSA 'Stepping Into Homecoming' 
When you need a win, 
who ya gonna call? 
Bronco Busters! 
Bronco busting has become a way of life for the football Falcons. In the 30 previous 
meetings between the Falcons and the Western Michigan Broncos, Bowling Green holds 
a 22-6-2 advantage. 
But If the Falcons hope to make their second trip to the Catifomia Bowl this December, 
they will have to tame the Broncos, who are one of the favorites to win the conference 
title, one more tome. 
The Homecoming footbal rodeo begins at 1 p.m. Saturday (Oct. 13) at Doyt L. Perry 
Field. Tickets for the game are now on sale at the Memorial Han ticket office. Hours for the 
office are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and from 9-11 a.m. on Saturday. 
In addition, tickets can also be purchased at the Ice Arena from noon to 4 p.m. dairy 
and at the Stadium beginning at 11:30 a.m. Saturday. 
Ticket prices are $7 for chair reserved seats, $6 for bench reserved seats, $3.50 for 
adult general admission, $2.50 for youth general admission, $2 for University student 
general admission, and $2.50 for end zone seats. 
Friday election to select royalty 
Students will have an opportunity to vote 
for their candidates for Homecoming King 
and Queen from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday 
(Oct. 12) in the Foyer of the Union. A valid 
UntversHy student ID. must be presented 
to vote. 
The five finalists for both King and 
Queen will be honored at the Stadium on 
Saturday and the winners will be crowned 
during the pregame ceremonies at Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
Using the umbrella theme of "Stepping 
Into Homecoming '84," Minority Student 
Activities is sponsoring seven events for 
Homecoming. 
Beginning with a hispanic dance concert 
on Tuesday (Oct. 9) and ending with a 
dance on Saturday (Oct. 13), the week's 
programming will also feature two talent 
shows, a fashion show, a pre-football game 
brunch and a jazz concert. 
AH of the events are open to the public, 
and unless otherwise noted, all of the 
events are free. 
The first event of the week will be a 
"Mexican Ballet," which will begin at 7 p.m. 
in the Grand Ballroom of the Union. The 
evening win feature performances by three 
groups, "Recuerdos De Mi Tierra," "Los 
Charros Del Norte" and "El Ballet 
FoMorico De Toledo," which specialize In 
traditional hispanic dance. 
'   On Wednesday, a fashion show, entitled 
"Steppin Into Fashion." win be held at 7 
p.m. In the Northeast Commons. Admission 
is 50 cents. 
The next evening, "Harlem Hayday," a 
talent program featuring the New York City 
dance troupe "Atri." wM be presented at 7 ' 
p.m. In the Bryan Recital Han, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
On Friday evening, Black Greek Council 
win be sponsoring its annual "Black Greek 
Stomp Down and Dance" at 7 p.m. at 
Northeast Commons. Admission Is $2. 
Saturday's activities will begin at 11 
a.m. with a brunch at Chil's Restaurant, 
Kreischer Quadrangle. Admission Is $1. 
At 7 p.m. that evening, "Jazz On 
Down," a program featuring jazz and 
rhythm-and-blues bands from the 
Cleveland area will be pesented In the 
Amanl, Commons. Admission is $1. 
Following the concert, the annual 
"Homecoming Ball" will be held in the 
Northeast Commons. Admission to the 
dance, which begins at 11 p.m., Is $2. 
Co-sponsors of the weeks activities 
include the Black Greek CouncH, the Board 
of Black Cultural Activities, La Union de 
Estudiantes Latins, and the Graduate 
Student Senate. 
Additional information about all of the 
activities can be obtained at the Minority 
Student Activities Office, third floor of the 
Union. 
Alumni to stress 
the three 'R's' 
Billed as "The Greatest Show on 
Campus," the Alumni Association's 
celebration of Homecoming wil feature the 
three "R's" - reunions, recognitions and 
refreshments. 
The activities wiU begin Friday evening 
when the annual Honorary Alumnus Dinner 
wiH be held at 6:30 p.m. in the Community 
Suite of the Union. During the evening, Iris 
Andrews, professor emerita of physical 
education and recreation, and Don Wolfe, 
columnist for the "Toledo Blade," will be 
presented with Honorary Alumnus awards. 
The award is presented annually to an 
individual or individuals who have made an 
outstanding contribution to the growth and 
development of the university but are not 
graduates of Bowing Green. 
Activities on Saturday begin at 9 a.m. 
with an open house at the Alumni Center. 
Then at 10:30 a.m., a pre-game festival wW 
begin on the intramural fields just north of 
the Alumni Center. 
Open only to alumni, faculty and steff. 
the festival w* feature Ive music and 
refreshments The festival win continue 
after the game. 
During harfbme activities of the games, 
WHtern Bittner, a 1954 graduate of the 
university, wMI be presented with the 
associattons's annual Alumni Service 
Award. 
On Saturday evening, two anniversary 
reunions, one for the class of 1959 and the 
other for the class of 1964, w* be held In 
the University Union. 
Additional information about aH of the 
events can be obtained by contacting the 
Alumni Association. MHeti Alumni Center. 
Friday Tuesday 
0d*W9 
1:30 a.m.-6 p.m- - Extern Experience 
Appscatjone avaleble for IN* on-the-feb "mM 
mternship" program. To be held Jan. 7-11 and 
March 11-15. Free and open to al sophomores. 
junior* and seniors Sponsored by the Under 
graduate Alumni Association Maati Alumni Cen- 
ter. 
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campua Flan 
"Fooeooee" wB be shown  St .50 with BGSU 
i.D. Grand Basroorn. Union. 
■ p.m. - University Theater Production 
"She Stoops to Conquer" wa be performed. 
Tickets are $2 for students and senior citizens 
and $4 for others. Mam Auditorium. University 
• p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"AH Systems Go!." a hlatory of NASA's apace' 
exploration program, will be shown, $1 Open to 
el. Planetarium. Physical Sciences Laboratory 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1.25 with vaad ID Skate rental 50 
cents tee Arena 
9:45 p.m.-Mkfnlght - UAO Campus Film 
"FooBooae" wH be shown See 7:30 p.m. Frl., 
Oct. 5. listing. 
Saturday 
OetsWr 6 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Metal Sculpture Exhibit 
The National Metals InvtBaOonal opens. It win 
Include more than 50 exhibits in metal created 
by 27 arbsta from around the country. The 
exhibit wa be open from I0a.m to 5 p.m. Toes 
Fit and 2-5 p.m. on Sundays through Oct. 28. 
Free and open to al. Sponaored by the School 
of Art, the Medici Circle and the Ohio Arts 
Council McFal Center Gallery 
t p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Oct. 5, listing 
8-10 pjn.-Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Oct. 5 listing 
Sunday 
Octet* 7 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri . Oct. 5, listing. 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Oct. 5, listing 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m Frl., Oct. 5. Wing. 
Monday 
OeMwS 
0 a.m.-5 p.m. - Orientation Le 
Applications avaaable through 5 p.m. Oct. 24 
and Oct. 9 and 10 from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at the 
We Care Booth, Union Oval. Open to al. 405 
Student Services 
8:30-7 p.m. - Phi Upslton Omlcron 
Meeting of thai home economics honor society 
Free and open  to  members   Living  Center., 
Home Economics 
7 p.m. - Home Economics Panel Discussion 
Professors from the home economica depart- 
ment wtf be speak on careers Free and open to 
al home economics majors Sponaored by Phi 
Upeiton Omlcron. Living Center, Home Econom- 
ica. 
7-10 p.m. - Economics Seminar 
"Economic Issues ot the 1984 Election: The 
Deficit, Inflation and Unemployment." wi be 
presented  Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
the Economics Department. 200 Moseley. 
7:30 p.m. - German Firm Series 
"Oi erate Polka." a story of personal livea In a 
Session town on the day World War H was 
declared w* be shown Free and open to al. 
Sponaored by the department ol German and 
Russian Gish Film Theater. Hanna 
10 p.m. Midnight - Volleyball Tryouta 
Tryouts for both man and women to participate 
on this club team. Racket Room, Student Rec 
Center 
11 a.m.-3 pjn. - So Long to Sunshine 
Food and (towers w* be sold Sponaored by Phi 
Upeson Omlcron. Union Oval. 
11ajn.-8pjn.-l 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thuretm. 
Noon-2.p.m. - Peer Nutrition Counseling Serv- 
ice 
ConauKanta wfl meet with students on an 
appointment or wafc-in basis Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are avaaable. Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
1:304 p.m. - Coffee Hour 
Free and open to al. Sponaored by the Work) 
Student Association  17 Watams. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Alcohol  Awareness Week 
Event 
"Know to Say When'  wN  be presented  by 
BEERCO in conjunction with Anheuaer Buach. 
Free and open to al. Campua Room, Union 
8:10 p.m. - University 441 Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al Northwest Com- 
mons. 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today 
Meeting. Open to al. Alumni Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs. Cleveland State University. Anderson 
Arena. 
7 p.m. - Stepping Into Homecoming '64 
Mexican  Ballet,  featuring  traditional  hispenic 
dance. Sponaored by Minority Student Activ- 
ities.  Free and open to al. Grand Baaroom. 
Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Footloose Falcon Square Dane* 
Club 
Meeting Open to al. Northeast Commons. 
7:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness Week Event 
Karl Sutler, Student Legal Services lawyer, wdl 
give a presentation on what to expect when 
picked up for D.W.I.. Free and open to al. 105 
South Ha*. 
7:30 p.m. - Bowling Green Peace Coalition 
International poduck dinner. Bring national dish 
Open to al. 251 South Church. 
8 p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to al. Fort Room, Union. 
8 p.m. - Students tor Animals 
Meeting Free and open to al. 208 Hanna. 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Mam Ice, Ice 
Arena. 
9 p.m. - Frying Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 109 Business Adminietra- 
Wednesday 
OthhW W 
10 BJH.-2  p.m. - Alcohol  Awareness  Wee* 
Event 
Free punch, literature, party games, and tips on 
being a good hoat or hostess while minimizing 
alcohol usage wa be given. Sponaored by the 
Student Weeness Center, University Hal. 
11:30 a.m. -Mass 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm 
1130 aJa>1£M p.m. - Non-Traditional Stu- 
Career planning w* be discussed. Free and 
open to al. Home Economica Living Center. 
Home Ecorwmice. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness Week Event 
"Alcohol Information from Mier" wH be pre- 
sented by the Meier Brewing Company and 
Acme Beerage. Free and open to al. Off-Cam- 
pua Student Center, basement of Moseley 
6 p.m. - Homecoming Event 
Deadline for applications for banner and window 
splash conteate Open to al. UAO office. Union 
7 pjn. - Stepping Into Homecoming '84 
"Stepping Into Fashion" fashion ahow. 60 centa. 
Open to al. Sponaored by Minority Student 
ActMoaa Northeast Commona. 
7 pjn. - Alcohol Awereness Week Event 
Panel discussion on the future use of alcohol In 
America. Free and open to all  Main Lounge, 
Offenhauer Towers. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship ol Christian Students 
Meeting. Alumni Room. Union. 
7-0:30 pjn. - Asian Forum 
Educational and cultural opportunitiea in Asia w* 
be rJocuaead. Free and open to al. Sponaored 
by Asian Studies  Program.  Faculty Lounge, 
Union. 
Friday 
nlcatlo 7:30 p.m. - Women In Con 
Getting Involved WMh Campua Media" Rep- 
reaentaovee from various madia organizations 
wa be present. Free and open to al. Campua 
Room, Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting The U.S. policy in Central America will 
be dlecusaed. Open to al. 200 Moseley. 
I p.m. - Concert 
The Faculty Jazz Quartet w* perform Free and 
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Aria Center 
8 pjn. - Alcohol Awareness Weak Event 
BACCHUS meeting Open to al. 110 Business 
Administration. 
8-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 5. Hating 
1:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
Free and open to al. Wart by the elevator on the 
ground floor after entering the buHdmg ueing the 
weal door. Groupa w* be escorted to the roof. 
Physical Science Laboratory. 
9 p.m. - Sailing Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 222 Math Science 
9 p.m. - Alpha Phi Omega 
Co-educational  service  organization  meeting. 
Free end open to al. Assembly Room. McFal 
Center 
9:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed., Oct. 10, toting 
9:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooeter 
10:30 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed., Oct JO, eating. 
Thursday 
OenhW II 
11 a.m.-4 pjn. - Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Coneurtanta wa  meat  with  students  on  an 
appointment or walk-m baaia.  Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food a) avaaable. Free and open to al. The 
Student Weeheee Center. 220 Health Center. 
1:30-4 p.m. -Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the World 
Student Association. 17 Warns. 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Think Tank" 
Sessions are designed to obtain ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al. Conference Room, Student Rec Canter. 
3:304:30 p.m. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to al. La Maison Francaie 
6:30 p.m. - 80 Chess Club 
Free and open to al. Bring set. board, and clock 
t you have one. Commuter Center, basement of 
7 p.m. - Stepping into Homecoming '14 
"Harlem Heyday", a talent program, featuring the 
New York City dance troupe "AM," wl be 
performed. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital 
KM, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7:30 p-m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting. Open to al. 108 Business Administra- 
tion 
8 pjn. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Oct. 5. Hating 
6:10 p.m. - Bible Study 
Oiecueeion ol "The Passion of Christ." Open to 
al.  United ChriatJan Fesowshlp Center.  313 
Thuretm 
6:30, 9:30,10:30 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wad., Oct. 10, sating. 
OfhSeTtt 
6:30 aJiL-6 pjn. - Art Exhibit 
Thirty pemtmgs by Robert Mazur, professor of 
art. a* be raaparyed. Free and open to al. 
Gaiktry hours are 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays 
and 2-5 p.m. Sundays through Nov. 4. Fine Arts 
Getary. Fine Art*. 
6 a.m.-S pjn. - UAO Homecoming King and 
Queen Elections 
Must have student ID. to vote. Union foyer. 
12:10 pjn. - Masa 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thuretm. 
1:10 pjn. - The Excellence Series of Educa- 
tion 
Creative Ways of Teaching" wil be presented 
by Dr. Robert Moomew, professor of educational 
foundations and Inquiry. Free and open to all 
Sponaored by the Clnlcol Laboratory and Re- 
search Development Cound of the Cotege of 
Education. 215 Education. 
2 p.m. - Cross Country 
BGSU women's teem hosts the Ohio mtercole- 
giates Meet Forrest Craeson Golf Course. 
1 p.m. - Cross Country 
BGSU men's team hosts the Ohio tntercole- 
i Meet Forrest Creeaon Golf Course 
6 p.m. - Fantaay and Rolaplaylng Society 
Games of al types are played Free and open to 
al. Honors Center, Kreischer. 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al.  Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
7 p.m. - Stepping Into Homecoming '84 
"Black Greek Stomp Down and Dance." $2. 
Open to al. Sponsored by the Black Greek 
Councl Northeast Commons. 
7JJ pjn. - Dunamls Outreach 
Meeting Capital Room. Union 
8 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting Open to al. 128 S Cosege 
8 pjn. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Oct. 5, sating 
6 pjn.- Concert 
Varioua atudent choral and maturmentaf groupa 
wa perform. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
1:10 pjn. - Comedy AudHtona 
Contest to determine opening act for Larry 
"Bud" Mefcnen on Oct. 28. A $50 contract wa 
be awarded to the winner. Free and open to al 
Sponaored by UAO Spotlight Entertainment 
Alumni Room, Union. 
Saturday 
OtfsbsTl} 
9 s.m. - Homecoming Event 
Alumni breakfast. Sponsored by the Cap and 
Gown Chapter of Mortar Board. Pheasant Room, 
Union. 
9 a.m. - Homecoming Event 
Alumni Center open house. Free and open to al. 
Mileli Alumni Center 
10 a.m. - Homecoming Event 
Pre-game party wa feature food and eve music 
Meal coupons wa be accepted. Open to al. 
Sponsored by UAO. Intramural fields, northwest 
of stadkim. 
10:30 s.m.-1 p.m. - Homecoming Event 
Pre-game festival featuring food, a rve band, the 
cheerleaders and  Freddie  Falcon   Free and 
open to alumni, faculty and staff Intramural fields 
across from Alumni Canter. 
11 s.m. - Stepping Into Homecoming '64 
Brunch. $1  Open to al. Sponsored by Minority 
Student Activities Chi's Restaurant. Kreischer 
Quad. 
11 a.m.-SalllngClub 
Saing regatta. Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by Toledo University. Joty Roger Seeing Club. 
5981 Edgewater, Toledo. 
Ipjn.- Rugby 
Men's A. B. C 
sky Colege Park. 
vs. Northwestern Univer- 
1 p.m. - Football 
BGSU vs. Western Michigan University. Doyt L. 
Perry Field 
Poatgame - Homecoming Evtnt 
Party. Free and open to an faculty, staff and 
alumni. Sponsored by me Alumni Association. 
MM Alumni Center 
Postgeme m Homecoming Event 
Alpha Tau Omega Homecoming" reception. Free 
and open to at. 303 Thurstin 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - University Bible Fellowship 
Meeting. Open to all. Canal Room. Union. 
4pjn--Mass 
St    Thomas   More   Univeraity   Parish.   426 
Thurstin. 
4 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Oakland University Mickey Cochrane 
Field. 
7 pja. - Stepping Into Homecoming '84 
"Jazz on Down." a program featuring rhythm and 
Muss bands from the Cleveland area, wi be 
presented.  $1.  Open to at.  Sponsored  by 
Minority Student Activities. Amaru. Commons. 
t pjn. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 5, listing. 
11 p.m. - Stepping Into Homecoming '84 
Annual  Homecoming  Bat.  $2.  Open  to  all 




10 a.m. - Volunteer Service! 
Departure time for visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boya facility. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish Open to al St. 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
10,11:18 a.m., 1:18 pjti. - Mass 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish.   425 
Thurstin. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Active Christians Today, Alumni Room, Union. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Univeraity Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
11 ajn. - Blka Trip 
Leave time tor the Applebutter Festival in Grand 
Rapids. Free and open to al Sponsored by the 
German Club Departure from Shatzal Hall 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Collegiate Choral and the CoHeglates wi 
perform. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8:304:80 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 5, listing 
8:80 p.m. - Vespers 
United    Christian    Fellowship    Center.    313 
Thurstin. 
I p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting Free and open to all Fireside Lounge. 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstin. 
7-8 p.m. - Public Skating 




St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thursan. 
5 p.m. - Logo Contest Deadline 
Deadens tor the contest In designing the Univer- 
sity's 75th anniversary logo. Entries must be 
submitted at the first floor reception desk, Maes 
Alumni Center. 
7 p.m. - Association for Childhood Education 
Meeting. Free and open to al education majors. 
140 Overman 
7-10 p.m. - University Theater Auditions 
Auditions wi be held for the Dec. 5-8 produc- 
tion of   "Monday  After the  Miracle.''  Scripts 
available with ID m 322 South Hal Open to al. 
402 University hal. 
7:30 p.m. - Poetry Reeding 
David CiOno, editor of "The Cornfield Review" 
and poetry editor of the "Ohio Journal" wi read 
ha) poems. Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
the creative writing program and the Off-Campus 
Student Center. Off-Campus Student Center. 
Mgilly, 
7:30 p.m. - German Film Series 
"Ernest Qafottl." a tragedy about the absolute 
power a prince wields on Ernie's wadding day. 
wa be shown Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by the department of German and Russian. Glen 
Fam Theater. Henna. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
University singers, dancers, actors, comedians 
and bands are encouraged to audition in this 
National Star Search Competition. Performances 
are amtted to three minutes and must be ethnic In 
nature. Open to al University students Spon- 
sored by the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program. 
Kreiecher Quad lounges 
Tuesday 
Oettitrtf 
11:30 a.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin 
1:80-4 p.m.-CoffeeHour 
Free and open to al Sponsored by the Work) 
Student Association  17 VVWarns. 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today 
Meeting. Open to al. Alumni Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs. Wright State University Anderson 
Arena. 
7-10 p.m. - University Theater Auditions 
See 7 p.m. Mon , Oct. 15, listing 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Competition 
See 7:30 p.m. Men.. Oct. 15, lettng Harshman 
Quad lounges. 
8 p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to al. Fort Room, Union. 
8 p.m. - Artist Series 
Mane Greg Goktson wH perform. Tickets are 
free wHh BGSU ID, $2 for children under 13 
and senior citizens and $4 for al others. Ko- 
backer Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Free and open to at. Main Ice. Ice 
Arena. 
9 p.m. - BQSU Flying Club 





St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - Non-Tradlttonal Stu- 
Resume writing wi be discussed Free and 
open to al. Home Economics Living Center. 
Home Economics 
3 p.m. — lufjcas 
BGSU vs. Wright State University. Mickey Coch- 
rane Field 
3:80 pjn. - Biology Seminar 
Retde Medernofer, assistant professor of natural 
and social sciences at Flreiands Colege, wi 
preeent "Professor Edwin L. Moseley's Life and 
Acoomptehments." Free and open to al. Spon- 
soreC by the department of biological sciences. 
112 Ufe Sciences. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting Alumni Room, Union 
7:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
U.S.  relations with Japan wHl be discussed 
Open to al 200 Moaeiey. 
740 p.m. - Star Search Competition 
See 7:30 p.m   Mon . Oct 15. Hating  Conksn 
lounges. 
8 tun. - University Theater Production 
"Story Theater." a music and drama revue, wi 
be presented through Oct.  20.  Tickets are 
SI .50. Joe E Brown Theater Univeraity Hal. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Venbdi Camera, a woodwind quintet, composed 
of Univeraity  faculty  members,  wi  perform. 
Open to al.  Bryan Recital Hal,  Moore Arts 
Center 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Frl. Oct. 5, sating 
i 
8:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed.. Oct. 10. listing. 
9 p.m. - Alpha Phi Omega 
Co-educstjonel  service  organization  meeting 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room. McFall 
Center 
8:10 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster 
9:30,10:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed., Oct. 10. listing 
Thursday 
OefsWll 
1:80-4 p.m. - Coflee Hour 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the World 
Student Association  17 Wlkams Hal. 
8-4 pjn. - SRC "Think Tank" 
Sessions are designed to obtain Ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al. Conference Room, Student Rec Center 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to al. La Maison Francais. 
8:80 p.m. - BG Chess Club 
Free and open to al. Bring set. board, and clock 
II you have one. Off-Campus Student Center, 
basement of Moseiey. 
8:80 p.m. - UAO Concert Trip 
Departure time for students attending the Barry 
MarMow concert In Toledo. Open to those who 
pre-regtatered. Union oval. 
7:80 p.m. - Maaa 
St. Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurstin 
7:80 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting Open to al. 106 Business Administra- 
tion 
7:30 pjn. - Star Search Competition 
See 7:30 p.m Mon., Oct. 15. listing  Rodgers 
lounges. 
8 p.m. - PubMc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Oct. 5, listing 
8 p.m. - Concert 
The BGSU Jazz Combos wi perform. Free and 
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Psycho" wi be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID 
Mam Auditorium University Hal. 
840 p.m. - Bible Study 
Discussion of "The Passion of Christ." Open to 
al.  United Christian  Fellowship Center.  313 
ThuratJn 
8:30. 9:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed., Oct. 10. eating. 
10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Thus., Oct. IS, sating. 
10:30 p.m. -Public Stargazing 
See 8:30 p.m. Wed.. Oct  10. listing 
Friday 
CUettrft 
10:30 a.m- College oi Education Colloqulm 
Series 
'Teacher as an Actor" wi be presented by Dr. 
Harry Broody. professor emeritus of phaoeophy 
of education at the University of ■note at 
Urtama-Champelgn. Free and open to al As- 
sembly Room, McFal Center. 
12:30 p.m. - Mesa 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thuranh. 
12:30-4:40 p.m. - Quest Author Presentations 
Lee Bennett Hopkins, author of chadren's books 
and poetry, wi present his materials Free and 
open to Colege of Education faculty and stu- 
dents. Sponsored by the College of Education. 
115 Education 
8 pan. - Fantasy and Mepiaying 
Gamee ol al types are played. Free and open to 
al Honors Center. Kreischer. 
8:30 p.m. - Shabbet Sanies 
Open to al. Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
7 p.m. - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
Worship. 13421 Ktopfenstein. Bowling Green. 
7-1 p.m. - Dunamla Outreach 
Meeting. Capital Room, Union 
740 tun. - UAO Campus FHra 
•Psycho I" wi be shown Si .50 wtih BGSU ID. 
Main Auditorium, University Ha*. 
• p.m. - Fellowship el Christian Students 
Meeting. Open to al. 128 S. Colege 
I p.m.-1 a.m. - OSS Jazz Cafe 
The Paul Kerryon quartet wi be featured  S2. 
Open to graduate students only. Sponsored by 
Graduate Student Senate, lea Arena Lounge. 
9:45 p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 19. listing. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Fan 
Sea 7:30 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 19. Haling 
Saturday 
Octet* 20 
8 a.m.-l p.m. - Meat an Author Conference 
The conference wi feature Lee Bennett Hop- 
kins, author of chadren's poems and books. 
Conference participants must register by Oct. 
10 with the educational curriculum and Instruc- 
tion oapartment, 529 Education $4 par person. 
Open to al. 115 Education. 
11 a.m. - Cross Country 
Women's team vs. Eastern Michigan, Central 
Michigan and Michigan State universities and the 
University of Michigan. Forrest Craaaon Golf 
Course 
Noon-Rugby 
Men's A, B and C teams wi compete In the 
Mchelob Ohio Cosegiete Championships prelim- 
inary. College Park 
12:30 p.m. -Footbeti 
BGSU vs  Northern lanes Unrverslty. Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
240-4:80 p.m. - University Bible Fellowship 
Meeting Open to al. Canal Room, Union. 
4 p.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas More University Pariah, 425 
Thursan. 
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 19. Ming. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Pieniat Virginia Marks and clennetist Edward 
Marks, both profeeaorsof music, wi perform. 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8-10 p.m. -Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 6, sating. 
9:46 p.m.-MWntght - UAO Campua Film 
Sea 7:30 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 19. listing 
Sunday 
Oetaser 21 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure Una for vteltjng the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys facility. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Pariah. Open to al. St. 
Thornae More Pariah, 425 Thurstin 
10, 11:16,1:15 p.m.-I 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Pariah,   425 
Thursnn. 
1040 a.m. - Worship Service 
Active Christiana Today. Alumni Room, Union. 
1040 a.m. - Worship Service 
Unrverslty Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooater. 
3 p.m. -1 
BGSU vs  Ohio State umveretty  Mickey Coch- 
rane Field 
8:80-840 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 5, Bating. 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 6, Hating 
7:80 p.m. - Derta Pal Kappa 
Meebng of thle Health. Physical Education and 
Recreation honor society. Free and open to al. 
106 Eppter North 
6 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Fireside Lounge. 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm 
f      By Pal Olssn 
American mine artist Gregg 
Gokislon. has been described as a man 
who can build mountains on an empty 
stage. Bowling Green students will get 
the opportunity to see this illusionary 
ski when he steps onto the Kobacker 
Hal stage and communicates in the 
language of movement. 
His two-hour solo performance will 
be 8 p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 16). Tickets   I 
are $7, $5. and $3, with half price for 
senior citizens and children 13 and 
under. They may be purchased at the 
Kobacker Hall Box Office or reserved by 
phoning 372-0171. Students with a 
valid University ID may pick up their free 
tickets at the box office. 
He will conduct a 2 p.m. masterclass 
Monday (Oct. 15) in the WBGU-TV 
studio. The class is open to all students 
but seating is limited. 
Goldston will be a special guest at an 
informal reception following his Tuesday 
performance. It is open to anyone 
attending the performance and the 
location will be announced in the 
program. 
Goldston will be on campus as the 
second performer in the '84-85 Arts 
Series sponsored by the University 
Cultural Events Committee 
His mime is in the classical style as 
the French master, Marcel Marceau. 
His performance is a series of short 
plays that transport the audience 
through a variety of environments and 
situations. In a matter of seconds one 
man becomes many, a stage with no set 
or props becomes a roadside cafe . . . 
or the top of a mountain. 
The artist combines an athlete's skill, 
a dancer's grace, a poet's insight, and 
uses the audience's emotions to tell his 
story, making the illusionary work) very 
real. 
Goldston has established himself as 
one of America's leading mimes. 
Wanting to put mime in the same art 
category as ballet, symphony and 
opera, he estabWied the School for 
Mimes that is an integral part of the 
Festival Theatre at Kenyon College in 
Gambier It is an Intensive training 
program for pre-professional and 
professional mimes and is the only one 
of Its kind in the United Stales. 
Goldston began his artistic career in 
metal sculpture and commercial art. 
Mime to offer 
everything 
from nothing 
After an introduction to mime he quickly 
switched interests, and by age 21, had 
written and performed three highly 
acclaimed shows. He writes, 
choreographs and directs all his shows 
which he calls a "journey into the mind." 
His philosophy is simple: aHow the mind 
to take the journey of movement: 
He has received two Individual 
Choreography Fellowships from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
A Seattle writer described her 
leelings after a Goldston performance: 
"Now I'm convinced It's the most 
beautiful and expressive (art form)! I 
think you are as great or greater than 
Marceaul" 
BGJogo contest deadline soon 
The University wi celebrate Its 75th anniversary during the 1985-86 academic year, 
and in preparation for that celebration, a contest to develop an official logo has been 
announced 
The logo wi be used on a wide range of publications, stationery and other appropriate 
Hems during the 1985-86 year. 
The design competition la open to anyone. The deadline for entries Is 5 p.m Oct 15. A 
$250 cash prize wi be awarded for the winning entry. Al entries must be submitted as 
black and white camera-ready art, designed to be reproduced in one color, on 10" x 12" 
lustration board in a self-addressed, 12" x 1554" manila envelope. The entrant's name, 
address and local telephone number must be affixed to the back of the entry. Entries will 
be accepted at the reception desk on the first floor of the Milet) Alumni Center. 
The winning entry wi be announced on Nov. 10, 1984. That entry becomes the 
property of the University 
For further information on the contest, contact the Office of Public Relations, 372- 
2616. 
For all you do... 
This Bud's for you 
Yes folks, it's your lucky day . 
Catvert Deforest -• you know him as the ' 
fictitious bus-line owner Larry "Bud" 
Melman on "Late Night with David 
Letterman" - wi* be appearing in concert 
at 8 p.m. Oct. 26, in the Grand Ballroom of 
the Union. 
Tickets are now on sale at the Union 
Ticket Office from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. In 
addition, tickets will be sold Monday 
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the 
Union Ticket Office. Tickets are also 
available at the door the night of the show - 
and gosh, don't you think you and all your 
friends wW want to go? 
Larry "Bud" Melman has introduced a 
new and peculiar humor to late night 
watchers. Some of his antics on the show 
include greeting passengers at the Port 
Authority with a tray of hot towels and 
seWng toaston-a-stick Most of the time, 
the joke is on him and his strange 
shortcomings. 
On the show, the fun often comes from 
watching him cope with weird, impromptu 
situations. DeForest doesn't seem to mind 
that the audience usually laughs at him and 
not with him. "Doing the Letterman Show is 
like having a ball," he said, "It's fun-time all 
the time." 
Letterman devotees know that DeForest 
lost his job as receptionist for a drug and 
alcohol rehabilitation program when his 
employer realized he was appearing on a 
television show. DeForest has been with 
the David Letterman show ever since It 
premeired in February of 1982. 
Along with DeForest's performance, a 
student will have the opportunity to be 
"Larry Bud's Buddy." Auditions to perform 
as the opening act of the show will be held 
Oct. 12. In addition to the honor of 
appearing with Larry "Bud" Melman, the 
winner wit receive $50. Signups for those 
wishing to be "Bud's Buddy" are being 
taken In the UAO office, third floor of the 
Union. 
Alcohol topic of week's events 
By Stacy Mason 
How much alcohol does it really take to 
get you legally drunk? What happens when 
a person is caught driving while 
intoxicated? What should you do if you 
suspect that your roommate or friend is an 
alcohoBc? These are just a few of the 
topics that will be covered during Alcoholic 
Awareness Week beginning Monday (Oct. 
8). 
The week's events begin at 12:30 p.m. 
Monday in the Off-Campus Student Center 
with a lecture on "Alcohol Awareness" by 
Betty Yarns, a counseling psychologist. 
There will be an Alcohol Awareness Film 
Festival in the Northeast Commons 
beginning at 7 p.m. Monday. Free 
MocktaHs (traditionally alcoholic beverages 
without the alcohol) and popcorn will be 
provided. The first film will be "Calling the 
Shots," an illustrated lecture on alcohol 
advertising. At 7:40 p.m. "Booze and 
Yous," a cartoon on responsible drinking 
will be shown, followed at 8 p.m. by "Until I 
Get Caught," an explanation on what drunk 
driving is. "The Enabters" wil be shown at 
8:35 p.m. emphasizing ways in which 
people enable a dependent person to keep 
on using harmful chemicals. A lecture 
which explores the physiological and 
psychological aspects of alcohol and 
alcohol abuse, "Chalk Talk on Alcoholism" 
wi be presented at 9:05 p.m. 
Clubs and organizations can also check 
out al the Alms for their meetings through 
the Counseling and Career Development 
Center, third floor, Student Services 
Building. 
The first activity on Tuesday will be at 
12:30 p.m. with a highway patrolman 
speaking on the effects of drinking and 
driving at the Off-Campus Student Center. 
"Know When to Say When" wi be 
presented by BEERCO in conjunction with 
Anhauser Busch in the Campus Room, 
Union at 3:30 p.m 
At 7:30 p.m.. Karl Sutler, Student Legal 
Services lawyer wi present "The Trial of Al 
K. Hail" - what to expect if arrested for 
D.W.I. This program wi be held in 105 
South Hal. 
Wednesday's events begin with "Party 
Time" 10 a.m.-2 p.m. at University Hal. 
Tips on throwing a good party and being a 
good host or hostess while minimizing 
alcohol use wi be given. Free punch, 
literature, and party games wi be 
provided. 
At 12:30 p.m. Miller Brewing and Acme 
Beverage wi give the slide show . 
presentation  "Alcohol Information from 
Mier" at the Off-Campus Student Center> 
There wi be a panel discussion, 
"Future of Alcohol Use In America," In the 
Offenhauer Towers Main Lounge at 7 p.m. 
The panel wi be comprised of Norm 
Heineman, a representative from B.G. 
Beverage; Bi Gamble, owner of Uptown; 
and senior Hank Spicer, a Conklin 
residence adviser. 
In addition to these activities, there wi 
be displays in the Main Library and the 
University Bookstore al week. A booklet, 
"Thinking About Drinking" wi also be 
distributed by Food Service Calorie 
Counters in the dining hafts. 
The events scheduled are sponsored by 
Student Activities, Counseling and Career 
Development Center, Residence Life, The 
Student Wetness Center, Greek Life and 
BACCHUS. 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. H Is produced In 
cooperation with the BG News. 
The next issue of Green Sheet will 
be published Oct. 19 snd will cover 
events occurring bstwssn Oct. 22 and 
Nov. 4. The deadline to submit 
Information for that issue is noon 
Wednesday, Oct 17. 
AH events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event 
of specs limitations, those events 
submitted at the earliest dats will bo 
given preference. There Is no charge 
to have an Hem listed. 
Senior Steve Gotten is serving as 
editor this semester; junior Dins 
Hofwedet Is calendar editor. 
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MTV video review 
Top songs, LPs 
R.E.M. in Ann Arbor 
Tie B6 lews Magazine 
Something out of time 
Members of the Society tor Creative Anachronism join the quest for 
the Middle Ages and shed their "mundaneness." 
3 
After midnight 
The early morning hours bring the welrdness out in a late show 
audiences, says a spokesman for Bowling Green's movie theaters 
Yummy Dum-Dums 
4000 lolll-lovers were on hand to attend Spongier Candy factory's 
every fifth-year open house. 
Com Photo*: (clockwise) Sandy Philips pushes a load of "Dum-Dums" off the end ol a 
conveyor bed In the Spangler Candy Company's Bryan. Ohio factory A Spangler employee 
tends to a peppermint "tog" that will become thousands ot candy canes...Outck but careful hands 
pack the canes into boxes at the end ol the assembly line. . See story, page 5. 
Friday photos by Jim YouK 





AMI. BriMICJ EflltT 
Andrea Schlndler 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BG Newt, 106 University Had Boyvtino 
Green State University. Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
kinko's 
Futurecopies. . .Offset Quality 
Copies for Less $ Than 
Offset Printing 
Copies • Reductions • Passport Photos 
Typing Services • Film Developing 
Binding • Business Cards • Rubber Stamps 
i7 Woostar • OPEN 7 DAYS* 354-3977 
325 
,JTX Sponsored by: ECAP 
WHAT? A chance to compete lor an 
audition on national Star Search 
WHEN? October 15-31 
WHO? Acting, Comedy, 
Bands, Singers 
HOW? Call 372-2798 
Don't Miss Your Chance To Be Discovered! 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
She Stoops to Conquer 
October 4-6 and October 10-13 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm 
Students $2.00 Adults $4.00 
Senior Citizens $2.00 
Call 372-3719 For RasTvotions 
\ 7 
CUSTOM CUT FRAMES 
with the 
BEST PRICES IN TOWN 
for 
ONE STOP 
* DO-IT-YOURSELFERS * 
Aluminum Frames   cut to order 
ALSO:                    ■ nrtore colors 
'Class                         'Mounting 
'Wood moulding       'Matboard 
'Mat cutting                 including 
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HOWARD'S 
o»*H 
. . COME IN & CHECK OUT 
Y\apP>//0ar 
Daily 'til 9:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 2:30 
NO COVER 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
210 N MAIN 
Shields, gauntlets, lords 'n ladies: An age revived 
by Marcy Grande 
Pieces from a chess set come alive as kings and queens waltz to the 
minstrel's melodies while knights guzzle ale and engage in merriment. 
Somewhere out of time is the scene of centuries ago, yet medieval fanatics 
bring the scene to today's "mundane" world. Something out of time describes 
the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc., a non-profit corporation that 
studies the Middle Ages of all cultures. 
Members recreate medieval style by sponsoring events like feasts, revels, 
coronations and even wars. 
With the help of Thomas Ruddick, a graduate student in speech communica- 
tion, and John Leland, a University English instructor, an SCA chapter was 
started last month at the University. 
SCA was established 18 years ago after some Calif ornians threw a party with 
a medieval theme. An offspring of that party was a concept that grew 
1 internationally, stretching to Can- 
ada, Australia, West Germany and 
England. All the member countries 
are divided into 10 geographic fan- 
tasy kingdoms. But SCA's interna- 
tional headquarters remains where 
the society originated - in Califor- 
nia. 
According to Ruddick, there are 
10,000 official members in the 
world and another 20,000 actual 
participants. Official members are 
distinguished from participants in 
that members pay annual dues 
while participants meet one re- 
quirement: they dress in medieval 
garb for SCA events. 
Re creations of Middle Age life- 
styles are so authentic that partici- 
pants live in a medieval fantasy 
during SCA activities. For exam- 
ple, SCA heightened public aware- 
ness by holding a jousting 
tournament on the Union Oval two 
weeks ago. 
"We really don't like to call it a jousting tournament because peo- 
ple expect to see knights on horses, 
and most members can't afford to 
house horses, so the tournaments 
are fought on foot," Leland said. 
But this has not diminished at- 
traction to the Society. Since the 
_ tournament on the Oval, 18 people 
y attending the first meeting that was 
FRIDAY. Jo« Ph*lan 
Thomas Ruddick, alias Thomas Ryth- 
more a minstrel from the 1550's. plays 
a dance tune on his gemshorn. 
ave demonstrated an int 
held Tuesday, Sept. 25. 
Participants can contribute any kind of project or craft they desire as long as 
it centers around the Middle Ages. 
"People who do tournament fighting wear real armor and use fake weapons. 
Other members play medieval music, brew ale or hold feasts and revels, 
quests or symposia," Ruddick said. 
The organization is not restricted to a particular sex or age group. 
"People of all ages are welcome to join. Just last week I had a 15-year-old 
minstrel apprentice with me. And women can fight in tournaments if they 
want," Ruddick said. 
Contrary to a common perception, SCA does not concentrate on the Middle 
Ages of just England. 
''We'll take any culture that had trade routes throughout the Middle Ages, 
including the Vikings and people of the Orient," Ruddick said. "We've 
broadened the definition of the Middle Ages to 600 A.D. through 1600 A.D. 
All SCA asks is that those who join invent their own personae, but a member 
cannot choose someone from actual history or legendary history. The objective 
is to imitate the style of the Middle Ages, not copy it, Ruddick said. 
For example, Ruddick is known as Thomas Rythmor of St. John, a 
wandering minstrel from 1550. Leland, who is also the SCA faculty adviser, 
goes by Count Jehan Delamarche. These names are fabricated, yet they sound 
as if they are from Geoffrey Chaucer's "The Canterbury Tales." 
Delamarche is a former king. He reigned over the fictitious East Kingdom, 
(the kingdom that includes the University) for six months. The crown was his 
reward for winning a tournament. 
Each SCA city has its own name. Bowling Green falls under the medieval- 
like term "March of the Marshes," while Toledo is called "Crossing of the Red 
Spears." There are 12 chapters in Ohio of which Ruddick knows offhand, in all 
major and minor cities. 
The chapters unite to celebrate many occasions such as the greatest of all, 
the Pennsic War, where 2,500 spectators gather to watch 1,500 members fight a 
war between the Middle and East Kingdoms. 
"Every August, we descend on a campground north of Pittsburgh and turn it 
into a medieval encampment," Ruddick said. "Customary real armor and 
regulation fake weapons are used to 'down ye lords,' " he added. 
The war is fought touch-football-style where martials act as referees to 
determine when a warrior is conquered. 
"If your opponent clobbers you in a way that would have been fatal, the 
martial says, 'My lord, you are dead. Fall down,' " Ruddick said. 
Since SCA's purpose is entertaining as well as educating, there are some 
restrictions. 
• No use of gunpowder. 
• No animal slaughter. 
• No evangelizing. 
• No plagues. 
• No religous persecution. 
• No caste system. 
As far as Ruddick knows, no one has gotten carried away and caused fatalities 
by violating the restrictions. In fact, members are careful not to get caught up 
in playing with terminology; they just want to have a little historical fun, 
Ruddick said. 
At various functions, members use the references, "ma' lord, ma' lady, Your 
Majesty and Your Grace." They call their vehicles "dragons," serve roast 
pheasant and leek soup at feasts and roast a pig on a spit at the Pennsic War. 
Members exchange a diversity of historical skills and knowledge and spread 
appreciation for forgotten arts through SCA. As a minstrel, Ruddick plays 
several ancient instruments such as the romelpot, tabor pipe, crumnorn, 
gittern and gemshorn. 
"There are expertise guilds of lacemakers, brewers, armor-makers, bagpip- 
ers and gothic artists in SCA," Ruddick said, "Two members make armor, 
including shields and gauntlets, as a full-time job." 
For those who want to take an occasional leave of absence from the 
"mundane" world, as Ruddick refers to it, and join the legendary medieval 
nostalgia, the Society for Creative Anachronism holds meetings the second and 
fourth Tuesdays of every month at 8 p.m. in 106 Hayes Hall. 
For more information, call Ruddick, (Thomas Rythmore of St. John) at 352- 
9167 or John Leland, (Jehan Delamarche) at 352-7133. 
Marcella Grande is a magazine journalism major from Independence, Ohio. 
FRlDAV/Jo« Ph.l.n 
Lyle Jaeger (left), of Toledo, pummels John Leland, of Bowling Green, during 
an SCA jousting tournament on the Union Oval. 
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Late Show 
by Chris Foran 
Crowd gets rowdy 
at stroke of 12 
There's something about going to a 
movie theater at midnight that seems 
to bring out the weirdness in people. 
Bob Breisacher, president of Arm- 
strong Circuit Inc., the company that 
owns the Cla-Zel and Stadium The- 
aters, said this is the whole idea. 
"Let's face it. You're not going to 
get families at a midnight show," 
Breisacher said. 
Midnight movies, shown on Satur- 
days and Sundays at these two movie 
theatres, cost $2. 
A little more than a decade ago, 
some theaters began showing cult 
films weekends at midnight In the 
hope of generating some late-night 
interest and revenue. 
With the introduction of "The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show," mid- 
night movie showings in the early 
1970s took on a... well... alien look. 
First with "Rocky Horror" and 
then with other cult classics, audi- 
ences began dressing and playing the 
parts of their favorite characters on 
screen. 
Breisacher said he hopes the mid- 
night showings will foster some of 
that spontaneous strangeness too, 
even though the theaters' midnight 
offerings so far this school year have 
only drawn between SO and 100 view- 
ers. 
Although they hope for a large 
crowd, the theaters draw the line on 
some fare, Breisacher added. 
"Rocky Horror," for example, was 
shown as midnight fare several years 
ago. It ran for five or six weeks, but 
"there was a lot of damage (in the 
theater)," Breisacher said. 
Instead, the theaters emphasize 
more recent films that have done well 
in the college market. 
"We try to pick things that we feel 
the general public or the student body 
will buy," he said. "The basic concept 
is revenue." 
Most of the midnight movies shown 
recently have been targeted to the 
teen-aged market. These movies in- 
clude "Eddie and the Cruisers, "Hard 
to Hold," "National Lampoon's Ani- 
mal House" and "Footloose." 
At the same time, attendance is still 
below the theaters' expectations. 
Only about SO people showed last 
Friday to see "Eddie and the Cruis- 
ers," a film about a 1960s rock-and- 
roll star, and less than 75 people 
turned up Saturday night to see 
••Footloose." 
Breisacher said he thinks that as 
soon as the weather reverts to its 
nastier ways, attendance should pick 
up. 
"Ideally, we'd like to have an audi- 
ence of 200 people, to stimulate more 
audience participation. It's a little 
more fun, and it rubs off." 
PIZZA NOW 
BROTHERS,inc.    OPFNf   f   f 
836 S. Main V^ A     JL-.1 ^ •      •      • 
FOR BUSINESS 
"Home of The 
Foldover" 352-8408 "We Deliver Anytime" 
Monday - Thursday 11:00 a.m.-12:00 Midnight 
Friday through Saturday 11:00 a.m.-l:00 a.m. 
Sunday - 4:00 p.m.-12:00 Midnight 
QUQDQNQE 
FROM NOW ON: 
Any Margarita$ 1.50!!! 
Long Island Ice Tea$1.50!!! 
LATE NIGHT MADNESS 
For 4 Days Sun 10/7 - Thurs 10/11 
The Best Appetizers in Town are 1/2 Price After 10 pm!H 
352-1092 110 N. Main 
i 
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More lollipops than a child's wildest dream 
Candy 
by Trocey Botdort  
Kids behave in banks because they 
know the teller will give them Dum-. 
Dum lollipops. Grown-ups sneak them 
after the kiddies go to bed. And col- 
lege students love to suck on Dum- 
Dums for breakfast. 
Ohio is the largest consumer of 
Dum-Dums. How convenient that the 
Dum-Dum manufacturer, Spangler's 
candy factory, is located west of 
Bowling Green at 400 N. Portland St. 
in Bryan, Ohio. 
The company, founded in August 
1906 by Arthur Garfield Spangler, is 
recognized as one of the country's 
most successful candy manufacturing 
firms, according to Doug Taylor, 
marketing executive. 
"Out of 250 candy companies in the 
country, Spangler's is 20th in size," 
Taylor said. 
Every day the factory turns out 
millions of these fruity-flavored hard 
candies on a stick. What's the favor- 
ite? 
"Definitely cherry," C. Gregory 
Spangler said. Spangler is the grand- 
nephew of Arthur G., general man- 
ager and president of the board of 
directors. 
At one time, Spangler's was a fam- 
ily-operated business, but it is now 
professionally managed. 
Nearly 78 years ago, Arthur Span- 
gler bought the Gold Leaf Baking 
Powder Company for $450 at an auc- 
tion. Spangler purchased the com- 
pany with savings he acquired as a 
paper boy. Moving his business from 
Defiance to Bryan, Spangler began to 
make baking powder, baking soda 
and comstarch. Arthur's younger 
brother, Ernest Dayton Spangler, was 
in the candy business in Toledo. See- 
ing his older brother was in need of 
having more merchandise to offer, 
Ernest suggested to Arthur that he 
sell candy. It was a suggestion that 
lollipop lovers all over America are 
grateful for today, as is the Spangler 
Candy Company. 
"What makes us so successful is our 
people," said C. Gregory Spangler, 
referring to consumers. "We're the 
most popular individual lollipop-mak- 
ing industry in the U.S.," he said. 
In the movie "Willie Wonka and the 
Chocolate Factory." the boy, Char- 
ley, had to find a gold seal in his candy 
bar in order to' tour the Chocolate 
Factory. Spangler's only holds an 
open house every five years. Fortuna- 
tely 4,000 tourists were not required to 
find gold seals in their Dum-Dums 
when Spangler's held their open house 
October 2 from 6 to 9 p.m. 
The making of candy canes and 
Dum-Dums reminded tourists of 
childhood days when they would kill 
for lollipops. 
Quality assurance manager Pat 
Hurley led visitors on a tour of the 
mass production of favorite childhood 
sweets such as candy canes. 
CANDY 
FRIDAY/JIm Youll 
Hurley stressed that candy cane 
production doesn't Just occur at 
Christmastime. 
"We produce a million a day, all 
Sear around. The candy canes must 
e distributed to major discount 
chains by October or November in 
time for the Christmas season." 
The first step in the candy cane 
process is to pre-cook a mixture of 
liquid corn syrup and sugar at a 
temperature of 225 F. The mixture is 
pumped into a vacuum cooker for five 
to six minutes, and the 100-pound 
batch is placed on a cooling slab 
where natural peppermint flavoring 
Land 
is added. 
The big metal arms of a giant taffey 
puller blend and knead the glob as the 
mixture changes color to white. "The 
longer the mixture is pulled, the more 
air it will contain and the more brittle 
it will be," said Hurley. 
When the taffy puller's iob is done, 
the batch is transformed into a log 
that is two feet long and one foot in 
diameter. 
Next, the candy canes are graced 
with stripes. The process is called 
"blocking," which is a hand opera- 
tion. Workers roll the pearly white log 
together with a 100-pound log of red 
arid a 100-pound log of white. 
They place the freshly striped canes 
to cool and then put them on an 
assembly line where they are wrap- 
ped and packaged. 
Dum-Dum lollipops are processed 
much like the candy canes. Citric acid 
is added to separate hard candy mix- 
tures to obtain flavors like 
butterscotch, watermelon, grape, 
lime, orange, lemon and cream soda. 
After the batch is kneaded, it goes 
through a batch roller where the 
sticks are inserted. 
Hurley pointed out that the lollipop- 
making process was borrowed from 
Europe. But Spangler's expanded the 
process to produce double the batch in 
the same amount of time. Now the 
lollipop assembly line is the largest in 
the world. 
With a push of an electric button, 
the flavor wrapper is selected, ana 
FRIDAY Jim Youll 
Dum-Dum lollipops roll off the end 
of a conveyor belt on the way to the 
wrapping machines. 
the Dum-Dum travels through a con- 
veyor belt to be bagged. A metal 
detector inspects all candy. 
At the end of an average day's 
work, 50,000 pounds of sugar and 65,- 
OOOpounds of corn syrup have been 
Spangler's markets its products in 
all 90 states and, via the military, in 12 
foreign countries. Around Ohio, Span- 
gler's Dum-Dums and candy canes 
are sold at Toledo-area Foodtowns 
and discount chains such as K-Mart 
and Kroger's. 
Of the top 150 candy items, Dum- 
Dum lollipops rank 43rd 
Tncey Batdorf is a freshman jour- 
nalism major from Brunswick, Ohio. 
FRIDAY/Jm You* 
Dennis Smith and Rick Martin load a giant candy cane log into a machine which squeezes and stretches it into thousands of 
individual canes. 
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R.E.M. rams college charts, 
MTV video hit paves future 
by Eric Rozso  
nmw 
R.E.M. / Reckoning/ I.R.S. Records 
Although this band has been HI on 
the college charts across the nation, 
R.E.M. is fairly new to BG music 
listeners. But the campus community 
will have a chance to hear R.E.M. at 
the Michigan Theater in Ann Arbor 
this coming Monday. Tickets are $13.50 and can be purchased at Ticket 
World. WBGU radio will be giving 
away two free tickets today from 3 to 
5 p.m. if "you're the correct caller." 
Their newest album Reckoning 
climbed so quickly up the charts that 
it was hardly noticed at first (as 
The PnifeitKinal Photographer* 
of America, Inc 
it pioud lo announce the 198$ 
Sum Jimtmmtf-nr 
Plu« you will receive lavada- 
able pabliritj and the chance to 
compete for the title Mi. IT of A Pho- 
togenic .it the Professional Prwitoftj 
phen of Amenta's convention held in 
Chicago, Illinois. |uly 27-August I, \m 
Act Now! Contest deadline is 
Ma« 27, IMS   See us for enlr> 
forms .nut details 
This photo contest, open to worn 
en. over 18 >rs of age. whose appear 
HKC and personality can be captured 
natural!) and attractively in a photo- 
graph could win you 
Walston Photography 
e 1167 Napolaan 352-1006 
HHHHHMHHHE» 
though it were viewed with rapid eye 
movement). 
R.E.M. is constantly compared to 
bands such as Big Country, the Alarm 
and U-2, but R.E.M. creates a sound 
that never existed before. 
For example, the group's next al- 
bum, Reckoning, carries a post-punk 
sound with a subtle country tone be- 
hind it. 
This provocative band has been 
turning heads since its first album 
Murmur, which spawned the MTV hit, 
"Radio Free Europe." 
According to Rolling Stone mag- 
azine, "Radio Free Europe" was 
R.E.M.'s ticket to clinching the title, 
"Best new LP of '83." 
The band's four members, lead 
singer Michael Stripe, Peter Buck 
(guitars), Michael Mills (bass) and 
Bill Berry (drums), write all the 
songs they perform. 
The songs are flexible as they ac- 
company ripping guitars with varying 
vocal arrangements. Stripe's narra- 
tion of songs often make him sound 
like a young Bob Dylan. 
Like most albums, Reckoning takes 
a few listenings to get used to, out the 
unique sound makes this a first-rate 
album. Each song tells a story and 
shows the vast talent among the 
group that hails from Athens, Ga. 
Frankly, Reckoning is a gem that 
all college students should own. And 
R.E.M. is a band of the future. (Now if 
the group would only include a lyric 
sheet!) 
This album is given an A-. 
Eric Rozsa is a criminal Justice major from Pittsburgh. 
A student bites a teacher. 
The school psychologist goes berserk. 
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic. 
And students graduate who can't read or write. 
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It can be found in bars and at home. In three 
years it has become a powerful force in the 
minds of teen-agers and young adults. It is 
MTV! 
MTV, or Music Television, is going stronger 
than ever. MTV's stronghold on the video 
market is evident. 
Many of the videos played on the station are 
in demand, or the station would not be able to 
generate an income from advertisers. But 
that does not mean all the videos are worth 
watching. 
A video called "The Dog Police" is one such 
video. It won a MTV-sponsored contest for 
basement tapes. (A basement tape is a home- 
made video). This video should only be shown 
in a dungeon. 
It was made by a band with the same name 
and depicts a man on a date with a dog-faced 
woman. The man is made up similarly. 
During the video, the man takes the dog- 
woman to dinner and she is arrested by the 
"dog police." There is very little singing in the 
video, maybe because the band has no vocal 
talent 
Play DeYoung, Perry, 
but arrest Dog Police But the majority of the videos are well-done. 
Two of the best are made by two lead singers of popular bands. It would be 
Steve Perry, lead singer for the legendary rock group "Journey," has made him going to 
two superb videos. His first video was released some time ago, out his latest If DeYoi 
has just been released - it is an MTV exclusive. by the "Doe 
Perry's first video, "Oh Sherrie," a song made for his 
e girlfriend with the same name, is original to say the 
* least. While the video deals with the essence 
song -his love for his girlfriend -Perry pokes fun at 
other videos which make no sense. 
The video is set in a castle. Perry has a 
problem with the video because the song deals 
with love, and he "can't go through with It." He 
stops the video, walks to a quiet stairway and 
sings the song, showing he does not need fancy sets 
or lazer effects to make a strong video. 
Another fine video was made by Dennis DeYoung, 
lead singer for the rock group Styx. 
DeYoung's song, entitled "Desert Moon," (another 
MTV exclusive), was done flawlessly. It tells a story 
md relates directly to trie song - a factor that makes it 
strong. 
He goes home to see his family, friends and girlfriend, 
but his friends are the only ones to know. 
As DeYoung arrives home, his younger brother is 
working dh a beat-up automobile. They throw a big party 
for him, and slides are shown of their high school days. 
Everyone in the video has a companion -except DeYoung 
His girlfriend moved to Chicago, and they did not keep & 
touch. 
At the end of the video, DeYoung's younger brother takes hire 
to the railroad station and asks him where he is going. 
DeYoung replies, "I don't know - Chicago?" 
great if DeYoung's next video were a spin-off of his first one, with 
Chicago and looking for his girlfriend. 
has any class, the girl will not turn out to be a dog - and be chased 
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The Charts: 
HOT SINGLES 
l."I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
2."Let's Go Crazy" Prince & The 
Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
3."Drive" The Cars (Elektra) 
4.'Hard Habit to Break" Chicago 
(Full Moon-Warner Bros.) 
5."Lucky Star" Madonna (Sire) 




7."Missing You" John Watte (EMI- 
America) 
8."Cover Me" Brace Springsteen (Co- 
lumbia) 
9."The Glamorous Life" Sheila E. 
(Warner Bros.) 
10."She Bop" Cyndi Lauper (Por- 
trait) 
TOPLP'S 
l."Purple Rain" Prince k The Revo- 
lution   (Warner   Bros. (-Platinum 
(More than 1 million units sold). 
2."Born   in   the   U.S.A."   Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia(-Platinum. 
'3."Pnvate Dancer" Tina Turner (Ca- 
pitol (-Platinum. 
4. "Sports" Huey Lewis & The News 
(Chrysalis) -Platinum. 
5."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elek- 
tra (-Platinum. 
6,"1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Iglesias 
(Columbia) 
7."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
(Motown (-Platinum. 
8."Break Out" The Pointer Sisters 
(Planet(-Gold (More than 500,000 
units sold). 
9. "Eddie and the Cruisers' Sound- 
track" John Cafferty & The Beaver 
Brown 
Band (Scotti Bros.(-Gold. 
10."Madonna" Madonna (Sire)-Pla- 
tinum. 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
NEW LATE NIGHT HOURS 
8-12:45 - M-S 'Q> 
8-12:00 - Sunday     */ 
Old Milwaukee Suitcase — State Minimum 
Coke 8 pk Returnables+Ta*+Deposit l .99 
Cotton Club Qts 3 for $1 
COLD KING KEGS 
AT THE END OF S. COLLEGE 
■R-l 
  v.v.v..v.-.v.sv.v.v.v.v..Y.v.. .■■■■■■ ..■.„■.... m 
Dave & Anne 
Rich & Joann 
Mike & Kelley 
Stan & Dawn 
Todd & Dana 
Chris & Susan 
Todd & Patti 
Chris & Carol 
David & Mary 
Bob & Tina 
Stil & Jen 
Dave & Sharon 
Ted & Teresa 
Dune & Karen 
Jeff & Britta 
Neil & Chris 
Scott & Lori 
Ray & Anne 
Sigma Nu 
Snake in the Hay 
Fall '84 Date Party 
Mark & Amy 
Ed & Jeanne 
Kevin & Stephanie 
Terry & Patty 
Dan & Kelley 
Darin & Anna 
Neil & Chrissy 
Barry & Brenda 
Joe & Amy 
Steve & Sue 
Keith & Denise 
Scott & Kathi 
Andy & Molly 
Jeff & Karen 
Jim & Sue 
Mark & Michelle 









QMOVK (THU. FRI) 
0 FAMILY FEUO 
0 NOVA <FRI| 
■ NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC (MONJ 
• AUSTIN   CITY   LIMITS 
fTUE) 
• EVENING      AT      POPS 
(WEDI 
0  SECRETS OF  A  DESERT 
SEAITMU) 
!THC BRADY BUNCH 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
PREVIEW (FRI| 
(ESPN)     CFL      FOOTBALL 
IMON. WEO) 
ESPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
cnjn 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (R) (THUI 
TOC)   MOVIE   (MON.   TUC. 
FfU) 
I2 30 
O0 TENNIS ((Rl) 
O   8)    THE    YOUNG    AND 
THE RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
O MOVIE (MON) 
• SEARCH    FOR   TOMOR- 
ROW 
0 RYAN'S HOPE 
0 I LOVE LUCY 
UNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (R) (FRO 
KSPN) AUTO RACING (THUI 
(TMC) MOVIE  (THU) 
1:00 
I DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
ALL MY CHILDREN 
0)    CALLIGRAPHY    WITH 
KEN BROWN (FRI) 
0      VICTORY       GARDEN 
IMON) 
0 FALL PREVIEW (TUEI 
0   SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING (WEO) 
0 MAGIC OF  WATEHCOL 
OftS(THU> 
S MOVIE 
MOVIE ITUE. FRI) 
MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE IMON) 
0 NOVA (WEO) 
0    EVENING    AT    POPS 
(THUI 
ITMC) MOVIE (WEO) 
1:30 
O   0    AS   THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
ID*OK VAN DYKE mjEI 
ANTIOUERY (FRI) 
0 GREAT CHEFS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO (MON) 
0 MICROWAVE COOKERY 
rruei 
0 OUrL TING (WEO) 
0 JUSTIN WILSONS LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN    (THU) 
(TMO MOVIE (TUEI 
2:00 
0 WOK   WITH  VAN   (THU. 
FRI) 
O   MARY   TYLER   MOORE 
(TUE) 
0 ANOTHER WORLD 
0 ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
0    MATINEE     AT    THE 
BIJOU (FRI) 
0 MOVIE (MON-THU) 
0 MYSTERYI (MON) 
0 GREEN BAY PACKERS 
THE GRANDSTAND 
FRANCHISE (WED) 
0   THE   ARRANGER   SES- 
SIONS    WITH    BILLY    TAY 
LORfTHU) 
CSPN)   POCKET    BILLIARDS 
tPRfl 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
2:M 
0 0 CAPITOL (MON-THU) 
0   CORONATION   STREET 
(MON. TUE. THU, FRI) 
0     SNEAK     PREVIEWS 
(TUE) 
KSPN) BOWLING (MON) 
(ESPN)     AUTO     RACING 
(WED) 
KSPN)   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
(THU) 
ItM 
0 MOVIE MUSEUM (FRI) 
MO 
0 0 GUIDING LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
0 CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (MON. TUE. THU. 
FRI) 
! SANTA BARBARA 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
INSPECTOR     GAOGET 
(TUE-FRI) 
0 THE GET ALONG GANG 
(MON) 
0 COLORSOUNOS (FRI) 
0    DINNER    AT    JULIA'S 
(MON) 
0    SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
0    KATHY'S     KITCHEN 
(WED) 
0 COMPUTER CHRONI 
OLES (THU) 
KSPN) TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(FRI) 
KSPN)     INSIDE      BASEBALL 
mtrruE) 
(TMO MOVIE (MON. THU) 
afeOO 
0   TO   BE    ANNOUNCED 
(FRI) 
0 BUGS BUNNY 
0    READING     RAINBOW 
(FRI) 
0 VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
(MON-THU) 
KSPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
(MON. TUE) 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE) 
4:00 
O RITUALS (MON-THU) 
O   DO   IT   FOR   YOURSELF 
(MON. TUE. THU. FRI) 
0 LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
0 THE WALTONS 
0 FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
SG.I. JOE (MON-THU) 
0 SESAME STREET (Rl 
© THE FLINTSTONES 
KSPN)    TRAP     SHOOTING 
(WEO) 
(TMC) MOVIE  (FRI) 
4:30 
O DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
O KIDS OF DEGRASSI 
STREET (FRI) 
O SPREAD YOUR WINGS 
(MON) 
O THE PAPAL VISIT (TUE) 
O CAROL BURNETT ANO 
FRIENDS (WED) 
O    COMING     UP    ROSlE 
(THU) 
0 FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL (MON, TUE) 
0 TRANSFORMERS (WED 
THU) 
0 MUSIC VIOEOS 
KSPN) HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
(TMa MOVIE   (MON. WEO, 
THU) 
B:O0 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
O COURTSHIP OF EDDIE  S 
FATHER (MON. WED-PRO 
I IT TAKES TWO (PRO 
WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
» HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
0 0 MISTER ROGERS (R) 
0 SOLID GOLD HITS 




1 PEOPLE S COURT (PRO 
THREES    COMPANY 
IMON   THU) 
SM-A*S*H 
READING RAINBOW 
0 WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
0   THE    NPPA   AWARDS 
TV   NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY 
OF THE YEAR (FRO 
0     OHIO     BUSINESSES 
(MON) 
0ON THE LINE (TUEI 
0 ART BEAT (WED) 
0      UNIVERSITY      VIEW 
(THUI 
KSPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
PREVIEW (FRI) 





O Q CD 09 NEWS 
0 SlOOOOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0     MACNEll      /      LEHNER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 DIFF RENT STROKES 
0     EOUCATIONAL      COM- 
PUTING PROFILE 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY IR) 
(TMC)      MOVIE      • *• 
R*ttH   »*.•*•'     i1MB>  jo*™* 
Wi»«»i*j..i     jamtt   Oiio- 
fl«fMMl*1 lit   A WtDien KKftfilK    e 
laureled KhaoHeacher "a* e 
!»*• unhappy *"*< with e men 
before   movwig   on   10   now   *ui 
6 30 
O 0 CBS NEWS 
SNBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPOHTSLOOK 
7 00 
O 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT • •aimed Bi"y Oy» 
l« Vera Hruoe RaWon farmer 
0»<mp>an end l*m star 
S CARRY ON LAUGHING 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
0   THE   DUKES   OF   HA2- 
ZARD 
§ BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A»S*H 




0 P.M. MAGAZINE A wM 
with Sonny Bono the latest aa» 
- Heavy into Mops Chcego* 
•OCkl IM notary - Thit LilM 
P*O0V      lagune Such t annual 
Pageant   o*   the   Mum      ■ 
•urproe    Mdttng 
O NO. HONESTLY) 
0 FAMILY FEUD 
S PEOPLE E COURT 
WILD.  WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
«D THREES COMPANY 
reSPNISPEEDWEEK (HI 
BOO 
O 0 OUKES OF HAZZARD 
Luke  drink*   lomt  lamied   watrw 
and  pWl   10   »0O   Bo**   Mogg * 
O ADVENTURES OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES Holme* 
and WMwx h..,» dmVulty hKng 
• m^der weapon ii*> »\jv* tuurwi 
m th*Engk*hcount>*»-d» Q 
0 HOLLYWOOD STARS 
SCREEN   TESTS S.>M« NtH 
MPDrt«     Gut* MMM   The  Will 
■ml   MltMHHI I       "w   A '•*"' 
ID 
•  ami •".i.tt.hsriv.l pwlnrrw* 
l..«.»g(,K «.,,,. pjttv 
BASEBALL   Ai    rh-m,..-> 
CVjm* ••„,,.   A,  A—.ifiw.". 
0       WASHINGTON 
EK  IN REVIEW 
MOVIE    **•      BMMVI 
I'.,.. • ID   •...   Apm       IftffJ 
AhW «■*. H-HJ >)• 
IISPN) NFL GAME Of THE 
WEEK 
(TMCI  MOVIE   * • SflNM * 
,.'t        l«/1l    U.1.-I  S.-i     Jam** 
M..■..-■ A .....n -• HMm m rt* 
hatRHM '■""• la put e» ""i i" 
mnitiW.1 I<W»TM»»» Inil  Imr1t trial 
( mMiMi mvMWl tm»urtt r** 
Kmn   PG 
B30 
CO 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
i"n-\'-ii  <!■    '>•••  lixq   T«tm 
(pant    tii*»f»i> ■•jmiiijlon   Q(«i 
■iW>l ol I ion"'.' *#«'>nglon Inc 
KSPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Mom* 
BOO 
O   0   DALLAS   J ft   i •Horn 
IO      ■IpOM       th«       DUO"      *»*K) 
*it#^ot«d lo irturda' Iwn *■ dm 
««td  b»   it*   Mwnmglv   -»«toi 
gl ahbn o< IM «n«m«« 5 
MINDER 
HUNTER Hunt* and McCW 
oatti« a lame   po*com«n who 
hat Mcom* a contract hAw 
HD    0    GREAT    PERFOR- 
MANCES      Oanca   In   Ama>ic« 
BarythnAov By Tharp With Air* 
it an     BaHtl      Th««lr«        Danca^ 
<noi*ogjiapn«<l by Twn/U Tharp *o> 
M*n*l    BarvihnAov    *>ih    itw 
Amwc»n   BaAtt   Th*#na   mctuda 
Push   Coma*   to   Show     and 
S**tt«Si»ta 
9:30 
(ESPN)   SUPER   BOUTS   OF 
THE    SOS Sugar Ray Laonvd 
v*   AyuB KtU* (Janwary  '981 in 
Houston)   Ift I 
10:00 
0 0 FALCON CREST Chaaa 
it blamed loi lha i*i craah and 
muti lace a 'ad* a> .nv«ti.gatio.« 
ai «•> aa M laara about flyng ■T* NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0 MIAMI VICE Ottecbv* 
Ootkait and !«**• n««d Iba hav 
of Noogw a patty ""•' to tat a 
nap lor Jema-can drug da Man 
0 HILLARY S CHALLENGE 
RACE TO THE SKV S> 
Edmund H4aiy «u»n#y» <n 197 7 
hom iha Ganga* Rivw da>ia 10 ■■• 
tome* m iha Himalaya*  (Rl 
SNEWS 
THE HUTTERITES: TO 
CARE ANO NOT TO CARE A 
took at mftmbmi ol a Mannonia 
iat.1 bymg *• icwiivr agncuHuai 
.ommunmai on r*o>fti Amanca • 
0»ai Piam» 
(TMCI MOVIE * • ftawnga o< 
th* N«t«a 11983i Shn Hoaug> 
Aiihui ftobaftt A japanata gal 
*., o*rm danwi h4 v<Wnl Nmrf 
"r-ntijf until   Arntmni   rfc.ig tral 
in ka>t kidnap hi« young ton    R 
10:30 
0 OOO COUPLE 
IESPNI     NFL S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS H.„>»..H».S ol S4M 
n.-*|    Xii      I*,—iTT   CiHvbny*    »» 
.»-..,,. HM.MK  IR) 
11 00 
O00 NEWS 
0     WORLD     WAR      II     Gl 
OIARY 
0WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0 BURNS AND ALLEN 0t« 
"■">"■■" >IIW«MM 
IfSPNI   NFL   GAME   Of   THE 
WEEK (Rl 
I I 06 
ONEWS 
II 26 
O BACKSTAGE PASS 
11  30 
O TAXI 
0    MOVIE     **        '"   A,/ 
"tin- 0-->- "OH MahaaiJack 
win A l>iitlia<*d vhnolHMMhai 14 
*"-*KI *>M to a magK* land 
■*»*•* «w> pr>n» a »iaiacio« a 1*1 
-'■-"■"•" and a cowranfly fcon m 
■••■*. hot I legendary ■*niaid iftl 
0 TONIGHT Hot! johnny 
CaiMtn Scheduled Arnold 
Sihwa>n>i>egu«>       Phylbt     Ne« 
SNEWS 
0  LATENIGHT  AMERI- 
CA   VheduHHl    Bob   Richard* 
'914  Popuhtl  Pa>iy  pfendeniiel 
landida**   PhaH) Norman   auihor 
0> a >Mlory ol rhe Ro*mg Sione* 
0 SANFORO ANO SON 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:46 
(TMC) MOVIE * * Get Gaiy 
H983I Malcolm McOowW Aden 
Goorwm A lemow* rock mufcc 
•mpreurio hoet* a di*Mirovt 
New Year • Eva baah   ft' 
12:00 
0 MOVIE  * *     Or   Who And 
The Dalefci     (1966)  Peler Cu*h 
ng  RoyCaaile 
0 A6C NEWS NIGHTLINE 
0 THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:26 
O    MOVIE    ***•      The 
Sacral    War   Ol    Harry   Fngg 
11969) Paul Newman   SyH* «ot 
12:30 
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Featured Private Reel eagmant 
with Cyndi Laupar video* by Rod 
Stewart T.n« Turner Terertpd 
Smter and Nighi Ranger IR) 
0 BJ/LOSO 
KSPN) PKA KARATE (R) 
1:00 
0 MOVIE   * * *    The Proud 
And The Profan*    11956) W.*em 
Molden  DeOorahRan 
1:20 
(TMC) MOVIE * *    The Hand 
H98II    MHhat>   Ca«e     Andrea 
Marcovicci 
1:30 
0 JMMY SWAGGART 
2:00 
0NEWS 




O MOVIE   * * *    Fan Of The 
Home   Ol    U*her      119591   Tom 
Tiyon  Mar than Thompson 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
KSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug DeWilt eg >nvny Syke* lor 
ilw IS»". M«Mktvnnght Champ. 
<«*>v|i Mheduktd lor *2 round* 
ilrint AtUntK C.ly  N Jl  IRI 
3:10 
(TMC)      MOVIE      #** ■. 
Railtei   Rarhei     ilMSl  Joanne 
Wo..hv*>il   JemetO1 un 
4:00 
O MOVIE**'        The Monk 
119691   George   Maham    Janet 
I-Oh 
SATURDAY 
OCTOBER 6. 19S4 
MORNING 
10:00 
O MAJA. THE BEE 
0 DRAGON'S LAIR 
0 VICTORY GAROEN 
0 MOVIE   * * •>      The Ken 
■uokian    H9SSI Bun LancMiar 
DuMWJLynn 
0 DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
KSPN) TO BE ANNOUNCED 
10:06 
ITMCI MOVIE   •*'.     Si* Ot 




S GOING GREAT 
GREAT   SPACE COAST- 
ER 
0 ALVIN AND THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
I WOLF ROCK TV 
AMERICA WORKS 
0 PET ACTION LINE 
1100 
O   0    DUNGEONS    ANO 
DRAGONS 




8 MOTOR WEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING 
11:30 
O 0 PRYOR'S PLACE 
O CORONATION STREET 
r 
IMM. T 
1 LITTLES CJ 
MATINEE     AT     THE 
BIJOU 
0  MAGIC  OF  WATERCOL 
ORS 
KSPN) SPEEDWEEK (R) 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
0 MOVIE *i TheCN«dDoni 
Ow i'9751 George Hem-ton 
RayMland 
S WRESTLING 
BUGS BUNNY / ROAD 
RUNNER 
V GOING BANANAS 
WEEKENO     The 
1 0* Red Chert    A   boy 
upeeta the money mafcevg achama 
01 two drrtter* who clarm to have 
araei makmg machma  (Rl CJ 
* SOL IO GOLD 
DUCTING 
KSPN) TO BE ANNOUNCED 
(TMC)   MOVIE   ***     South 
Pacfhc      119681   Mw   Gavnor 
RouanoBraj/i 
12:30 
0 SPIDER-MAN ANO HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
0 BASEBALL AI ChamfMon 
trap Game fou IN nacaaaary) AL 
We*t Champxine at Detroit T-geri 
0 VICTORY GARDEN Bob 
Thornton award* Iha Stive- 
Trowel Tiophy 10 the winner of 
the Snth Annual Victory Garden 
Conieai and Jan Weaon lm-ehei 
the harwnt ai the Victory Garden 
South 
1 CO 
0 PAR 27 
SKIOSWORLD 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Michigan State at MctMjen 
0 FRUGAL GOURMET Jell 
Smiih rMcuita* beeK brown 
toup tiock and prepare* other 
*oup*   made    without   additional 
1:30 
O   ONTARIO   200 Eeatmed 
Benny AHNhi. a household auc- 
tion     m    Lmdaay.     cattoonaH     / 
iHim.111 Bob Monk* 
0 CHARLIE   BROWN   ANO 
SNOOPY SHOW 
0 HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ Clay 
v* Woodmore 
0 0 THIS OLD HOUSE Bob 
Vee  plan*   the   convervon  ol  an 
•tin BIIO a maeior bedron-.i and 
bath 
2:00 
O     MOVIE     **      Eecapa 
M9B0I   Timothy   Bonoma.   Kay 
Laru 
O      SPORTSWEEKENO 
Schedulad World TretthUn (from 
Nice    Franco):    Tournamani   ol 
Champion*     Eqwaatrian      Eveni 
Irrom Newmarket   Ontario) 
0 WILD KINGDOM 
0 THE WALTONS 
0)   0   DO   IT   YOURSELF 
SHOW  Curl  BurtMck  and  Awan 
Roger* Otter to* on how to 'ape* 
•be?  prep end rehmth wood 
2:30 
SSTAR TREK 
0      WOODWRIGHT S 
SHOP Roy Under Ml   ->*■<»   the 
Dommy workthop* at the Winter 




3b^    Jeans N Things 
]SwX 531 R,dfle 
^*N^ 352-8333 
FREE LEVI WALLET WITH 
2 PAIRS OF CORDS 
(AS7.95VALUEJ 
GET A 




Send your thoughls     Q 
with special £ care." OOO'OOol 
■^iirniiiiii 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS" 
u^r M sot 8-12 
' Tobacco 
' Munchics 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
7»0 S. Collae* 
1 • . . - -.»- .-■* •.» 
352-9851 
. . . 
FrMiy/lctMtr a. 19M 
3:00 
I FISH 
CONSTITUTION:   THAT 
DELICATE        BALANCE 
fipksre* Ih* rot* of poMical par 
ten in nommatinc, a president the 
n*«*.*iy o* the. (leetorel College 
and th* governmental meeha- 
i*m activated «rtm a president 
0   AUSTIN   CITY   LIMITS 
Performance* by Tammy VVynatl* 
andJonn Comaa 
(TMC> MOVIE ■>**» Man 
Woman And Chad 118831 Mar 
im Sh**n. Blyth* Oannar 
3:30 
B   MOVIE   ***     The Two 
World* Of Janr-a LOQan   (19791 
LutdMy Wegnar   Marc Smger 
tD NEW FACES IN COUN- 
TRY MUSIC 
S)     COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Oklahoma Srai* at N*braake 
((SPNI    AUTO   RACING   ASA 
Slock Car* and SCCA Super V**t 
•horn Broofctyn  Mch l 
4:00 
O     MOVIE     ** Th« 
Mechanic 119721 Charl*t B*on 
ton Jan Michael Vtncani 
ffl FIRING LINE How To 
Reduce Ttw Oehtit Guetl J 
Paiai Graca author of Burning 
Money Tha Waaia C* Vour Ool 
■art 
(S RIVER Of INNOCENCE 
[■■mm** lh« txologtcai and 
■<|IM«IVI« vgnrftcanca of iha 
San Marco* Rivar ** cantial T*i 
at 
430 
CD   WORLD   CUP   SOCCER 
U S    National   Taam  v»    Nathar 
landt Antlat Itrom St  Lourtl 
©     COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
IM| i m 
6:00 
O ROYAL VISIT Don Wmman 
a»r< louita Cloui<a> hott a gala 
iek»br*i<on from Winnipeg StaOV 
urn honoring Queen EhjaMlh II 
and tha Duke »t Ecanourgh 
highhghtt -xlude parlor mane at 
liy Royal Marching Pip* Band 
Wm™pag Royal Ba**l Company 
.«»i l imps* George* La'luche 
BD TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL Bl.tr* Mm producer Oscar 
M- heaui t moviet Irom tha 
1920s and I930» at* hrghfcoftt 
«l 
Qt CONGRESS WE THE 
PEOPLE 
ITMC) MOVIE •* Won Ton 
Ion Th* Oog Who Saved HoUy 
wood H97S>B'uceDern Mad* 
MwKahn 
6 30 
(D SON Or THE FOOTBALL 
FOLLIES 
S3 MAGIC OF WATERCOL 
ORS 




O CD CD NEWS 
8CBC NEWS 
NATURE An etammatron ol 
tha mdonaton volcanic itland 
Kiahaioa locuvng on tha global 
etacu ol iha oHettiout 1883 
eruption  Q 
0      MOVIE     *#*'i And 
Than  Thara W*r* Nona     (19461 
Lout  Meywerd.   Barry  MigerVd 
Tan paopla mvtad to a ramoi* 
daaariad  itland   ara   mytwnouely 
murdered on* by on* 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
8:30 
O B CBS NEWS 
O MUPPETS 
S 13 REPORTS 
AT THE MOVIES 
(ESPN! NFL   GAME OP THE 
WEEK (Rl 
TOO MOVIE ** i Dan\ 
Due* t Mov>a - Faniaatic itland" 
(19B3I Animatad Vcxee by Mai 
Blanc Bug* Bunny Foghorn Lag- 
horn Porky Pig and othan It art a 
(Owtnav on Dam, Out*'* tm*» 
illend   G 
7:00 
O THE MUPPETS 
Q CFL FOOTBALL 
Sat* ate ha*, an Roughridert at 
Montreal Concord** 
IHEE HAW 
WEMBLEY MUSIC FES- 
TIVAL 
ffl SOLID GOLD 
© MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Piivai* Schut/ Schuti 
tpoilad at *n ■mpotl*' <n Eng 
land •* cha**d to the coatt —hara 
ha unwillingly gatt caught up m 
th* Ounknk •vecu*t«n rmtfon 
IP*M3O*6MRIQ 
lES-NI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
O THE MUPPETS 
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
M-am- ai Nona Dame 
BOO 
0 B  AIRWOLF   Tha tpeciar 
01 Chariat Molten tha man who 
dawgnad ArrwoH man.(attt ute* 
to haunt Hawk* and Dom 
CD DIFF RENT STROKES 
Taed ol bar conimwal neggmg 
Arnold taboieget i.*a • m*n<* 
clasi proiaci 
SI BASEBALL Nl Champ** 
thrp Gamr> lour III nacaataryl 
Chicago Cubt at San D*go 
Padrat I NOTE M iha game it 
unnecette'y ABC plant lo *■ 
regular programming I 
CD MOVIE * * * Tha Man t« 
The Gray Flannel Suit 119461 
Gregory Pec* Jennifer Jon*t A 
Madnon Avenue aiKVtivg 
taarthet hit pan tr>H pietani lor 
Iha  meaning ana pu>pot*  ol  h>t 
ffl THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE. COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL REPOP/T CoKege looibea 
tcarei and highlightt horn around 
■he country and a took ai nan 
wee* t m*,o» contetit 
CS MOVtC **'i Clath By 
N^ht 119621 Barbara Slanwyct 
Paul Douglas Owl ol lon*hn*u a 
woman marren the Uippar ol a 
f.thing boat but toon lurnt her 
attentioni to hn bell hiend 
(TMCI MOVIE **# Laai 
Embrac* H9791 Roy Scherder 
Janet Margolin A govarnmani 
agent lecuparahng horn a lav 
■out breakdown eder the tavage 
mu>d*t ol Iwt wile hndt htmaatl 
caught m a w*b ol etpionage and 
mtigu*    R 
8:30 
B GIMME   A BREAK 
'elationthip with Chark* <\ threat- 
ened by her worn** about  Joey t 
reaction to hit lather  (Part 1 or 2i 
ffl PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
f 
BOO 
O      B      MIKE      HAMMER 
Hammer enlrtlt  Iha aid o*  a  **■■ 
tim ■ titter a* n* puraua* a kiKer 
Of runaway gRlt 
B   PARTNERS   IN    CRIME 
Carole and Syd plan lo bra-afe MS 
a mueevm vault to mveat>geie the 
murdar ot th* atsittant cufaior 
ffi STAR SEARCH 
10:00 
Q   B   COVER   UP   Dan.  and 
Mac aid a modal uymg io etc ape 
her pan involvament with a gam- 
bhng tynckcate 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
HOT PURSUIT J.m and 
Kate pot* a lanchart to help a 
racahota* focftev who ■ been 
mged to In an upcoming race 
meanwhile Shaw taroa m on tha 
fugitive coupl* 
© MOVIE **') On Tha 
Beach 119691 Gregory Pack 
Ava Gardner A molkty group ol 
tliengart gather *> a tout* m 
Awtttak* to await ih* Imai howt 
o* a nuclear hoHxeutt 
B SNEAK PREVIEWS MaO 
GabMr  and   Jrfhey  I yont  review 
Country    and   WndyCily 
ITMCl  MOVIE   * *  ■.       Stm  O- 
Tha Night    11982) Roy Sch**de> 
Meryl     Str**p      A     ptych.ainf 
b*C0m*t      nuaaftghr     mvOlv**! 
wrlh   a   mytiariout    woman     who 
wat Ih* m-ttiett o> a murdered 
paiieni   PG 
10 30 
O ROYAL VISIT 
CD MIDDLETOWN An mam 
nation ill tho i—ujna*ii*t male 
gtat jnil pr<^t>>r>% .n.o<v»d m thr 
l9)9Mun.<e   bid    mevoracaie 
nig 
B      COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
Oh-iSlrflr- •! Pi-ihir 
11 OO 
OCDCD NEWS 
Q NATIONAL Q 




I 1 30 
QNEWS 
II 30 
0 MOVIE   * *      Hero  T-n*« 
119'6i Chan** B-onton jemet 
Coburn 0i««»g the Deoreation a 
down and out dfrltar lightt hit 
way lo th* top of the New 
Or learn Doting teen* 
B MOVIE ••* Cama 
H976I Sit. Spec** Pipe- leu 
IN A nm.0 teen ager becomat 
Iha bull ol a i' u*1 prom mght 
prank and leiakaia* agamti h*r 
<-iaiim*t*i wnn a drtvaaiBimg 
tupernatural hjry 
B SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
iSaeton Premier*) New repertory 
company member■ include B'*v 
Oytlal Rich Han Chrnfopher 
Gueii Pamela Staphenaon 
Guatlt      the     Thompson     Twin* 




fTMCI MOVIE * * ' i Man 
Woman And Child ('9831 Mar 
tm Sheen Bh/lh* D*nn*t A 
man t happy lemey lif* n cherupt- 
•d by th* deaih ol a woman with 
whom h* had a bn*l aHae y*ari 
e*>k*r and th* anrval o" Ih* eon 
h* had never known    DG 
11:48 
O MOVIE * * Par-c On Th* 
6 22 (1974) Lvnda Day George 
Laurence luckmtWl A pateanger- 
h**d computer train club Car <i 
hdd M bay by thr** hoodkumt 
11:60 
fi ABC NEWS p 
1200 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
m 
12:OB 
S STAR SEARCH 
12 30 
CD      TALES       FROM       THE 
DARKSIOE 
1:00 
8     NEW     YORK      HOT 
TRACKS 
CD MOVIE • Znmbmt 01 Sug 
ar H4 .19741 Marti 8*y Robert 
Ouany 
1:OB 
fi SOUL TRAIN 
1 26 
(TMCI   MOVIE   * *      Won  Ton 
Ton    Th* Oog Who Saved Holly 
wood    l1976)Bruc*D*rn   Mad* 
soekahn 
1 30 
O MOVIE **•>• Pop. 





(TMCI MOVIE •** latt 
Embrac* -1979 Roy S. hr-..k~ 
J*rv.l Matgokn 
3 30 
Q    MOVIE    •>* 'h-   Old 
Van Who C<—I Wort H970i 
tdwanlG   Rrti-nvm   M*t" I* 
KSPNISPORTSCENUR 
4 00 
lESPNt AUTO RACING NAS 
( H ..,-s i arm 400 Hiom No • 
Wi*-ibor»   N C        Hi 
SUNDAY 
OCTOBER 7   1884 
MORNING 
1 I 00 
O MEETING PLACE Th*Ra, 
t     l*£**t*<    Bigot    conducit 
Thanhtgnnng t*ra<*l hom \Jnton 
United Church m Montreal 
8 COMMENT 
B   WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
B KIDS INCORPORATED 
©      THE      CONSTITUTION: 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
CD WRESTLING 
B  TONY  BROWN S  JOUR- 
NAL 
11:30 
SB FACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
8     THIS     WEEK     WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
B INSIDE STORY 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
8 FOOTBALL TODAY 
8PORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled   Grand Pn*  ol Europe 
auto    racng    hom     Nurburgrmg 
Germany 
8 EARLE BRUCE 
8 MEET THE PRESS 
8 NEW TECH TIMES fea- 
tured    the   future   ol   banes   and 
h>gh'tech  money    competition  m 
Srhcon VeUev   (Rl 
8 FAME 
8 NOVA A Boston-to-Moecow 
tate>ite hookup eUowa eighi lead- 
ing SOVKI and American eoantnti 
to comer about cooperative 
rasaarch on th* chamaetry of 
genet controlled nuctaar fuaron 
BltrophytiCl and ih* **r*motogy 
Ol underground nuctear t*ltl Q 
(ESPNI SPOFITSCENTER 
ITMC) MOVIE #*'» Prmc* 
Vakant 119641 Jamas Maaon 
Janai leigh 
12:30 
Q TONY RANDALL 
8 STAR TREK 
8 NFL   B4 
8 ON LOCATION 
8  SNEAK   PREVIEWS Na*i 
Gabkx  and   Jeffrey Lyons review 
Country    and    Wmdy Ctty 
(ESPN) NFL   GAME   OF THE 
WEEK (Rl 
1:00 
O MOVIE   ***    Th* long 
•st Vard    (19741 6urt  RaynokM 
Edd* Albert 
8 NFL FOOTBALL Regwnai 
tov*r*ge ol 0*nv*r Bronco* ai 
D-tn-t iront N*w Vort Jeit ai 
Kantat C>ty Chrett New England 
Palnoli ai Cleveland Brownt or 
Mujmi Dokphmt at Pilltburgh 
Si***»i 
8 COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
tD     B     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
C£)  MOVIE   * * '.       Th* Gum 
be* R*y        19 761 M<clia*t Sarre 
„..     I-^M, inliir 
(ESPNI POCKET BILLIARDS 
u j PMMtl .s ajowboy >mmy 
More* Ml 
1:30 
0 CFL FOOTBALL Edmonton 
1 tk-mot ai Hamrlton T,gs>   Call 
8 MOVIE   • *   .      Th* Mag 
itAtsm S*v*n R.d*1 H9'2i la* 
V*nCkl*t   St*4*r-*Pow*rt 
8 MOVIE   •> * •     C*h*l  Un,t 
*d Stale* Maithai    11973) John 
Wayne  George Kennedy 
© 8 WALL STREET WEEK 
Invett-ng  'or   The  long   Term 
Guett Fioranc* l*arrmgion pr*t 
dent ot'Wrentf te.Mr.ngton   inc 
2:00 
ID     MOVIE     #*'>        Captam 
ightfoot    H966) Roc* Hudson 
Barbara Ruth 
8 MOVIE * * # Hrghty Dan 
gerout 119511 Dan* Clark Mar 
lusGormg 
(ESPNI SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '80S Roberto Oman v* 
Pipmo Cuevat (January 1983 <n 
Los Angelas) and Roberto Duran 
vt Oavey Moore IJun* 1983 m 
NcwVorttl (Rl 
(TMO      MOVIE      ***M 
Naiioncl     Lampoon t     Animal 
Home   119781 John Belush. Tm 
Mattwnon 
3:00 
(ESPNI PKA KARATE (Rt 
3:30 
SB NFL TODAY 
MEN   OF   OCTOBER    III: 
THE   MtGHS ANO LOWS A 
look at tort* Ol th* more tpectec 
uiv plays and *"*0 aom* bloopere 
wh«h hav* occurcd during prew 
oui World Ser ••* 
8    MOVIE    ***      Oaior 
(19761    Burl    Reynold*     Lauren 
Hut ton 
B  CREATIVITY  WITH   BILL 
MOYERS B.il Moyeri kx*i mto 
th*ipec.*t world of ■nveniort Q 
4:00 
8   NFL   FOOTBALL   Atlanta 
Fekont at Loa Angelas Rama 
8      •      NFL      FOOTBALL 
R*g*on*l    covaraga    of    Houston 
Cktert ai  Cmonnati BangcN    San 
0«go   Charge**   at   Green   Bay 
Packer* or Saailla Seahawki at 
Loa Angelas Ra-dan 
6   BASEBALL  NL  Chempron 
■rvp Sen** ()' neceuary) Chicago 
Cubt at San Owgo Padres 
8   CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
B UNDERSEA WORLO OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
fTMCI     MOVIE     **      "Tm* 
WaAar       119821    Ban    Murphy 
KevmBiophy 
4 30 
0 HYMN SING 




VICTORY GARDEN A ..ft 
lo HoHand •  Keukenho'    a mam 
moih floral  oVtplay    the  progr**i 
01 lad cfopi s checked 
CD    LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS 
B   FIRING   LINE     How   To 
Red.**   Th*   0*'«<i     Gueii    J 
Peter   Grace    author  ol     Burning 
Money   The  Wall* 01 Vou.  Ool 
'art 
(ESPN1 AUTO RACING JSAC 
Hoof«r  lOOfhom indumapjail 
6:30 
O AMATEUR NATURALIST 
(Rl 
8 GREAT CHEFS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
(TMCI MOVIE • * * N*v*r 
Say Never Agam 119831 Sean 
C(innery   Klaut Mat.* Brend*u*r 
EVENING 
BOO 
Q ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
Boston v*   Montr**! 
SFAME 
JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA   COOKIN    Pr*p»ahon 
of okia tuccoiath   aaafood gum 
bo and port ramosiaya Q 
CD STAR TREK 
B THE   GREATEST LAKES 
An   eiemmet>on   ol   tha  Changes 
Caused  by   mcraaamgfy   mtenaiv* 
ut* ol Great lake* water curing 
the patt 200 yaart 
6:30 
8     ffl      ADAM      SMITH'S 
MONEY WORLD 
(ESPN)     TRIATHLON    U S 
Champ-onihrp   thorn   kO*   Anp* 
taal 
7:00 
OB 00 MINUTES 
O * HAGGLE ROCK 
8    SILVER    SPOONS    After 
argumg wrlh hit father   Puck runa 
away hom home and movae mto 
a cheap hotel iPari 3 ol 21 
8 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTIp 
8 8 WONDERWORKS 
LeVar Burton   Sh*a*v 0wv*4 and 
Shaver   Roat liar  in tha  Blory ol 




O BEACHCOMBERS Roah 
P*lm*r warm thai a aarit ol 
un*ipU>nad boat aasXmga hav* 
bean caused by the myti«nou* 
Maduaa Q 
8 PUNKY BREW8TER 
Pgnfcy lr*ntformt Henry l ttudy 
mto her bedroom wh*a grocery 
•hopping Punfcy feart that Hanry 
hat abandoned hat 
■:00 
8 0 MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Jasaca uavali io San 
Iramitco what* aha attempt! to 
clear a Dridagioom-io-b* ol * 
nightclub owner t murdar 
O GRAND PIANO Contempo- 
rary compoaar pianiti* Oacar 
Peter eon M*h*l Lagrand and 
Claud* Boeing perform together 
lor th* NH hme m a concert 
tapad eark«> ihra yaar at th* 
National Aria Centre in Ollewa 
8 KNIGHT RIDER Mich**! 
and KlTT journey lo Cakfornia ■ 
w>n* country lo back down S3 
miMaon worth ol dUkmond* aiokm 
during ih* a.ic non ol * dowager t 
etteie 
8 BASEBALL AL Champion 
the Serial INOI* Th* conAci ol 
thn gam* with th* pr*ardenti*i 
dabai* h*d not ba*n r*tcav*d at 
prett time and Iha tiartmg ima 
had not been conhrmad) AL 
Watt Champtont at Detroit Trgatt 
QD 8 NATURE How wedlil* it 
th* Arabian GuN hat b**n aMect 
-d by war  Q 
8 THIS WEEK'S MUSIC 
(ESPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
U  i   Puckelt  v*   Cowboy  Jimmy 
Moor* IR) 
(TMCI MOV* **•*•*■ Edu 
caimg Rita <1983> Mich*- 
Came Juk* Weiteri An apethat 
< alcohohc prolasaor has a paa- 
tionaia but chatia r**Mionahv 
with a young woman who ha* a 
rhnvre 10 *e*m literature    PG Q 
9:00 
8 8 8 PRESIDENTIAL 
DEBATE Prandent Reagan end 
D*moc*tic pr*iKk»nii*t canchdftt* 
Walt*r MondaM tciuare oH m * 
debat* hom lourivw* Ky anaiy 
14 and miarvrawt will loAow 
O JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
IPremierel A 16 put **ne* basad 
on Paul Scott t nov*ht Tha Rai 
Quariet daabng with the waning 
y*art Ol Britrth rukt m 1940* 
Inch* In tha opener * young Wick 
an reporter » htanoVwp wrth an 
Engksh nura* creataa troubla with 
tha local poke* tupermtendent 
O 
ffi 8 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Prrvat* Schulr ' SchuU it 
'eturned to Major Neuhaim t 
command which hat m benefit i ■ 
pro«.«n.ty to the May teoetery 
and 10 a mahon pound* m curr*n 
cy (P*ri4ol6)(RIQ 
8 MOVIE *** Fun With 
Dick And Jan* 119771 George 
Segal Jan* Fond* An unenv 
pioysd aaroapac* aiecutrv* and 
IM wn* turn to robbery at a 
•naana lo eupport ih**r luaunou* 
kfaeiyia 
(ESPN) HARNESS RACING 
Br**dari Crown Champrontfwp 
Rao* Two Ikva from Toronto) 
Mick Payne 
Singing At 
s>   ^^m^> 




.MAIN □■■ION BTUOIO 
EXPERT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
M€pS 
•BHUM •WIKI-IHIIDWIMVUV:! 354-1477 
434 E. WOOSTER      ABOVE MYIES DAIRY QUEEN 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OMN 12-* Mon*ay-So»urtJ«y 
Gary 





8J HfRITAOi: CIVILIZA- 
TION ANO THf JEWS Tracee 
the be* and aart» dnvMpmaM of 
JuJwtfn amid the matrix cnnhu- 
innt of Egypt and MMopoiam* 
tram the I3*IO WmrnanWY 
•eg 
8) THREE GENERATIONS 
Of THE BLUES Thra* B^ara- 
uona o* MUM ea^gera ara apot- 
kghiad a. that one-hotr concart 
«c*ud«B ae-vav-oM Sapc-e Wa»- 
Uca. iha lata ig Mama' Thorn- 
ion and Jaannai Cheait,em • 
newcomer from San Diego 
(ISPNI SUPER BOOTS OF 
THf '70S Roberto Owen vi 
f ateben DeJeaua (March 1974 m 
Panama Crtyl IR) 
tIMC) MOVII * * * . 
"National Lampoon'! AIMHWI 
Houee M97t) John BaAMhj. Tim 
Maahaaon In Iha ear*- 1960a. 
0*ie Houee. iha taraeei and wad- 
aai gang on a coaaga cempue 
bathaa iha awVMJ Omega Houaa 
and iha achoof a oeen W 
11:00 
SNEWS 
I L Q 
i OC:    CIVILIZA- 
TION ANO THE JEWS Cam 
maa iha ahaptfig o* Iha Jaxnah 
•daniitv horn tho aurtti IO iha aac 
ond century 8 C . baaad on idaaa. 
iavr« and nadmona. Q 
O HOW TO QCT STARTED 
IN REAL ESTATE 






8) ABC NEWS Q 
11:90 
I AT THE MOVIES 
MOVIE * * Before And 
Aftor M97S-1 Pally Duke Aabn. 
Barbara FetrJon A woman 
ombarka on a daapa>ata aitampi 
to Htaa araaght whan har eiceear** 
■wasght erreeha havoc arrth har 
mamega 
■ ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK featured Gag T Nel 
aon Tony 'rancsoea and Richard 
MuBgen 
11:36 
m MICHIGAN REPLAY 
11:40 
O    SPORTS    THE    FINAL 
WORD 
12:00 
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK   'earned   C.aifl T   Nal 
aon    Tony  Francoaa and Richard 
MJhgan 
© FOR MY PEOPLE 
(MPHI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Stanford at UCLA 
ITHC)   MOVIE   ##*'.   "In- 
ana Song    U971) Jamaa Caao 
B«y Daa Wakarm 
12:08 
09 AT THE MOVIES 
12:10 
O MOVIE * * 4    Coma Out. 
Coma Out. Vmarayar You Ara 
(1974) Lynda Da. Gaorga   "*eter 
Jattray. 
12:30 
I TAKING AOVANTAGE 
TOO CLUB Schaduhtd iop-c 
how rahgajn   ■•   moving   mto  Iha 
Artier icer. mamanaam 
ft" 
MONDAY 
OCTOttRI.  1994 




$100,000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SCHFF RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
(TMC) MOVIE ***■) Deed 
End" (19)371 Syhaa Sidney. Joal 
McCroo YoungaMra at an feat 
Rivar aaan hghl to ovarcoma thaa* 
anvaonmani 
6:30 
Om CBS NEWS 
m NBC NEWS 
BB ABC NEWS g 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
9 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN I SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
0    B    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured lave Turner 
BB WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
m DUKES OF HAZZARD 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
■ M-A»S*M 
m    MACNfK.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCE NTCR 
7:30 
O P.M.   MAGAZINE A -mi 
with WMJ a Jan Scott and Dan 
Deaty.    Where a tha bee"    lady 
OaraPaAar 
FAMILV FEUO 
i PEOPLE E COURT 
WILD   WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
fl)THREES COMPANY 
OISPNI INSIDE BASEBALL A 
pravam of tha World Sanaa 
8:00 
O B SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KINO When Amanda 
•nna a uip to Murach aha gata 
amor oaad m an Agency plan to 
ha* a 'ormar Amarican rad-cei 
«rho a boon captured by lenot-ata 
aacapa 
O MOVIE * * Al My Darting 
Oeughteia H972I Rohan 
Young. Raymond Maaaav All four 
daughiara o< a wide*** plan to 
wad ■> a amgla ceremony 
05 TV'S BLOOPERS ANO 
PRACTICAL JOKES Tha Oak 
Ridga Boy* and CharkH Safbart 
ara practical H*a v-ebma geftee 
from You Bat Your Lit," "*> 
tide and Jana Fonda a workout 
lapaa 
S CALL TO GLORY On a 
tiem-ng miincm Sarnac and a 
Japanaaa A. Forca c-fxar ovar- 
coma cultural and oaraonai offer- 
ancaa m aOm io aurvrva when 
they're lorcad to barf out ovar rug- 
S:. 
gad tarr* 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL H 
0 MOVIE **'J "fun' 
119721 Burl Ravnoida. Jack Waa- 
ton Boaion n «nt>rrMdatad by a 
aarwa of myaianoua kiXnga 
mvofvaig ranaom damanda mada 
II notonoua oavnai. 
WONDERWORKS A oenv 
ady about Mao Crunptay. a clurrt- 
ay l2yaa« otd boy arho anroaa m 
a craah couraa on how to bacoma 
a parfoci paraon Stara Harnuona 
Gmgok). Wahaca Shawn. Lanw 
Von Oohlan and Ikan Mitchl 
Smiih  Q 
ICSPM) MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A prav-aw ol 
toraghi'a NFL gama batwaan tha 
San Franoaco 49ara and Naw 
YorkGawita 
(TMC) MOVIE * * Vt Funny 
lady M975) Barbra Sbaatand 
Jamaa Cam Vaara ahar har 
divorca vaudavafci and aarty ratfeo 
atar Fanny Bnoo bagmt a humor- 
ouB iova-hata ratabonahaji wrth 
BroaoWay aongwmar BaTy Roaa 
PG 
B:30 
■SPN) NFL.S SUPERSTARB 
Tha Man Who Ptayad Tha Gama 
MO 
O B KATE * ALLIE (Saaaon 
Pnjrraaral Kata ia ovarwhatrnad 
with tha daaao to hava anothar 
chad arhan an oomamad co-work- 
ar haa 10 go out ol town and 
laavaa har m charga of Iha baby 
Siara Suaan S*ni Jamaa and 
Jana Curnn 
BJJ MOVIE Tha Burring Bad 
(FrarrHaral Fariah Fawcatt Paw! 
laMat Orman by yaara of ptvya. 
cat and rnantai abuaa a batiarad 
<«i*a poma gaaotma ovar har 
»laap«ng aa-huaband kgnta a 
match and bacomaa a dafanoam 
at • murdar um that OYawa 
naiHmwda attantion to domaatic 
MBBN 
S NPL FOOTBALL San F*an 
i iaco 49ara at Naw York C*anta 
(0 (D HERITAGE. CIVILIZA- 
TION AND THE JEWS Tha 
paciod horn iha hrar to Iha ranth 
cantury chrorxkaa tha amarganca 
of Judanvn -< Waotarn Europa 
bagjnrang wiih iha daatrucbon of 
tha Sacond Tampla through tha 
> >*a Of Mam and Chnatianrty Q 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING ASA 
Slock Cara and SCCA Supar Vaaa 
(from Brooklyn   M«h t  (Rl 
8:30 
O 0 COUNTRY MUSK 
ASSOCIATION AWAROS 
Kanny Rogara hoata iha 18th 
annual awarda caramony kva horn 
tha Grand Ota Opry Houaa m 
Naahvda Tann Nomtaaa lor 
(niana-na. of tha Yaar ara Ala- 
Oama Laa Graanwood Barbara 
Mandral Ronn« Maaap and tha 
Oak R^gaBova 
O REACH FOR THE TOP 
Nova Scoiut v» Ouabac 
10:00 
Q NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
W B NEW CAPITALISTS: 
ECONOMICS IN INDIAN 
COUNTRY Er< Savanad nar- 
'ataa a documaniary on tho aiata 
Of buairvaaa among nativa Amari 
cana that faaturaa naw vanturaa 
m hatwtg. agncultura. maang and 
high lach manulaclunng 
83 NEWS 
10:30 
• ODO COUPLE 
(TMO MOVIE * •> i The 
Choaan (1981) Maaimilian 
Schea- Rod St*gar Baaad on 
Ohaah Potok a noval A hmntkfm 
afcjwty davatopa batwaan a world- 
•y BBBRBMBE Jaw and tha aon of 
BLTB 
11:00 
«• ■ NEWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
DIARY 
O WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
tt BURNS ANO ALLEN Gra 
cw wongiuiiy aaaumaa that Ron- 
nw at too baahful to aak a gal for a 
data 
CBPNI INSIOE   BASEBALL A 





MOVIE ** Countartait 
KAor (1908) Jock Lord Shvkty 
Kraghl An undarcovar pokcaman 
•nfatrataa a crana rmg to 899881 
tha activtwi of top erima taadari 
• SIMON B SIMON A lattar 
tha Simona <*cm*% maaad 22 
yaara aarkar laada tham mto a 
murdar awaat>gaiion mvofving iha 
ownar of a chain of iaco raatau 
'•nta  iRl 
E8 BEST OF CARBON "on 
Johnny Cat*o«« Gueaia Gaorga 
Bwna JacQuafcna Biaaat Conii 
Condok  IRl 
O S LATENIGMT AMERI- 
CA Scha<MiKl Commuruai Party 
praaMkannai larKkdaw Gua Hal 
D> Jovca Broihara i Whai Cvary 
Woman Ought to Know About 
lova and Marriage I 
© SANFORO ANO SON 
IESPM1 SPORTSCE NTER 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SNEWS 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
12:30 
SO    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVID   LETTERMAN Sthed 
ut-d Jonatiujn M4ku comatkan-a) 
r'aula Pounoatono 
S ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE 
■SPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Miami at Nona Dam* IRl 
CTMC) MOVIE * *   Ravanga of 
the N.n,j    (19831 Sho Koaug* 
ArttM flobarta 
12:40 
E8 MCMILLAN B WIFE Trw 
McMAana probe foul pkay at a 
lacatrack where Set* a Unckt 
Cyua. a racehorae owner ■» beatg 
mewnjed  IRl 
1:00 
§ HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   **'i     I OaM A 
Thouaand   Times     119551   Jack 




O        CBS        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE** The Funny 
Farm" 11983) Meaa Chap*' 
Howw Mendel 
2:30 




(TMC) MOVIE**    TlaiHand" 
118811   MKheal   Caav,    Andrea 
Marcc-ncci 
4aQB) 
*9PN) PKA kAHATE (Rl 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 8, 1884 
aoo 
IOBBNEWS 
SlOO.OOO  NAME   THAT 
TUNE 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
»DifF RENT STROKES 
WILD AMERICA Watch- 
mg Waoiilo Naimaket Many 
StouNer taaa where, when and 
how to look for America t wed 
an-Twjla •» thaa natural aunound- 
«tga IRl 
(TMO MOVIE ** Won Ion 
Ton Tha Dog Who Saved Hoty- 
•cod I197S) Bruce Own Made 
kne Kahn A atudn chayfteai turna 
a na»awey German ahepherd tno 
a kvatg kkgand durmg tha heyday 
of Hokywood a team acreen   PG 
8:30 
O B CBS NEWS 
m NBC NEWS 
©ABC NEWS Q 
ID HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
8J8PN. SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
O    ED    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured   Lealay Ann 
Warren 
OTHE BOUNDER 
J WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
IB BUSINESS REPORT 
0M*A*S*H 




O   PM    MAGAZINE   Elena 
Warren   teetfon dea*gner for Mol 
lywood    atari     a    v>a>t    with 
WOOK I Ted Haiaman 
O GEORGE B MLOREO 
©FAMILV FEUD 
S PEOPLE E COURT 
WILD   WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
© THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Doug OeWitl va Junmy Sykea for 
■ha ESPN MirMawwght Champ- 
onarap achadukad for 12 rounda 
(horn Attantic C<ty   NJI   (Rl 
8:00 
© © AFTERMASH Kkngar ra 
captured by the pokce and tecee a 
trial with former M*A*S*H 
namaaiaCol Flagg iEd Wavkarl a\ 
attandance 
© THE FIFTH ESTATE Mau- 
rice Sarong an atardo man of the 
Loarai Party laproNed. 
©    WORLD    SERIES   Game 
One 
©   FOUL-UPS,   BLEEPS   B 
BLUNDERS 
© © FRONTLINE A oefand- 
■he-ecenea look at the proceee of 
norr-nating a party carwkdeta can- 
tata on Gary Mart'a Cernpaagn for 
•fie oraaidancy Q 
© MOVIE ###■, Doctor 
Zhnrago (Part 1 of 2) (1888) 
Omar Sharif. GeraMne Chapfcn 
Two lovera atruggfe arradat the 
apait and paaaiona of tha Bjaajajaaj 
Revohroon 
(TMO MOVIE *•*    Honky- 
tonk Man 119821 Cam Eaat- 
wood. Kyfa Eaatwood An over- 
the-hid aKohokc country-weatarn 
kngar trevete to Naahwaa wrth h>a 
14-yaar-old nephew lor a iaat- 
chanca auOYhon at tha Grand Ola 
Opry   PG 
8:30 
©BE/ R ShewfaAl bacomaa 
a nanroue wrack whan hat aa-wrfe 
mforma h»m aha may bo pregnant 
S THREE'S A CROWD Jack 
and Vicky a t«at domaatic aquab- 
bla forcea iham to hagn together' 
neaa aa ihay gather to cefebreta 
Mr Bradford a bathday Q 
8:00 
© © MOVIE Scorned And 
Swatdkad IPramanl Tuaaday 
We'd Ka>th Carrarkne A drvorced 
aniiqua daaaar laaa m love and 
marra>a an apparently aucoaaaful 
buaaweaman on*, to team haa 
aciuat* a aeaaonad con art«i 
who daappaara takng her money 
with hen 
Q BANK S BIG BAND 
© PAPER DOLLS Taryn par. 
Ibrma m a muac wdao oppoarka 
rock linger John Wane. David 
."forma But* that hra buemeee 
partner made a deal wnh a loan 





Q NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
© JESSIE Jeaee) requeata that 
an undercover pokcewoman who 
maa formerly a centerfold modal 
be puked from a ceae whan aha 
oeg.ni io ahow kgna of acute 
akreaa 
© © CONSTITUTION: 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
in a dacuaeron focuemg on lego) 
ethrca and iha Eaclwaionary Rule. 
tha right of tha accuaed to a faa 
(rial a) waighad aganat aocarfya 
r^jht to eaaure pubkc aafety   (Rl 
©NEWS 
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
U J Pucketl vi Cowboy Janmy 
Moore IR) 
10:08 
(TMC) MOVIE *** * Fanny 
8 AJaaartdar (1983) Parnala 
Aawet BerM Guve Two children 
■n a theaffK*! lamay loao thea 
kvety enpyment of life when the* 





«© 0 S NEWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    Ol 
DIARY 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
«8PN) NFL'S SUPERSTARS 








MOVIE ** '» FMGottr 
Orasona" (19671 Ratal Cwnm- 
ngB. Mi»g*Bi IM An Anwncan 
dtotunM ■> Hang Kong QMS 
■—pi «■>«• OB»mon« of ■ 
MaM mMmtkonJ nol»wim ol 
•muggMra 
■ CSS NEWS SPECIAL 
e> TONIGHT Ho»l Jahnnv 
Carton ScniOiaid Bob howhari 
(ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
O LATENIOHT AMERI- 
CA Sehodulad   Norman Daoay. 
author   ol    How to AVOKJ a»o- 
baia 
• SANFOH0 AND SON 
IESTNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:00 
O     STREETS     Of     SAN 
IRANCISCO 
■ FALL GUY Coll t.a^» to 
Aaoan laHi format acouaav 
tanca arho Bhol har huaband m 
aalf-OManaa IR) 
tU/LCOO 
LAUREL ANO HARDV 
aSPNI SPORTSLOOK IR) 
12:30 
• LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVID LETTERMAN Schao- 
ularj comadujn A Whrlnaf 
Sroam aluntman Dan Koko 
•JSFN) SUPER BOUTS Of 
THE '70S Muharnrnad Aa va 
Laon Spaari iSaptsmOar 1971 in 
Naar Ortaanal IRl 
160 
i HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE ***   Paaaaaa To 
MariaAai      119441    Hwrnehrav 
Sogart. Clauda Rama 
1:10 
■ COLUMSO A pronanant 
aragaon raja tha daath rfnrt 
ajagua and than mwat aarrvnata a 
raaaa arho laimipi laa aacrat 
IRl 
1:20 
(TMO MOVIE * *    Gat Oajy 




■9PNI SASESAU. FILM Tha 









• CIS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OUPHI  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
North Caroana at Oamaon 
mtaO MOVIE *    Nrght Wanv 
■vj' 119911 Jtnmi McNchol. Bo 
Saanaon 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 10. 1SS4 
Ciaafa • laa* IV Daa. -. 
DAYTWE MOVa-S 
10:00 
(TMC)      *** Hanna     K." 
I1H3I J* Claitagh. Gatrnaf 
9vr na 
12:00 
O    * * vi    I Loaa A Mraaary'' 
119971 Ma Liagato   Dmd Hart 
12:30 
(THCI     «r«r*n        Rachal. 
RaOtaT   I19MI   Joanna   Wood 
arafd. Jamaa Oaaon 
1:00 
■ ••* cannvt, Jans' 
I19S3I Oora Day. Horasrd Kssl 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. WoosterSt. 
352-4171 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Le^UNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
B8 Your Mill Fur 
MOO 1 
• Musi be brought in 
between 8:00-1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
• Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
• All you pay for is 
washers & dryers & just 
$ 1 to have it all done! 
(up to 3 loads) 
• Good M-F only 
524 E. Wooilsf INs.l lo Malssl 
9-5:30 352-7213 
itV.Oftt'n antt flailJJtii^nari 
10% Off on 
All Services 
Coupon Expires 10/19 
New *ca> t*aa« NIB. IM-41B1 or 332-4143 
NEW HOURS. 
Mon.. Wad.. Fri. 8-6, Titos, a Thurs. 8-8, Sot. 8-3 
181 {■) I. MAIN. I.O. 
Miaf/tctttor i. iiu 
2:30 
(TMCI   **      Tha  Kid  From Laft 
f«M" 09531 [ton Daaay. Anna 
Bancroft 
4:00 
ITMCl ***    Dracuia    11879) 
>rar* langaaa  lauranca OMr 
B:O0 
SO ••NEWS 
SlOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
flj)    MACNEtL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
8DIFF  RENT STROKES 
CONGRESS    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
(TMC) MOVIE **v» Man 
Woman And Old HMD Mar- 
im Snaan. Biyth* Dannar A 
man t happy family Ma it Ortrupi 
ad by iha daath ol a woman with 
*Mm ha had a f** •fax yaara 
aarMr and tha arrival of ma ton 
I* had navar known    PG 
0 30 
OB CBS NEWS 
IS NBC NEWS 
6D ABC NEWS CJ 
© HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
Q2 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
O    0    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT      Faaturad       Loratia 
Swit 
Q NEVER THE TWAIN 
B WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
69 OUKES OF HAZZARO 
QD BUSINESS REPORT 
©M«A*SBH 




O P.M.   MAGAZINE  Chahann 
Carroll  OHUUM   har      Dynatly 
iota a vrtrt w.th WMMS a JaH 8 
Ml 
Q ROBIN'S NEST 
^FAMILY FEUO 
CD PEOPLE E COURT 
ffi WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
ffi THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPNI   AUTO   RACING   Spa 
1000 (from Spa Batojum) IRI 
8:00 
O (D CHARLES IN 
CHARGE CharUa tuggattt lhai 
lha kidt look lo< mora chahangmg 
activitiai wtvia ha dabataa (ha 
chaaanga of euckitcmmg lor iha 
drama dub Olympic gymnW Juh 
Anna McNamara guaait 
O NATURE Of THINGS 
iSaaaon Piamraral Traatmg chron- 
ic back pam mobaa data latrm- 
n*k loi amargancy partonnal 
Oavrd   Suiuki   raturna    a*    lann 
tm/t 
B    WORLO    SERIES   Gama 
Two 
® FALL GUY Cofi and How* 
'aca dangar whan lhay ameark on 
a mtMton to raacua Jody from • 
prraon whara woman ara torcad 
mto prostitution 
ffl ffl THE BRAIN Tha l-it m 
an »«ghi part tar ax on tha 
ramaikabla thraa-pound 
maclnna UMI micrographa. 
computar anrmaimn and paopta m 
action IO damonairata how iha 
Mam funcirona Q 
B MOVIE **#H Doctor 
Zhivago (Part 2 of 21 11965) 
Omar Shard Garahftna Chaphn 
Two lovara iiiuggfct anudai iha 
•pan and paatmnt of tha Russian 
Ravohiiron 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Manna 
K ' (1983) J* Oavburgh Gaorrai 
Byna A Jawiah-American wom- 
an bag** a naw Id* a* an aftor- 
nty m Jaruaalarn but lacaa a 
driamma whan ana mutl dafartd a 
suapactad Arab tarronat «i a cat* 
baang proaaculad by har a*-tovar 
an hvaah Anna anornay   * 
8:30 
O B DREAMS PhJ and G>no  ' 
hava a spat whan a maaarma art. 
ckt quota* Phri at saying ha ■ iha 
driving lorca bahmd iha band 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING MAS 
CAR   Darfcngton Oaah   fan   100 
Ihom   North   WAasboro    K C ■ 
IRI 
8:00 
O 6 MOVIE Aitaot On 
Faar (PrarrMaral Paul M*chaM 
Glaaar Linda Katsay in ih* laci 
baaad dramattianon a marnad 
coupta lurna a smart-town nawa 
papar mto a Pukuar Pm* winning 
Succass by raportrng on coniro 
rwtual avania involving a curflt 
community   CJ 
O MARKETPLACE tSaason 
Piarrwaral RasullS of lummariong 
invatngatmnt mto iha coMapsa o* 
Towar MOM gaga whara 2 000 
Canadians km mora man $30 
mdkon Bill Paul and Chnsima 
Johnson raturn as tanas hoaia 
IB DYNASTY Brady Uoyd tur 
priias OommiQua whan ha 
iito>m« ha> ha ■ workad out a 
maior racotdtog contract lor har 
hut Oomwaqua na* an awan giaat 
w turprita Irjr htm Q 
CD (S SMITHSONIAN 
WORLD F*>aiurad Arthur Sac 
>«• t ioa*ctKin of Aiian art a 
lacrhty -• Srfvar HM Md lhai raa 
■oral o*d aactall WlMiilar a 
Paaiock Room an ->lwv*w 
wuh Mai BlarK iha vorca o* Bog* 
Bunny anil olha> cartoon iharac 
8:30 
O MAN ALIVE iSaaaon Pram 
iwn) A young Garman woman 
BaaH Klartfald <% prohktd duraig 
har Quatt io hack down and br*>g 
to arttca Naii war or^nman Roy 
Bontiiaai  lalurn*  as  aar«i hoat 
Q 
IESPNI PKA KARATE 
10:00 
Q   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
B HOTEL Paw and B** try to 
parauad* a taan aga proatituta to 
abandon har tiada a magaima 
miarviaw wtih Mra Cabot goat 
awry and a hotai amptoyaa maata 
har naw brotharm4aw hy tha 
t-ii uma  Q 
• • WATCH ME NOW A 
documentary on boimg and 
young lighiar* (aaturmg OtympK 
partic«ant Macrujal Tyaon and Cua 
%0 Amato who iramad Floyd 
Paitaraon and Joaa Torraa. 
(D NEWS 
(TMC. MOVIE ** Iha KK) 
From Laft Ftald 119531 Dan Dai 
kty. Anna Bancroft A Hard Data 
man and h* n<na-yaar -old aon put 
tha Biton Baaabal Club at fvat 





OB CDS NEWS 
ffi)    WORLD    WAR    II    Gi 
DIARY 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
USPNI     NFL S    GREATEST 





O  'AXI 
B MOVIE * -)    Dorian Gray 
D970I   Hakmut   Baroar    Richard 
Todd    Baaad   on   tha   atory   by 
Oarar   Wada    A   atrange   portran 
nangvig m London actuary ahowi 
an •ubiBci ag-»g with i-m* 
B MAGNUM. P.I. A V*tnam 
rataran anhita Magnum % aid to 
imd Na gr/ffiand whan   actually 
ha * Hacking a man ha bfamai lor 
hn>buddy a daam IFII 
B     TONIGHT    Hoat      Johnny 
Caiaon Srhaduktd Batia Davit 
ffl ABC NEWS NIGHTVINE 
CD CD LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA       S< h-<i»iad        Jotapn 
MrNamar«    poke*   th*i   or   San 
Jot*  Cad' 
CD SANFORO AND SON 
(ESPN)SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI        MOVIE        ** 
lourlMNl M9B3) Robart Hayt 
Kaihta— i Bahar Oatp.ta obataOat 
laog tham an amotMVUjay rht 
lurbad man and woman try to 
bu4d a Ma togathw    H 
12 00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
BOJ/LOBO 
B LAUREL AND HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12 SO 
B LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Scrwd 
ukrd fl«h*d Iharha-na. (a>pan 
f va toy* damonatrai«nl 
KSPNI HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
12 40 
B   MOVIE    *•       Trantplant 
119791   Rav-i   Dobton     Malmta 
0*On 
1:00 
§ HAWAII FlVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   #**    Khartoum 
119461 Char lion nation  Lauranca 
Qavaa 
IESPNI POCKET BILLIARDS 
U J Pucfcati .t Cowboy >mm, 
MooralRl 
fTMC) MOVIE *** Laai 





B        CBS        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
BNEWS 
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW ffl) 
2:30 




(TMCI MOVK *•>*    Oraciaa 
I1979I Frank Langaaa   lauranca 
Ofcwar 
3:00 
(ESPNI PKA KARATE (Rl 
4:S0 
IESPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING Amarcen Gold Cup (from 
Oavon Pa i (Hi 
TMURSOAV 
OCTOBER II, 1884 
Caa»«« • '••« ivDw-i 
DAYTIME SPECIAL 
4:30 
B THE CARE BEARS IN 
THE LAND WITHOUT FEEL- 
ING tmmmttt Ian baart aach 
ol wftom lapratantt a human tra 
>i try to -aacua an unhappy hiiht 
hoy tiom in* ciutchat of an ava 
oMprorattor 
DAYTIME CHfLOREN S SHOWS 
3 30 
B  VOYAGE   OF   THE   MlMI 
Ih* oval ImagH ■■ ih* W>KI   a 
«vi i .»,* tai"   « :; 
4.30 
S    THE    CARE    BEARS    IN 
THE LAND WITHOUT FEEL 
ING A uaad   I-.. i-«*   aWIt 
u< whom tppnaHwfI a human Ha 
t I.. H '»*. ur- an unftappy i.lta- 





IESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
0<>ug DaWm >t Jrmn> Sykaa to 
in* ESPN M.ddhi«>aighi Champ, 
trnth* tchaduiad 'OP 12 'Oundt 
ihom Atlantic Cty   Ni     ill 
12 00 
IESPNI AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR HoHy 'arma 400 Ihom North 
VVAaabOro  N C I  iRl 
2:00 
IESPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING   Amarican   Gold  Cup   Ihom 
Oavon Pa i iRi 
3:30 
IESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Grand F«uji (from 
Malbournal  IR) 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6:00 
(TMC) **>'> Man Woman 
And Chad 11983) Mart* Shaan 
Brylha Dannar 
7:00 
(TMC)    *•#      Tha   Avangmg 
(1981) Mchaal Horaa Etram 
Z-nbatitl > 
8:00 
(TMC)    #*       Tana    VVafcar 
(1982) Ban Murphy Kawn Brr> 
Phv 
10:30 
(TMCI   **    Last Plana   Out 
119831    Jan-Mchaal    Vmcanl. 
MaryCroaby 
12:00 
B    **'l      Tha Movaj Makar 
n967)RodSlatgar   Robart Cua? 
12:30 
ITMCI    *#*'i       Educating 
Rita    M983I M<naalC*na Juha 
VVatiara 
1:00 
fD     *•**     Marty    119551 
Emaai Borgnma   Batty Blaa 
2:30 
(TMC)   * *   .      Praxa Vakant 
H954I    Jamaa    Maaon     Janai 
MR*) 
4:30 
(TMCI   »** 1      8r«n a  Song 




OO CD 6 NEWS 
6 SlOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
B    MACNEiL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ffiDIFF  RENT STROKES 
B   CONGRESS    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
ITMC) MOVIE *** . 
NatitHiAi lampoon t Ammti 
H,*^* < lOrB) JohnBaluthi Tim 
M*in-»..i m irw aarry I960* 
On- HOHH iha /an«tt and wad 
rtt gang on a coHaga camput 
hatttm ih* tuava Omaga Nouaa 
-•■ .1 Ih* "ii..- ■ daan R 
B 30 
SB CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
B HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7 OO 
O    B    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT    f-atuiad    Annatta 
i.. I -ii ■ 
SKEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
OHIO BTH DISTRICT 
CONGRESSIONAL DEBATE 
I'ank   v*nnw   And  Marcy   Rap 
(fi) DUKES OF HAZZARO 
CO BUSINESS REPORT 
ffiM-A#S#H 




B   PM.   MAGAZINE   Stava 
Mart« and Lay Tomfcn taa.  about 
thaa matt him     All 0) Ma     a 
vaM with WGAR • Paul Taprar 
B ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
B PEOPLE E COURT 
B WILD. WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)   PKA   KARATE   World 
Middlawaight     Championthip 
(from Montraafl  IR) 
MM 
B B MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
num ouaahona hra own sanrty 
ha i convincad thai ha) friand 
Mac. kaaad at m aapioaron yaan 
aaraa*. it aava and waalmg tha 
ttraatt olMonoMu 
B A TOUCH OF CLASS 
Quintal Vrarona Of FrWJ ' Far* 
film oVactori loeua on drftarani 
aapactt of tha Toronto Intarna- 
oonal Faatrval. axfudmg an artaM. 
an an mata oho*, ttraat muac. a 
danca thaatar company and a par- 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• ART SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
* GREETING CARDS ♦ GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
_^ _    _ new SCM Electronics 
Smiths    »™*«"« 
R«»linK (>rrrn. Ohm 11*'.' 
HALLMARK AND 
oma SUPPLY (419) 352-1508 
"Welcome Back 





428 E. Wooster    ^m 
Friendship 
Bouquets $4.00 
Cash & Carry 
cuaa>on •naamMa 
B COSBY SHOW Caff • pr.da 
whan Thao makaa tha high achoof 
football taam it Quickly quaahad 
whan ha atianda tha faat gama 
8 r*COPLE DO THE CHA2I- 
EST THINGS Moat Bart Convy 
it (omad by guaal tiar Lou *arrig- 
no at thay witnaaa a bkndfcadad 
woman .danufy car lam obax It by 
touch atona 
B THIS OLD HOUSE Bob 
Vaa plant tha convararon of an 
attic mto a mattar badfoom and 
bath 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
SNEAK PRE VIEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE * * >; Hot 
Stuff H9»9i Oom DaLuraa 
Suianna Plaahatta Ihraa Miam< 
copa gat m ovar thaa haada with 
tha mob whan than undarcovat 
lancmg oparation bacomas con 
tpKuoutiy tuccaaaiul *PG 
8:30 
B FAMILV TIES Jannrfar an* 
■oualy awaitt a vmt horn a lormar 
naiphoorrvood pa> 
B    WHO'S    THE     BOSS' 
Aogaij bacomat tunout whan har 
lormar taronty tula" manias Tony 
to attand thaa raumon  Q 
01 CD  ON  THE  MONEY Par 
tonal morvay  managamani  topict 
mcluda tafa invattmanit and how 
io raad a nawapapar t imanciai 
oaga Monay magaima managmg 
acktCH   Martha" Loab  oflart  iukM 
lor Mvmg   Cp 
G0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
8:00 
O CD OD Q) VICE PRESI- 
DENTIAL DEBATE Vrca Pra* 
dant Gaorga Buah and Damooata: 
vKa praardantial canckdata Garai 
tUt * •■laro tovara oft m a dabat* 
trom Phaadalphia anahraat and 
mtar i«wt wH< foaow 
Q} (B MYSTERYI Rumpoka t 
Raturn Horaca RumpoM taavat 
•atramani m Florida and roiurm 
io London to dafand a cfcant on a 
pornography charga Q 
B MOVIE **# Battk* C* 
Bntam (I8A9I M-chael Cam* 
Lauranca Okv*> oVitith prtott 
tight gallantly to pravant tha 
annihaation of London by Iha Gar 
man luttwatta 
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Oao Cokoryia *t Tony Thomat m a 
waftarw«*ghi bout aehadukad for 
10 rounda (kva hom Laa Vagaa 
Nav I 
B:SO 
B FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE ISaiaon Prarraaral Tha 
tarara bagma ita 28th aaaaon wrth 
a broadcaat from YafkmAnrfa 
Northwaat Tanitonaa. Frad Dant 
raiutna a* lanat hoat with panol- 
ratt Batty Kanrtadv and Prarra Bar- 
ton 
(TMCI MOVIE ***Vi Edu- 
cating H.ta 11983) Michaal 
Cama. Jufw WaJfav* An apathat 
ic akcohoac ptofaaaor haa a paa 
amrutta but chatta ratetttnahlp 
wrth a young woman who haa a 
daaaa to kaarn htaratura. PG Q 
10:00 
B NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
Q 
11:00 
X BBS NEWS 
WORL D    WAR    II    GI 
DIARY 





0 GOOD ROCKIN' TONfTE 
11:30 
I TAXI 
NEWHART 0«A and Joan- 
i halp Kat apruca up hra cafa to 
aacapa tuj«*ng it eondamnad by 
iha bmKfcng mtpactor (R) 
B TONIGHT Hoat Johnny 
Carton Schadulad: Bud Caarh 
I ABC NEWS NIGMTLINE 
B LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Schadukad Matimga Wyman 
oubaahar of tha Southarn Political 
Raporl    Mia*.  Nawton   co-author 
01 Not My «id A Paranti Gurda 
to K ida and Oruga 
B SANFORD AND SON 
If 8PNI SPORTSCENTER 
[TMC) MOVIE *##•*. "Napo 
kron 118271 AJbart Diaudonna 
Antonm Artaud Napokaon i afa 
from hit boarckng tchool day* to 
hit antry mto Maty    G 
12:00 
B     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
©BJ/LOBO 
B LAUREL AND HARDY 
IESPN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
12:08 
B    MOVIE    **>>       Mothar 
And Daughtar      Tha Lowig War 
11880) Tuaaday Ward.   Kathkaan 
MM 
12:28 
O     MOVIE     **'->        Tammy 
And Iha Mrlkonaaa    (19671 Dab 
r>a Walton   Oanvai Pyta 
12:30 
B    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVID   LETTERMAN Scha* 
utad   acior   Harry  Daan   Sianton 
Bariy   Braman   (mattar   ol   dra 
f»M) 
KSFNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Do Ccaorna vt Tony Thomat m a 
wahararaight bout tchadulad tor 
10 'ounda (from Laa Vagaa. 
Nav I   IRI 
1:00 
O HAWAII FIVE-O 
fi JIMMY SWAGGART 
B   MOVIE   *#v>      Up Tha 
Down Staacaaa    (18871 Sandy 













(ESPN) AUTO RACING ASA 
Stock Cart and SCCA Supar Vaat 
(from Brooklyn Mich I (R| 
fTMC) MOVIE **V| Prmca 
Vakant (1884) Jamaa Maaon. 
Janat Largh 
m.mnmrm 
n i n i ■ n  #*** 
***H 
V«yOo—  . *** 
OM  . **» ■MM  . . ** 
»*  . . *H 
Fl»  . .. * 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILLT 
WE HAVE THE CUREII 
aO'f LAROttT 
AND MOST 
COMPUTE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
